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Ireland's National and Regional 
Development - Issues· for Consideration 

NOEL WHELAN 

This paper is the text of the 7th Sean Lemass Memorial 
Lecture which was presented at the University of Exeter on 
24 October 1980. Dr Whelan is Secretary of the Department 
of the Taoiseach and Chairman of the National Economic 
and Social Council. 

Introduction 
I am complimented to have been asked to present this, the 
seventh Selin Lemass Memorial Lecture. I feel honoured to be 
succeeding, as speaker, such eminent persons as Senator 
Dr T. K. Whitaker, Professor Robert Leaper, Dr Patrick 
Hillery, Professor David Donnison, Most Reverend Professor 
James Kavanagh and Sir Idwal Pugh.· 

Through the Selin Lemass Memorial Lecture we continue 
to commemorate a man who has .had a major impact on the 
recent economic and social development of the Republic of 
Ireland. The influence of Selin Lemass on the national 
development of the Republic pas spanned over thirty years; 
it has had effect up to this day, and indeed will have beyond 
it, both in domestic areas suoh as the development' of the 
main sectors of our economy and,also externally, particularly 
but by no means exclusively in relation to the Republic of 
Ireland's relationship with Northern Ireland, .Great Britain 
and the European Community. The writings and statements 
of Selin Lemass in the late 1950s and throughout the 1960s 
expose for us conspicuous realitie,s which shaped, and are still 
shaping, Ireland's national development. . 

Lemass was a pragmatic, realistic nationalillt. He saw the 
Irish as a small nation, closely inte~dependent, 'and having a 
mixed open economy with much scope. for develoRment in' 
both public and private sectors. The fostering 0.£ the harmony 
on which development could. best take place ap.d Rromoting 
the development potential of both public and private secto,(s 
were to be a large part of his life's work. He pursued thes~ 
aims with realism and enterprise throughout his career. 
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Many of Lemass's observat'ions of twenty years ago are still 
relevant today, perhaps even more so than when he made 
them. It is still true today, for instance, to say that 'no 
riation of oui size cap achieve significant economic expansion 
~ithouf a great and sustained effort which must embrace all 
ele,""ents of the national community'. He went on to say: 

, 
There is not now and never will be any guarantee of 
success. Success is something which we must deserve by 
virtue 'of our wholehearted dedication to it and our 
capacity to set aside irrelevant political differences in 
organising a common effort to sustain it . . . . There 
never will be a time, for a country of our limited size 
and resources, when the maintenance of a satisfactory 
rate of economic growth can be taken for granted, or 
will not require careful management and continuing 
attention. 2 

Similarly it is still relevant \oday, twenty years later, to say 
that 'all elements should forget old contentions, outworn 
attitudes and old ideas which are irrelevant to the new 
circumstances. This is a time for united national effort. It 
does not matter one rap who gets the credit if we succeed; 
it will matter still less who gets the blame if we fail.'3 

ScaJ1 Lemass realised the essential power points for de· 
velopment oCthe Irish ecoilOmy. We have a mixed economy 
and in the 1950s he saw the, possibilities of both public and 
private sectors leading in the process of and contributing to 
economic and social development. He saw the role of govern
ment as primarily developmental and enterprising. 

It still rings true today, for instance, as he said in 1959, 
that 'in present conditions, no fund of experience, enterprise 
or management ability, such as-exists in the state-sponsored 
'bodies, can be allowed to lie dormant, if the maximum rate 
of development is to be attained,.4 Similarly it is still all too 
true, as he stated in 1961, that: 

In Irish economic development the role of the govern
ment is predominant .... This does not mean reliance 
solely on an extension of direct state-sponsored activi
ties, although state enterprise may have a considerable 
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part in it. It expresses also our understanding that the 
vast dynamic of growth which is inherent in free private 
enterprise cannot be fully availed of without govern
ment drive and leadership ... the aim of government 
policy is to main tain an equilibrium between the two 
component parts of the economic movement, and to 
use one as a supplement to the other. 5 

The ideas and policies of Sean Lemass give scope for many 
lectures. Tonight my theme is 'Ireland's National and Re
gional Development - Issues for Consideration'. I will take 
stock of our overall strategic position relating to national 
economic and social development and, in this context, will 
look ahead over the next two decades or so. A topic such as 
this is more wide-ranging than one talk can accommodate, so 
I shall be selective. My talk will relate to the following areas: 
1. a general outline of the broad strategic position of the 
Irish economy at the present time; . 
2. a 'pen picture' of the basic thrust of the development 
plans and programmes of the Irish government since the 
1960s; 
3. some aspects of the broad international scene which will 
affect Ireland's development during the 1980s and 1990s; 
4. the domestic situation facing Ireland over the next two 
decades - focusing on the critical strategic area of regional 
development; and 
5. some key strategic considerations which arise for Ireland's 
future national and regional development. 

Strategic position of the Irish economy 
The Republic of Ireland is a small, open, developing economy. 
It is more industrialised than otber econom,ies at a similar 
stage of overall development. . '-. 

It has plenty of scope for development! The per capita 
gross domestic product (GDP) of the Republic in' ,1980 at 
$5,165 was the lowest in the EEC. This is litHe mor'!! than 40 
per cent of that of France, 56 per cent that of the U~ed 
Kingdom, and is slightly lower than that of Spain:6 , Indeed 
between 1973 and 1979 the relative gap in output per head . 
between Ireland and the other EEC countries widened: In 
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1978 private consumption per capita in Ireland, at $2,430, 
was fifth lowest among European OECD countries. 7 

The population of the Republic is 3.4 million (1979) and 
the la150ur force is 1.2 million. A conventional measure of the 

' 4egree of openness Of an economy is the ratio of exports plus 
imports to' gross national product (GNP). In 1979 this ratio 
was 126 per cent fot the Republic which is very high. The 
size of·an economy has implications for its trading situation 
and inflation, since a small economy will tend to be " 'price 
taker' for ft.aded goods, that is, it cannot influence the price 
of these goods. The degr~e of openness of the Irish economy 
has increased owing to a number of influences. First, there 
has been a successive lowering of trade barriers, from the 
unilateral tariff reductions. of the early 1960s through the 
establishment of the Anglo-Irish Free Trade Area to the 
reductions resulting from membership of the EEC. Second, 
industrial development has been based on an outward
looking policy of export-led growth. Many firms have bee~ 
attracted to locate in Ireland and have exported a high pro
portion of their output. Third, the volume of imports is re
sponsive to increases in real output, and the proportionate 
increase in imports volume has exceeded the proportionate 
increase in real output. . 

While the Irish economy is not as specialised as other 
small, open economies are in certain commodities,S it is 
specialised in one market. The United Kingdom still absorbs a 
high, although decreasing, proportion of Ireland's trade. In 
1979, for instance, 46 per cent of the value of exports from 
the Republic went to the United Kingdom, while 50 per cent 
of her imports came from the UK The proportion of domes
tic output which is contributed by manufacturing industry is 
comparable with that in the developed countries of Western 
Europe,9 and it has increased from 33.9 per cent in 1966 to 
38.3 per cent in 1978. In the same period there has been a 
decline in the proportion of output which comes from 
agriculture, from 18.6 per cent in 1966 to 15.6 per cent in 
1978. 

Not only has there been a change in the structure of out
put as a whole, away from agriculture towards manufacturing 
industry, but there have been noteworthy changes in the 
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structure within that industry. In the past twenty years or so, 
Ireland has attracted increasing numbers of finns from over· 
seas. In 1974 'new industry' accounted for about 32 per cent 
of gross output, about 69 per cent of exports and about 28 
per cent of employment in manufacturing industry.lO This 
marked a major growth since 1966 when 'new industry' 
accounted for 11 per cent of gross output, 42 per cent of 
exports and 9 per cent of employment. 'New industry' 
means enterprises which received new industry grants and 
were one full year in operation by the end of 1974; many of 
these were overseas firms which were established in the 1960s 
and early 1970s. This structural change within industry has 
meant that there is a certain element of duality in the lrish 
industrial structure. Sophisticated technologically·based 
industries exist together with older established industries 
which employ less sophisticated technology. In sectors such 
as food and clothing, for instance, there are new grant·aided 
firms, some of which are from overseas, together with much 
older established Irish firms. But within each of these sectors, 
the net output per person employed in new industry (as I 
have defined it above) is significantly higher than output in 
the remaining firms. 

By Western European standards the structure of employ. 
ment is still marked by a highl proportion in agriculture but 
this proportion has been falling. It fell from 23.3 per cent of 
employment in 1966 to 20.7 per cent in 1979. By contrast, 
in the EEC as a whole in 1978 only 8 per cent of employ. 
ment was in agriculture. II 

One feature of the structure of Irish employment is the 
high proportion of the total employed in services. In 1966 
41. 2 per cent were employed in services and in 1979 this 
proportion was 47.9 per cent. This compares-- with an.BEC 
proportion of 52.7 per cent in 1978. Developii\g economies 
tend to move from a high proportion -of employment in 
agriculture and a low proportion in services to ' a.Iower pro. 
portion in agriculture and a higher proportion in services. 
The change in Ireland has been rather similar. While'tQe 
percentage of employment in agriculture in Ireland has been 
declining, there has been a consistently high percentage, of 
employment in services. 
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One of the striking features of the Irish economy is the 
high investment ratio .. In the period 1971-79 the ratio of 
fix~d capital investment to GNP averaged 26 per cent and, 
especially towards the end of this period, this was one of the 
highest investment ratios among OECD countries. This of 
cOlifse includes the investment which has occurred from new 
over~ea .. firms, much of it in areas which involve sophisticated 
technology . 

The Irish economy is a mixed economy: approximately 
25 per cent·of its GNP is derived from-government and· public 
sector activities, and approximately 75 per cent is derived 
from the private sector. Total public sector expenditure is 
equal to about 50 per cent of GNP. 

Finally, the Irish economy must be seen nowadays in the 
context of the European Community. The Republic of 
Ireland is a fully fledged and committed member of · the 
Community. I will be raising some of the strategic implica
tions of this later. 

Development Plans/Programmes of the Irish government 
since the early 1960. 
To complete our picture of the Republic's broad economic 
and social position we need to know something about the 
various development plans or programmes which have been 
published in the recent past. To appreciate the objectives of 
these plans or programmes since, say, the early 1960sweneed 
to be aware of Ireland's broad economic evolution since the 
1930s. Policies for national economic development are 
generally described as having had two fairly distinct phases -
the protectionist phase from 1930 to the 1950s approxi· 
mately, and the open, export-led growth phase from the late 
1950s to the present day. The Irish experience of the transi· 
tion from protection to free-trade has been thoroughly 
evaluated by Dr T. K. Whitaker in the first Sean Lemass 
Memorial Lecture in 1974}2 

Policies to foster development and to encourage the 
establishment of an industrial base were first introduced in 
the 19305. They were based on a protectionist strategy. It 
was hoped, at the time, that the high levels of protection 
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would induce development of an import-substitution sector 
and that eventually this sector would expand and operate 
successfully at lower rates of. protection. 

The protectionist policies of the 1930s were not appropriate 
to world economic conditions after World War II. Towards 
the end of the 1950s it was widely accepted that while protec
tion had served its purpose well, it was no longer adequate 
and that a different approach was required. 
. The new policies, courageously adopted, reflected a change 
in economic philosophy in Ireland. The path to economic 
growth, development and increasing employment was seen to 
lie in developing a more, open economy with, in particular, an 
export-oriented manufacturing sector, with the help of 
foreign investment which would provide modem technology 
and entrepreneurial drive, both of which were lacking in 
Ireland at that time. 

Against this background various programmes for economic 
development were published by successive governments 
between 1958 and 1980. During this period we had the 
following: 
l. In 1958 the First Programme for Economic Expansion 
which covered the five-year period 1959-63. A principal 
feature of it was the development of the public capital pro
gramme to concentrate on prod,uctive investment rather than 
on consumption. 
2. In 1964 the Second Programme for Economic Expansion 
which covered the period 1964-70. The Second Programme 
was, in its principles and policy objectives, a logical develop
ment of the strategic aims of the First Programme. However' 
the objectives were more specific and contained quantitative 
targets for the macro-economic aggregates. . 
3. In 1969 the Third Programme for Economic and Social 
Development which covered the period 1969-72~ It concen
trated on the policies relevant to a strategy for achieving full 
employment. It was selective in its approach and conSidered 
that in its predecessor 'the working out 'of the natlqnal 
growth targets for the various sectors of the economy . ... W311 
unduly elaborate'." While it broadly filllowed the strategic 
direction of the earlier two programmes, this Third Prog
gramme increased the emphasis on the supply side of the 
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economy' 'recognising that I'in the lohg run the rate of 
growth of output will largely be determined by the rate of 
gro.wth of capacity'. I' It departed from the previous two 
programmes in 'the' introduction of a social development 
programme which will help to shape the social aspects of 
Irish life in' accordance with national aspirations,ls and in 
giving~ore .emphasis to sharing the fruits of progress. 
4. Between 1972 and 1976 no plan or programme was pub
lished. Ih· 1976' , the Green Paper entitled 'Economic and 
Socia] Dev~k)pment 1976-1980' suggested broad lines of 
policy for discussion in the absence of a more detailed plan. 
Its main thrust revolved around the curbing of inflation, the 
raising of output and productivity and the maintenance of 
our international competitiveness through control of costs. 
It also recognised the importance of policies relating to the 
availability of resources for investment and the re-orientation 
of public policies to support an increase in investment. 
S. In January 1978 a .White Paper entitled 'National Develop
ment 1977-1980' aimed to review in general terms the 
economy and its potential for development and to outline 
the action planned by the government to overcome a loss 
of momentum in the economy. It was not a detailed plan 
and the government acknowledged that further policies 
would be set out for discussion in a Green Paper later in the 
year. The emphasis in the White Paper was placed on 'the 
evils of unemployment and inflation because these are the 
most urgent issues confronting the nation in the economic 
and social sphere. The defeat of these twin evils would not 
alone strengthen the economic base of our society; it would 
also- -represent a major step forward in the realm of social 
justice'.16 
6. In June 1978 a Green Paper entitled 'Development for Full 
Employment' was intended to be a prelude to a detailed 
national plan. It set forth a range of options for future action 
to achieve full employment. These would form the basis for 
the precise measures to be taken following consultation with 
the social partners. The Green Paper emphasised that the 
essential foundation for full employment was adequate 
growth of employment in the productive sectors of the 
community. 
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7. In January 1979 a White Paper entitle<VProgramme for 
National Development, 1978·1981-' set· out the government's 
decisions on the issues discussed in the 'Green Paper 'Develop· 
ment for Full Employment', having taken into account the 
various responses to that Green Paper. The policies in. the 
White Paper were a further evolution of the policies,outlined 
in the earlier White Paper 'National Development, 1977· 
1980'. 
8. In January 1980 the White Paper 'Investment and'National 
Development, 1979·83' concentrated mainly on the public 
capital programme, recognising it as a powerful means of 
securing the investment needs of the economy. The strategic 
thrust of this White Paper, however, is in the shift oC-the 
allocation of public capita\. resources towards essential infra· 
structure in order to provide an adequate underpinning for 
the growth of the directly productive sectors. This all6cative 
shift is designed to achieve the government's aim -of 'a rapid 
and progressive improvement of the infrastructure in Ireland 
until it reaches a level at least equal to that obtaining in the 
EEC generally' .17 

All these programmes were fully supportive of the outward· 
looking, open, export·led growth policy which took off in 
the late 1950s; they all appreciated the need for more pro· 
ductive investment in our economy; and, to a greater orless 
degree, they acknowledged the constraints intposed on 
economic growth and development by the public finances 
and the balance of payments. <Development · proposals and 
aspirations, of course, also saw the light of day through 
occasions such as annual budget statements, speeches by 
government members and, of course, parliamentary debate. 
Arising from the programmes there are three broad issues 
which I believe are worthy of general comment in any 
consideration of the next twenty years . "-

The first is that, while progress has undoubtedly taken 
place over the last twenty years, the same" basic '~et o'f<.socio
economic problems are still before us. We . still neen , 1I1,0re 
productive investment and activity to increase livlllg standaid~ 
and to generate employment; we need further investment, iri' 
infrastructure to mal<e it adequate for our needs; we. need 
further reallocation of our public expenditure 'to ensure that 
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there is a high~r ratio of ca~ital to current expenditure and a 
more appropriate proportion of aggregate public.expenditure 
gQ.ing towards productive uses; and the cost competitiveness 
and balance of payments considerations which were with us 
'\n the 1960s are still with us. 

'(>.f course_lhe fact that the environment which gives rise to 
the~'!\pr9ble~s is still with us need not mean that nothing has 
changed in the interim; the action in between may well have 
served to, curtail the size and severity of the problems. It 
mus,t, how~ver, pose a challenge to us that the range of 
proble:tns now facing us is broadly the same as that which 
faced us in earlier years. One cannot help but recall Sean 
Lemass's statement in 1961 that 'Time is the essence of 
our problem. , . , This prevailing notion that there is "time 
enough" is , the first misconception of which we , must rid 
ourselves', His comment is still true today. 

The second issue I want to highlight is perhaps the basic 
problem on which much of our national economic and social 
development will need to b~, focused in the decades ahead. It 
is the question of how we should invest in and develop our 
economy in order to absorb an increasing and you"g labour 
force when our economy itself is changing structurally and 
employment in our agricultural sector is continuing to 
decline. This is a unique situation amongst the European 
Community countries. We are at present, for instanc'e, 
experiencing high levels of in-migration. The Central Statistics 
Office estimate for the year to mid-April 1980 shows a net 
inward movement of 20,000 persons. Many of these people 
are being attracted back to Ireland by the new highly skilled 
industrial jobs which are being created. There is obviously 
much which could be said about this matter and it will 
underlie much of what I will be saying tonight. 

The third issue I want to mention is our capacity to solve, 
or at least make a dent in the range of problems which are 
still with us. This, of course, will require ingenuity and 
resourcefulness from both our public and private sectors. 
However, I believe that the alleviation of our problems will, 
in large measure, be dependent on the ingenuity, enterprise 
and development capacity of the policy formulators within 
our public service. One can only draw attention here to the 
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desirability of continual effort to ensure that our government 
departments and agencies can and will become the type of 
development corporations foreseen by S'dn Lemass in the 
1960s. We must ask what personnel and structures policies 
should be followed for our public service so that our public 
servants will have the environment and capacity to confront 
and overcome these problems during the next twenty years -
a period during which the problems will become more 
complex and intractable. There is no neat answer - none that 
I can formulate tonight. Nevertheless, we must surely list 
tliis as a major issue in our future national development. Its 
solution requires a dedicated and enterprising response from 
our public servants as well as a well-focused commitment at 
the political level. 

The international scene and Ireland's development in the 
1980. and 1990s 
I have outlined the strategic position of Ireland from the 
macro·economic perspective. I have spoken of the main 
elements and basic thrust of the government programmes 
which have been published since the late I950s and have 
raised some issues relevant to them. To help us focus on some 
of the main development challenges facing Ireland in the 
years ahead we need to look at'the broad international scene 
within which Ireland must develop, and which will affect 
her development during the 1980s and 1990s. 

This is a wide-ranging topic and one which would require 
expert evaluation and analysis if it were to be done thoroughly. 
I t is also a topic where the risk of misjUdging the situation is 
very high. For these reasons I propose to limit myself to 
drawing attention to some general internatiorla) developments 
which will have strategic relevance for Ireland's development 
over the next two decades. I will be very selective and will 
polarise these developments into just two main areas. (In 
doing so I am conscious of the many important ingr'edients 
of economic and social development, such as energy' and 
balance in our public finances, that I am omitting.) The frr~t 
area I will discuss relates to the economic dimension of' the' 
next two decades, the other to the social dimension; of 
course there is an overlap between them. 
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The,eaonomic dimension 
l~ant ,to focus on the critical· strategic need for Ireland as a 
small. open economy. to have a healthy export performance 
from, all its-sectors. A key matter here is whether or not 'there 
"(ill. be further international economic development and 
tra<!.,ing of the kind seen already in the twentieth century and, 
if so~ whether it will be relevant to Ireland's future trading 
potentl:U. I believe there will be and Ireland can avail of it 
in trading terms. But it is not without its challenges for many 
aspects of Ire!and's future development. 

The general,external 'environment within which Ireland's 
trading development' must take place over the next two 
decades is likely to have the following general attributes, 
despite current protectionist pressures. 
newly industrialising countries: 
1. Increased free trade between countries (encompassing 
trading relationships between the 'four worlds'IS) and 
increasing 'third world' Patticipation in world economic 
exchanges; ! 

2. Relatively moderate growth in the develoEed economies of' 
the world ... with various value changes in these countries; 
3. Rapid technological change continuing to be an essential 
element for development. 

As to the Jcvel of trade, there is, as you will know, a school 
of thought which claims that the period roughly from 1950 
to 1973 saw the greatest economic expansion in history but 
that this expansion has now ended and will not be repeated, 
partly because the backlogs of technological opportunity 
responsible for the earlier growth no longer exist and partly 
because governments, for various reasons, are now being 
forced to pursue policies far less expansionist than those 
of the 1950-73 period. lo I take an optimistic view of future 
world economic growth prospects. One could obviously dwell 
at great length on this matter so I will simply make a general 
comment which I think will be of relevance to Ireland's 
future development. The scenario of low growth for the 
future derives in large part, but by no means exclusively, 
from' the work on 'Limits to Growth' by Denis Meadows 
and others. I think this work underestimates the extent to 
which science, technology and innovation will continue to 
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lay the conditions for and play an increasingly important part 
in increasing economic growth, and development, and world 
trade, in an environment where trade barriers are being 
lowered. (The relatively recent development of the micro· 
processing technologies with their far·reaching implications 
for trade and development is a case in point.) 

The determinants of economic growth over the decades 
immediately ahead will be different qualitatively, ,and in 
intensity, from those that dominated economic growth earlier. 
Modem economic growt\'!, that which has occurred in 
developed economies over the last centu~ and a half, has 
involved a substantial rate of annual increase. iJ) per capita 
aggregate product, despite the fact that populations have 
also increased much more rapidly than this rate of increase 
during the same period. Technological progress and innova· 
tion, basically through the application of new knowledge to 
the production of goods, made this modem economic growth 
possible on the scale on which it occurred. But, in so far as 
continued growth is concerned, the increase in technological 
capacity, while still a necessary condition, is not in itself 
enough. For instance, the applic~tion of 'knowledge' deriving 
from scientific and technological effort and the cumulative 
experience of the human race pas always been a vital pre· 
requisite to modem economic growth. But, for the future, 
the rate at which knowledge has accumulated in modem 
times will increase and the efficiency and speed with which it 
will need to be applied to productive activity will be very 
much greater than in earlier stages of history. Our social and 
economic institutions will need to be changed, in some 
instances restructured, to ensure the efficieht application of 
the new knowledge to pro~uction problems. Thi~ may indeed 
be the real challenge for our future developmenf~n essence, 
while the economic growth which lies ahead will r~quire an 
acceleration and intensification of the economic forces and 
processes that have previously existed, . it 'rill also r~q!lire 
qualitative differences in them. This really al)101mts to a ii'ew 
form of growth; a form of growth which places emphasis no·t ·. 
alone on a coun~'s scientific and technological infrastruc~re
and capacity but also on the relationship of that infrastructute 
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and capacity to our social and economic institutions and vice 
versa. 

All tountdes but particularly those such as Ireland which 
,are, in a developing ,state must ensure that they are poised to 
avail tliemselves of this new economic growth and that it 
d6es n~t pa~s them by. We must ensure, for instance, that our 
economic. and seIVice sectors, such as agriculture, industry, 
transp;)r,t ,syste!Jls, and education, can both qualitatively and 
quantitatively CORe with and exploit this new dimension, 
which of 20urse will itself rest on a continually changing 
technoiQgicafbase. A dual sector economy, one with a small 
science·based 'modem' sector which tends to be isolated, 
and a larger traditional se<;tor having little technological 
interaction with the former, will not be well poised to avail 
of this future growth. 

Such countries should be able to assess their own 
economies in a hard·headed and objective fashion, identifying 
'and giving priority to the products where export potential 
will continue to grow and which reflect their comparative 
advantage. They must, however, realise that their compara· 
tive advantage at any given time will not last forever and they 
must make shrewd judgements accordingly in relation to 
national investment. 

As a country whose economic development still rests and 
will continue to rest on successful exporting, Ireland should 
pay attention to export developments in countries like South 
Korea, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore, Brazil and Mexico. 
This is where much of our competition will come from. The 
continued developm~nt of their export potential will have 
implications for us20 and we could learn something from the 
transformation which has taken place in their economies. 
They have been very successful in developing strategically in 
an environment of international economic interdependence. 
The issues these countries raise for us cover a wide span. 
They include the questions of what product ranges should we 
aim for in future and how do we make the necessary adjust· 
ments, structural and otherwise, which will be needed in our 
econom y if we are to cope with and survive under the 
challenge presented by these countries. 
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The social dimension 
This dimension has to do with what social problems a 
country like Ireland may encounter in the two decades 
ahead. This is again a very wide.ranging topic and one 
where the possibility of being wrong is very high. I feel 
confident enough, however, to put forward a cluster of 
problems wliich I think may arise in the decades ahead. 
Ireland must, of course, anticipate them and gear itself to 
cope With them. They are the increasing need for trade-offs 
between economic development of the type which is likely to 
be successful in the coming decades and environmental 
standards, contradictions likely to arise from public action to 
promote social goals, youth unemployment, the productive 
involvement of women in our future development and the 
emergence of the 'leisure society? The first of these is likely 
to be the most immediate (indeed it is already with us in 
certain areas); the last probably will be the least immediate. 

The first, the trade-off between economic growth and 
environmental standards, will be an important issue. At what 
point should desirable and necessary economic growth give 
way to preservation of the environment? This issue is already 
well debated internationally so all I want to do here is draw 
attention to a future dilemma - the need for public policy 
which will, in the face of pressing social and economic need 
to do otherwise, enshrine either in legislation or subsequent 
actions measures to preserve environmental standards and the 
quality of living. I suppose what will be required more and 
more of government in this area is the achievement of a 
balance between the two competing ends. 

The second problem which I think will show increasing 
presence will be the conflict of aims which ~l arise from 
public action to promote social goals. What I Iiave in mind 
here is that under conditions of high inflation, slO\:Ver growth 
and continuing pressure for social development, certain 
dilemmas will become apparent in the face of public action 
to promote social goals. Here are some examples: 
1. raising the salaries of low paid workers may adver.selY , 
affect their employment prospects; 
2. action to protect jobs in declining industries can involve 
costs which can inhibit the creation of jobs elsewhere; 
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3. increased job security for those with jobs can reduce the 
employment prospects of those without jobs; 

.. .4, adC<juate unemployment benefits for those who genuinely 
. want to work may provide a soft option for those who do 
',not; 

5-, shorter working hours will not lead to more work for 
otllers if they increase costs, add to inflation and oblige 
governments to follow even more cautious demand manage
ment policies. 

These problems are indeed already evident; they are likely 
to grow. The need, of course, must not be to seek to curtail 
or eliminate social progress but rather to achieve desirable 
social objectives more effectively while minimising their 
adverse effects on the efficient operation of the economy. 
This is a dilemma facing, perhaps, all countries and certainly 
countries with Ireland's socio-economic characteristics, It 
will tax the ingenuity and innovativeness of our policy 
formulators in government. As the next two decades unfold, 
the basic issue here for us may turn out to be not the level of 
public expenditure or government involvement but how to 
develop new ways of providing social services which involve 
more responsibility on the part of individuals, the family, 
the enterprise, the trade unions and various social institutions. 
I do not Wish what I am saying here to be construed as 
advocating a retreat from public responsibility. Rather is it 
a recognition of the practical limits to public sector involVe
ment and of the fact that many new social demands and 
aspirations cannot be met by action by the state alone. 

The third of the 'social' problems I have listed is that of 
yeuth unemployment. This will become increasingly promi
nent and important internationally, not the least to Ireland 
since half of our population is under twenty-five years of 
age. Walsh'l has pointed out, for instance, that the prospect 
of zero growth in the numbers of working age is more remote 
than that of zero .growth in the total population. Even at the 
end of this century, he writes, it is lil)e1y that there will be 
only about 140,000 people in the age group 60-64, compared 
with at least 300,000 in the age group 15-19. In the absence 
of continuing reductions in labour force participation rates 
this suggests that entrants to the labour market will out-
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number those retiring by about 2 to 1. This is higher than the 
situation today when some of the growth in the labour force 
has been postponed by important reductions in the labour 
force participation rate of teenagers. 

The prospect of youth unemployment will present a 
formidable challenge; so much of our country's future 
development depends upon our young people that we must 
overcome it. Youth unemployment in many countries is at 
present resulting from a combination of slower rates of 
economic growth, demographic trends and, indeed, structural 
factors affecting the demand for and the supply of labour. 
It has reached serious proportions in many countries and is 
expected to increase further in the decade ahead. Unemploy. 
ment hits young people more severely than other groups. 
Unemployment itself is wasteful, but youth unemployment 
has particular human, social and economic consequences 
which hit at the core of national'development. OWing to the 
growing magnitude and duration of the problem, the effects 
of youth unemployment will extend to new groups of 
individuals. What was once a problem limited to a relatively 
small number of persons, mainly school drop·outs, now 
affects youth at large. The cost of the youth unemployment 
being experienced internationally nowadays is considerable. 
It weighs heavily on already strained transfer payments and 
represents a serious loss of investment in human capital. 
Youth unemployment also generates pressures on political 
and social structures. It means not only lost output but also 
losses in the form of training which never takes place, negative 
work experience manifesting signs of early failure. An 
increasing number of the younger generation in the years 
ahead will reach maturity without ever havirlg, had meaning. 
ful work experience. It is impossible at this sta~ to predict 
the magnitude of the longer term effects, psychological and 
otherwise, of this deprivation but they are bound to be 
considerable. ' 

The fourth problem I specified has to do with the role.9f 
women in Ireland's future economic development. This wilL 
become more important over the decades ahead. Th<;. 
development plans of many countries, in providing economic 
opportunities mainly for men, largely ignore women. By 
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excluding. th.e _needs and potentialities of women, they deny 
their countries possibilities for accelerating their development, 
A critical feature is_ the precise position of women in the 
labour market. Despite the economic slowdown, the number 

' ,of wo~en in the labour force, especially married women, is 
i'n-<leasing and this trend is expected to continue. Relevant 
statistics bear this out for Ireland. Until recently the unem· 
ployment rate for ~bmen was constrained or reduced by the 
fact that women were protected from the effects of various 
rece,ssions 'b.,ecause th,ey,were not automatically On the labour 
market and, in any case, were heavily concentrated in less 
affected sectors .such as the services, However, this situation 
has changed and women now bear an increasing sha,e of the 
unemployment burden. In most countries they have a higher 
rate of unemployment than men. The situation is aggravated 
by the increasing labour force participation rates for women, 
by the increasing female share of the labour force in many 
countries, and by the fact th,at in some instances women tend 
to work predominantly in vulnerable sectors such as textiles. 

There are many issues of particular relevance to women 
which will affect the future patterns and trends of women's 
participation both in the economy and in Irish society as a 
whole. Many women are still somewhat isolated from the full 
economic and social life of the community for various 
reasons: women's education and training does not make them 
flexible in relation to employment;job opportunities and job 
arrangements are not organised to facilitate married women; 
traditional views about jobs appropriate to women still 
persist in some cases. While much has already been done, the 
underlying demographic, educational and labour force trends 
in the Republic demonstrate the need to create new oppor· 
tunities, facilities and attitudes so that our economic and 
social growth can gain from the potential contribution which 
women can make. 

The fifth problem I listed, the emergence of the leisure 
society, although less acute than the other four, is still 
worthy of attention. It is less acute because probably over 
the next twenty years the average Irish worker will be more 
or less as slow to substitute leisure for additional income as 
he is now;" opinion surveys conducted in the various EEC 
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countries tend to bear this out. Furthermore, our socio· 
economic situation vis-it-vis other European Community 
countries is one which shows us to have a relatively large 
family size, lower earnings and a smaller proportion of 
households with more than one income earner. This situation 
will, by and large, continue although some reduction in the 
difference may be expected. It will probably not be con
ducive to a major trade-off of leisure for work. Nevertheless, 
I would not be happy to dismiss this matter totally. It is 
unlikely that, in the next two decades, economic develop
ment will lead countries back to 'full employment'. This, 
combined with both the nature of work deriving from 
foreseen technological developments and with the new social 
conditions which are likely to surround work, will lead to a 
need for people to be trained to prepare for 'leisure' activities, 
be they in this position either through earlier retirement or 
because of the availability of less of what we nbw kn6w as 
work. I do not think that this trend will pass Ireland by 
totally. 

Ireland as a member of the European Community 
Before leaving the broad, international scene which will 
affect Ireland's development during the next two decades, 
I think we must refer to some of· the main continuing implica
tions of Ireland's membership of the European Community. 
It is an important strategic dimension to our future economic 
and social development. 

When considering the issues which membership of the EEC 
will pose for us in the next twenty years or so, we should 
recall what Lemass said so prophetically WRen we were first 
considering the possibility of EEC membership. He said: , 

Nobody in Europe is thinking of our nation~ prosperity 
except ourselves. Nobody wants us into membership of 
EEC for the benefits they wish to confer on' us. The 
most we can ask, or they will concede, is equal 'oppor
tunity of participating in the economic and" "SQcial 
advancement which it is designed to make possible for 
all the people of Western Europe. But it will be entirely' 
up to ourselves alone to decide how we can use this 
opportunity. 
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We now know how clear his )lnderstanding was of what EEC 
membership would entail. There have been benefits certainly 
b.ut , they have ' not been conferred on us. We have had to 
accept' the full obligations and responsibilities of membership 
in retum, for the rights which membership has conferred. We 
have-. on occasions sought special treatment for special 
proble~ and where this has been accorded it has been 
always without departure from the basic principles of the 
Community~ We have often been refused special treatment 
where it would involve infringement of basic Community 
principles. . 

In the light of . our experience to date and the aspects of 
national economic and social development identified earlier, 
the following, I think, are likely to be among the key issues 
arising from our membership of the EEC for the years ahead. 
I want to stress that I am posing them here as challenges 
which we must face in the ~ontext of our membership of the 
European Community. 

Convergence 
In the quotation earlier from Lemass he spoke of our 'equal 
opportunity of participating in the economic and social 
advancement . . . possible for all the peoples of Western 
Europe'. We have not yet achieved this equal opportunity 
within the Community. 

Our per capita income, for instance, has declined from 
51 per cent of the Community average in 1972 to 49 per cent 
in 1979. This trend is not due to lack of effort to avail of the 
opportunities of the Community. Our average rate of increase 
in GNP since 1973 has heen higher than that of the Com
munIty as a whole. But with a population increasing at seven 
times the Community average, our per capita income has 
declined relative to the Community average. 

At 30 per cent approximately of GNP, our investment rate 
is well above the Community average of 24 per cent. We have 
found in Ireland that an investment rate as high as this is 
necessary in order to make good the deficiencies in essential 
infrastructure, to keep pace with the social capital needs of 
a growing population particularly in urban areas, and to 
create hoth new manufacturing and commercial capacity and 
the more productive agriculture on which our economic 
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growth depends. Without this investment we will be unable 
to share in the economic progress of the Community in free 
trade conditions. But it is not enough. We have between 
entry in 1973 and 1979 lost an estimated 44,000 jobs in 
manufacturing industry partly owing to free trade, and 
agricultural employment has also declined by 40,000 since 
1973. 

Economic convergence within the Community as a whole, 
therefore, requires even greater levels of investment if we are 
to compete on equal terms with countries whose infrastruc
ture and productive capacity is so much more advanced than 
ours. 

Owing to the constraints on the public fmances at home, 
higher levels of investment will be difficult unless we can 
persuade the Community to act in what is possibly the only 
way that economic convergence can be brought abou t. This 
is to transfer adequate investment resources from the more 
prosperous to the less prosperous areas within the Com
munity. The principle of such transfers has been recognised 
in the European Regional Development Fund and the Fund 
is a valuable instrument of Community policy. However, I 
believe the scale of operation of this Fund as an instrument 
of convergence could be improved. For instance, in 1979 it 
contributed only 2.5 per cent of O\~rpublic capital programme. 
Indeed, it could be said to have elements of counter· 
convergence to the extent that it gives substantial aid to 
regions with GNP per capita well above the Community 
average. The German regions, for example, get the same 
amount as Ireland; these regions have per capita incomes 
two to three times higher than Ireland. The leyel of aid is the 
same for the poorest and the richest !~gions wit/:lin the EEC. 
Investment eligible for aid is restricted. For instan~e, it does 
not include housing, schools and hospitals, ~ high investment 
need in developing the less-prosperou~ regions. 

" 
In the context of our joining the EMS, additional transfers 

of resources from the Community were made amounting to 
£225 million over five years. There were also some bilateral "'. 
transfers of funds to Ireland. These transfers, while obviously 
welcome, will not have a major effect on convergence, 
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The development of our agricultural sector 
The importance of agriculture in our economy has been 
noted earlier; Maintenance of the principles of the Common 

.Agricultural 'Policy of the EEC is, therefore, of special 
' ,concern to Ireland: The Common Agricultural Policy is not 

a'Convergence policy. The payments Irish farmers receive per 
capita' from the market guarantee payments under the 
Community budget are only one-third those received by 
famers in . Denmark, the Netherlands, and Luxembourg and 
only half th<lse received by farmers in Belgium and Germany. 

The Commbn Agricultural Policy is a common market and 
price system which by protecting the living standards of the 
agricultural community and assuring the Community of the 
bulk of its food supplies contributes to the general economic 
and trading welfare of the Community. Agriculture employs 
seven million persons in the Community. Such employment 
takes on a new significanc, with the spectre of over seven 
million unemployed in other sectors. The cost of oil is now 
a constant threat to the Community trade balance· and this 
gives a new significance to the value and security of the 
Community's own food production. Any fundamental 
change in the CAP would be of grave concern to Ireland. 
Agriculture employs 20 per cent of our labour force and in 
1979 contributed 13.5 per cent of our GNP. 

Ireland's e~onomic well-being within the EEC depends, 
therefore, on both retaining the fundamental features of the 
CAP and on increasing convergence transfers in the budget. 
Our position differs, therefore, from that of the UK which, 
because of its small agricultural sector, does not benefit 
sigtiificantIy from the CAP guarantee payments but which 
is eligible for greater convergence transfers. The demand for 
changes in the CAP, of course, arises mainly because the cost 
of the market support system accounts for 73 per cent of the 
Community budget. That budget tends to make little pro
vision for convergence transfers. In addition, it has now 
almost reached its present.statutory limit. 

It must be remembered, however, that the Community 
budget is only 0.8 per cent of total Community GOP. The 
guarantee payments of the CAP, moreover, must be seen 
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against the benefits of a prosperous agricultural sector, with 
a large employment content, assuring the Community of its 
food supplies. They must also be seen as inevitable once a 
common market replaced a series of national markets having 
national price support systems. The problem of surpluses 
could perhaps best be tackled at origin by discouraging the 
ever· increasing output by the large commercialised producers. 
Greater food rod to the Third World could also provide a 
solution to intra.Community surpluses. The large imports of 
food into the Community could well be reviewed to ensure 
that the political need for imports is not prod for by the 
agricultural community alone through reduced guarantee 
payments. 

Membership of the EMS 
To remron in a more or less fixed exchange regime implies 
that our rates of inflation and our unit costs must remrun 
over time more or less comparable with the other countries 
in the regime. We have been able, before joining the EMS, to 
compensate for higher inflation and wage increases by the 
depreciation of our currency, which was on a par with 
sterling, in terms of the other Community currencies. Since 
entry to the EMS and the breaking of parity with sterling 
our trading position has been Qnder-pinned by the appreci
ation of sterling which has given us a competitive advantage 
in selling to the UK. 

Our effective membership of the EMS will depend on the 
success of policies to reduce inflation and on the rate of pay 
increases which if high need to be compensated for by 
improved productivity. The interaction of EMS with other 
Community policies is significant. Agriculture prices under 
CAP are fixed at 'levels related to the lowest'inflation rates 
in the Community. As long as we had a 'l\epreci~ting 
currency, before the fixed exchanges of the EMS"we were 
able to convert the common Community price into a~igher 
domestic price more comparable with our higher rat.e pf 
inflation. In our new circumstances, how . .,ver, the cOQlbili~
tion of a fixed exchange rate, low CAP price increases and 'h 
higher than average inflation rate would exert a strong d",~n- .. , 
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ward pressure on fanners' incomes. Our position is clear: 
with 'fixed exchange rates we will suffer lack of trading 

", competitiveness and decline in living standards, particularly 
of- the fanning community, unless our inflation and pay 
s~tt1ements are in general accordance with the European 
aver,,&e. 

' . 

Regional' development within the Republic 
I have been .talking about the broad international or external 
scene which'''will affect Ireland's future development and 
which of course' :will have many implications for our domestic 
·policies. I would now like to turn inwards and ask what· 
strategic topic ought we to be thinking of in relation to our 
future internal development. I have chosen regional develop
ment within our country as that topic because of its 
importance for the way we live as a nation. Naturally, these 
two broad dimensions are not mutually exclusive. 

Far-reaching changes from past economic and social trends 
are now occurring in the economic and social structure of the 
nine regions which are used as a basis for regional planning 
in Ireland. These changes are due essentially to a regional 
policy based on achieving maximum national economic and 
social growth through improving the productive capacity 
and efficiency of all regions more or less simultaneously. 
This policy was adopted some years ago in preference to one 
which suggested that faster economic and social growth 
could be achieved by giving priority to certain already 
urbanised regions. Without wishing to re-open in full this 
policy debate, a 'concentrated' regional policy was not 
followed mainly because there was no proof, and probably 
none was possible, that it would bring about faster economic 
growth than the policy, in practice, adopted. The following 
considerations were relevant to the policy of general regional 
development which was adopted: 
1. the need to minimise internal popUlation movements in a 
geographically small country and thus to minimise the need 
for new social capital investment or loss of such existing 
investment; 
2. that empirical evidence bore out the success of industrial
isation (again given the small geographical size of the country) 
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on a regionally-dispersed pattern which would match the 
distribution of existing labour resources; 
3_ that the strengthening of local communities generally was 
likely to bring about economic progress of greater social and 
environmental quality than economic progress which would 
be based either on relatively large concentrations of popula
tion or on social and economic opportunities gained at the 
expense, through migration, of smaller communities; 
4_ that there was a national politicai and social preference 
for increasing economic and social opportunities on a widely
dispersed regional basis, because over half our population 
outside the greater Dublin area was already tied-down 
locationally by farming and that this situation demanded 
wider ancillary social and economic opportunities in reason
able proximity to the farming families; 
5_ Irish regional policy was seen as not so much one of 
reducing regional disparities, though these exist, but of 
seeking to maximise overall national growth by mobilising 
the economic and social resources of all the regions_ Policies 
to reduce regional disparities were seen as characteristic of 
more developed economies where the primary objectives in 
effect are to redistribute growth or to correct the structural 
decline of once prosperous regions_ 
In Ireland the over-riding policy: consideration for regional 
development has been the intention to maximise economic 
and social progress by providing opportunities to all regions 
to increase their productive capacity and efficiency _ . _ 

Against this general background I win now give a brief 
description of Ireland's main regional economic and social 
characteristics. This will provide a basis on which we can 
understand certain key strategic issues with which develop-
ment policies will need to be increasing!y concern~Q,:, . 

1. Nearly 50 per cent of the Irish population-stilllives Qutside 
towns and villages of less than 1,500 persons_ Only in, the 
East Region, centred on Dublin, does a substal).tial majo.ri.ty 
of the population live in urban areas,23 This pattern of s~ttie-, 
ment has important implications for the location of ne~ , 
economic activity and the provision of communal servi<;es 
and facilities_ 
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2. There ~s a striking .regional imbalance in the heavy concen
tration of our population in the East Region'" and more' 
sp~cifically in· the greater Dublin area. 
3. The concentration of population in the greater Dublin area 

. \)as arisen from migration from other regions of young people 
i~earch of .. tertiary sector employment as well as from an 
inbllilt· high natural increase. The result is that age dependency 
rates ~ much lower in the East Region (0 .64) than outside 
(0.75 to 0.81).25 The proportion of children aged 0-14 years 
is much the same in all regions. Therefore a future popula
tion and labour force potential exists equally in all regions 
to avail of economic and social opportunities. 
4. Reversing the trends of the last century, the populatIon 
has increased in all regions in the seventies. The population in 
the East Region has been increasing at up to twice the rate of 
some of the other regions. 26 This could, I suggest, demonstrate 
the capacity of all regions to retain and attract population 
when the necessary regional ~conomic and social opportunities 
are provided. If so, it contrasts with the once-fashionable 
sociological speculation that young people would always 
forsake the so-called remoter regions for the larger urban 
centres. This is perhaps partly due to a healthy change in the 
attitude of young people in a more mobile, more communica
tive and more environment-conscious society. These rates of 
demographic increase, particularly in towns which stagnated 
'or declined for more than a century, do, however, present 
serious urban development challenges which we should 
welcome as inevitable problems of the new society that the 
late Sean Lemass wished to create for posterity. 
5. Overall, the rural population outside towns of 1,500 
persons or more is approaching a level at which it is likely to 
stabilise or increase slightly in the future. This again is a 
departure from the trends of over a century.27 
6. The various demographic changes primarily reflect increas
ing regional industrialisation. Agriculture, while of major 
significance, is now the major employer in only three regions. 
This is directly linked to the relative growth of the industrial 
sector because, the East Region apart, the share of the 
services sector in employment does not differ greatly 
between regions. The growth in farm incomes and confidence 
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as a direct result of EEC membership has, of course, tended 
to reduce the outflow from agriculture though the outflow 
was likely to decline in any event owing to the heavy losses 
of the past. 
7. A particularly significant aspect of the regional employ
ment structure is the predominant position of the Dublin 
area in providing services employment and the comparative 
weakness of this services sector in the other regions. The 
regional structure of employment will continue to evolve 
from the present average profile, in the regions outside the 
East Region, of 32 per cent agricultural employment, 29 per 
cent industrial employment and 39 per cent services employ. 
ment. The continued employment of the rapidly grpwing 
regional labour force in adequately remunerated employment 
will require a significant shift in that employment profile. It 
is to be expected that the relative share of agriculture will 
decline and those of the other sectors increase. 
8. The changing employment structure in the regions has 
been reflected in increasing regional per capita incomes. 
These have been growing more rapidly in the regions other 
than the eastern regions, where older industries have suffered 
from free trade and market recessions. The income gap 
between regions has, therefore, narrowed significantly in the 
1970s, and further narrowing of this gap is likely to become 
an important policy concern. There are two fundamental 
reasons for the gap. The first is tile existence in the poorer 
regions of a considerable number of farms which are un
remunerative because of size, soil conditions, lack of invest
ment and the age of the owners. The second is the excessive 
concentration in the Dublin area of tertiary employm~Jlt 
which, if more evenly distribu ted among regions, would 
reduce the income gap between the East m ,d the other 
regions. " 
9. The unemployment problem exfends tbrougho'ut all the 
regions. Unemployment is at much the same rat';, ,in all 
regional groupings for which statistics arc a~ailable, v..,-ying, 
from 8.1 per cent in the south-east and south·west to 9.3 per 
cent in the west, north-west and Doneg;U. When taken to~', 
gether with the rates of regional population increase ret,,~ed 
to earlier, it brings into sharp relief the fact that the labo?r 
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supply is growing at rates :faster than those of past regional 
emJ)loyment. The fundamental national economic problem 
of providing sufficient employment for a growing labour 
force is, therefore, paralleled in the regions by an unpre-

'. ~etlented growth in the labour force coming into the labour 
market_ The problem of providing sufficient employment is, 
ther~fore, added to by the problem of providing it in particu
lar locations if regional development is to be maintained. 

I consi.der 'the foregoing to be the essential factors to be 
taken into'account in any analysis of Irish development from 
the regional' socio-economic perspective. Housing, health, 
education and other social indicators tend to reflect differ
ences between urban and rural areas rather than between 
regions. 

Many important issues, which will be central to economic 
and social development in the coming decades, arise_ The 
main ones I have chosen for comment have to do with infra
structure, employment, the environment 'and community 
life. Although many more, such as the best system of regional 
administration, could be added to the list_ 

Infrastructure 
A regional policy based on giving each region simultaneously 
the opportunity to contribute effectively to national econ
omic and social progress and to develop its employment 
potential poses problems In relation to the provision and 
financing of the necessary infrastructure. Statistics2S on 
infrastructural development particularly relating to roads, 
telecommunications and water systems tend to show under
capacity relative to demand_ 

It has been estimated that to overcome past deficiencies 
and to meet new demand over the next eight to ten years, an 
annual investment of £250 million is required in telecom
munications, roads and sanitary services. Current annual 
investment is about £160 million and, as you will appreciate, 
this already imposes a strain on public expenditure. Concen
tration of this expenditure in a number of priority regions 
has been excluded by the regional policy principles we have 
already noted. In practice, the available funds are distributed 
on a wide regional basis with priorities being determined 
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mainly on a project basis. The scarcity of funds, therefore, 
means that all regions experience some infrastructural 
deficiencies. These of course tend to impair our efficiency 
and competitiveness in trading under free market conditions 
with countries whose infrastructural services are much more 
developed. Therefore some degree of priority is merited for 
investment in infrastructure development in the areas of 
roads, telecommunications and water/sewerage systems. 

We must be realistic however: the shortfall between the 
desirable levels of expenditure on infrastructure and what can 
be provided out of public funds clearly requires that new 
sources of capital investment in public infrastructure must be 
developed if regional and national development objectives 
are to be attained. Indeed, under current government policy, 
an important and developing role is emerging for the private 
sector in this area, a role which harmonises very effectively 
with Ireland as a mixed economy.29 

Employment 
Any attempt to achieve full employment at regional level will 
require not only intensification of the existing industrialisa· 
tion trends but also provision of more service employment in 
most regions. Substantial decentralisation of public service 
employment now centralised in the Dublin area would help 
greatly. This indeed has already.commenced and a programme 
of decentralisation is at present being actively pursued by the 
government. Employment in fmance and commerce, also 
heavily concentrated in the Dublin area, might also be de· 
centralised but this, of course, will be greatly dependent on 
the development of services and facilities in other centres. 
Appropriate fiscal and other financial incentives would help 
to bring about decentralisation of private' "<sector service 
activities. ' . , 

There is, as yet, insufficient knowledge about the growth 
and location of indigenous service employment' , in the 
regions, as distinct from transfers of such employment from 
the capital. Such questions as whether service' employm"ent 
grows faster in large towns than in small towns needs to Be 
answered if, for example, future industrial location p'oli!,ies 
were to be changed to a more concentrated pattern now that 
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the first wave of industria\isation has brought industry to 
most of the smaller centres. In the case of industry, the 
growth. of indigenous indu.stry as distinct from industry 
coming from overseas should become an important source of 
¢e· additional employment required and its locational 
re'lpirem,nts may pe different from those of mobile inter· 
national industry. 

The'-.[eplacement from January 1981 of tax relief on 
export earnings by a uniform 10 per cent on manufacturing 
corporation~rofits will probably increase production for the 
home {Ilarke~,including platerials and components for the 
new overseas eXRorting industries established in recen t years. 
There is much scope for action here. Studies have shown that 
these foreign exporting firms, if one excludes the food sector, 
imported about 88 per cent of their raw materials and com· 
ponents in 1973 and 1974.30 This percentage could, of 
course, be reduced by the provision of domestic products 
efficiently. 

The environment 
We discussed the environment earlier, so I will be brief. The 
growth of the regions both in population and economic 
activity will tend to create serious environmental problems. 
Already 22 per cent of rivers and a number of lakes are 
polluted. Many urban centres throughout the regions are 
experiencing heavy and continuous traffic congestion. Both 
of these can be alleviated by increasing investment in sewage 
and effluent treatment systems, in new and improved roads 
and bridges and in traffic management and systems. So the 
solution to the problem falls for consideration in the context 
of investment in infrastructure which we also discussed 
earlier. 

Another important environmental issue will be the future 
form of urbanised settlement. It has already been noted that 
the pattern emerging is that of sub-urbanisation where the 
growth of urban-based employment is reflected not only in 
the development of the towns but in the ', development of 
surrounding rural areas. This has important implications for 
the conservation of the natural landscape and its amenities, 
for the provision of community services and for the general 
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quality of an integrated community life. Greater nucleation 
outside urban areas would seem to be essential if the neces
sary communal services are to be provided economically and 
community life is to be strengthened. 

Community l.fe 
The improvement of economic opportunities in the regions 
will need to be accompanied by improvement in social oppor
tunities and facilities in the widest sense. Museums, theatres, 
orchestras, art galleries, community centres, recreation and 
sports facilities and other opportunities for self-improvement 
and social fulfilment need a wider distribution than is now 
the case. The growth in popUlation throughout the regions 
provides the long-tenn basis for such ventures. Communities 
so long in decline now offer scope for community self
improvement an4 development. Organised community 
development skills would enable communities growing for 
the first time in a century to realise their full potential. It 
would be a pity if the opportunity were missed. 

Strategic considerations for Ireland's future national and 
regional development 
If there is one basic question running through what I have 
said it is how should we develop our economy in order to 
absorb an increasing and young labour force in circumstances 
where our economy is changing st':llcturally and employment 
in our agricultural sector is continuing to decline? (L~t us 
never lose sight of the fact that our gr,!wing and youtPful 
population can be a tremendous asset in -the process .of 
national development; it must not be our dOWIjfall.) 1 ~elieve 
that the following five issues are the import~t strategic 
considerations which will det~nnine the course Of Ireland's 
future development both at national and regionallev~l. 

Time 
As a small open economy trading in th~ context of il\ter- ". 
national interdependence and with strong competitprs'l 
believe time is not on our side. ' 
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The Irish economy is a mixed economy 
y ~ry often the fact that we have a mixed economy, with 
successes in <both our public and private sectors, is forgotten. 

, It wi)!, I 'believe, become increasingly critical for us to realise 
". the potential for aevelopment which is inherent in both our 

public and private sectors in the years ahead. A major pur
po'se' in setting up our state-sponsored bodies was that they 
shoufd undertake essential business relating to national 
deVelopment in an enterprising and developmental fashion. 
They were, and are still expected to be, public enterprises, 
Somehow this' purpose has become dulled over the years 
and I think there is a challenge here for us to rekindle the 
spirit of developmental risk-taking, and resulting accountabil
ity, amongst these bodies. Much of our national develop
ment in the period 1980 to 2000 will depend on the success
ful achievement of this, The Lemass notion that our govern
ment departments should become development corporations 
was never followed through fully; it never really caught on, 
Yet, what more appropriate places from which the ethic of 
development should emanate than those organisations on 
which government minister$ rely for their day-to-day advice 
and briefings on policy, and indeed for subsequent overall 
implementation of that policy, 

Previous government plans and programmes 
We would 'be foolish to ignore the lessons of the past in 
planning for the future. It must be a cause for concern to us 
that, even though the circumstances have changed, we are 
now, when all is said and done, grappling with mainly the 
same basic problems as have been before us and have been 
articulated by successive governments over the last twenty 
years in their plans and programmes. I have dealt with this 
earlier so all I want to do now is to link it to the comments 
I have just made about time and the full development of our 
potential as a mixed economy and to reject any notion that 
the future must necessarily be like the past. 

Exports and our national development 
We must never lose sight of the fact that as a small, open 
economy, which is in the process of industrialising, exports 
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from all our sectors will be critical to our national develop
ment and well-being_ We need to exploit the potential of 
science and technology for export growth to get our product 
lines right, to put our cost structures in line with those of 
our competitors and our strategic positioning on a strong 
footing intemationally_ All of these have important implica
tions in many areas. One aspect which I wish to highligh t 
here is the need to develop successfully our emerging strong 
indigenous industry and the capacity -which this industry 
gives us for linking science and technology to industrial and 
agricultural development. For instance, we should make sure 
that we have the capacity to exploit the opportunities of low 
energy, low capital but high brainpower technologies such as 
those emerging in the biotechnology field and link them to 
our indigenous resources. 

To aid our export drive we need to have better infrastruc
ture than now exists; investment here is critical. The neces
sary structures relating to our public finances should not 
hinder our efforts at improving our infrastructure, particularly 
that relating to roads, telecommunications and water/sewage 
systems. We can overcome the difficulties here by setting 
forth in an enterprising manner! for instance, to create a 
climate whereby it will be natural and commercially advan
tageous for private enterprise to join with the state in solving 
this problem. After all, this is no more than a manifestation 
of our mixed economy at work. 

Social problems 
I have indicated a number of 'social' problems which I believe 
will require our attention in the next twenty years. The 
threat of serious youth unemployment, the role of women 
in Irish society, and conflicts in relation to the iiti.empts of 
public policy to achieve social aims were , a~ongSt them. 
These problems will have to be confront~d by the commun
ity as a whole in a spirit of openness and honesty, I h~e ,in 
mind here the active involvement of the social partners in the 
process of establishing what as a community we would like' '. . " 
to see unfold and the honouring of whatever agr,eements we 
have entered into. To recount again what Lemass said over 
twenty years ago: 
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Ohce again I urge all elements to forget old contentions, 
outwo~ attitudes and old ideas which are irrelevant to 
the new circumstances. This is a time for united national 
effort. It does not matter one rap who gets the credit if 
we succeed; it will matter still less who gets the blame if 

,we fail. 

Lemass was right. In retrospect I think we can say that the 
spirit of'\"hat he satd was correct for the twenty years which 
followed h~s saying it'; it will become more necessary in the 
decades ahead because the problem is still with us. 

This is my 'general agenda for action for the 1980s and 
1990s. I would like to end this, the seventh, Sean Lemass 
Memorial Lecture ,by wishing that agenda to be achieved. 
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Irish Housing Subsidies 

R.JENNINGS 

Robert Jennings is an economist employed as research officer 
with An Foras Forbartha. 

Introduction 
It was noted by a contributor to an Economic. C<>.mJp.ission 
for Europe (ECE) seminar on financing of housing that 'the 
most remarkable common theme in the country monographs 
is the unanimous agreement that housing production is a 
sector of the economy worthy of support and subsidy'.' 
Ireland is no exception to this common theme. The history 
of central government support for housing in Ireland has its 
roots in mid-nineteenth-century legislation; since then, many 
dimensions have been added to tlie initial preoccupation with 
public health problems and the alhount of money going in 
housing subsidies has increased very substantially. Housing 
subsidies playa dominant role in national housing policy. 

Government housing policy affects the lives of people 
from all social groups. The subsidies which form the basis of 
that policy are a significant element of public finance. It is 
surprising that they have received so little ,it~ention from 
economists or indeed any other commentators. This contrasts 
with the generous attention given to less importan't ,areas of 
public policy. There are some, but not many, discusSions on 
housing subsidies in the general literature; and in.ree'enryears 
two studies on housing subsidies in Ireland hav<; been pUQ
lished, one by the National Economic and 'Social Coun~il" 
(NESC)2 and one by An Foras Forbartha (AFF).' Both, of 
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these quantified the resour(:es devoted to housing subsidies; 
in doing so they identified many imperfections and inconsis
tencies in jOurrent arrangements. Reference to these defects 
was also made in the sections dealing with subsidies in the 
1laker an.d O'Brien report.' In these studies, references to 
subsidies included not only actual expenditure by the state, 
but also revenue foregone through various allowances, reliefs 
and d-"p'ptions. 

The S!4dy of housing subsidies, costs and expenditures is 
extremely '~mplex. So much so that the 1977 r~view of 
housing policy in the UK commented that 'the interactions 
in the housing market are so complex that no satisfactory 
estimate of the effective incidence of subsidies and the relief 
has ever been made or probably could ever be made'. 5 In the 
face of these difficulties I confine the discussion to a broad 
examination of the relationship between housing subsidies 
and national housing policy. My aim is to explore the lack of 
coherence between ·the various subsidy arrangements. I will 
argue the need for a comprehensive policy to unify the many 
strands and align ~em with the overall direction of housing 
policy. 

Aspects of Irish housing policy 
The Department of the Environment provides the broadest 
statement of Irish housing policy: 'to ensure that as far as the 
resources of the economy permit every family can obtain a 
dwelling of good standard, located in an acceptable environ
ment, at a price or rent they can afford'.6 This objective has 
evolved from an initial policy, which emphasised the removal 
of- unhealthy housing conditions, through providing houses 
for those in need to a more general system of support for a 
large part of the total housing system. The stimulation of 
home-ownership for its own sake has been an important 
subsidiary objective of policy for a number of years. 

The two main instruments of policy are (1) direct con
struction of publicly-owned housing which is provided at 
subsidised rents to lower income groups and in many cases is 
sold eventually to tenants at subsidised prices, and (2) pro
vision of a range of financial aids, some of which are subsidies 
and some not, to encourage private house ownership by 
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middle and higher income groups. The state is also involved 
to a considerable extent in the financing of private housing, 
the supply of such housing at reasonable prices, the quality 
of housing and planning considerations generally, but sub
sidies are the dominant policy instrument. 

The main emphasis of current policy is summarised con
veniently in the Programme for National Development 
1978-1981.' In regard to public housing the programme 
states that some adjustment of policies is needed because of 
the steep rise in the publicly financed subsidy bill: the level 
of costs being incurred 'places a limit on the extent of the 
local authority housing programme' and consequently 'the 
Government proposes to encourage greater use of low rise 
[subsidised] mortgages to meet directly or indirectly, part of 
the needs of applicants on waiting lists'. 

In regard to private housing the Programme emphasises the 
need for 'an adequate supply of houses available at reason· 
able prices to enable as many people as possible to purchase 
their own homes', This is to be achieved mainly by channelling 
the finance to those who demand such houses and also by 
'increasing the number of developed sites which are made 
available by local authorities for the provision of new modest 
sized private houses'. 

Overall the Programme envisages that new housing output 
should be between 23,000 and 27,000 houses a year up to 
1980 (completions in 1979 were 26,(544) in order to cater for 
needs arising and to reduce accumulated needs. The Pro
gramme also refers to the need to maintain the existing 
housing stock in good repair and to achieve a high standard 
of construction and improved thermal insulation standards 
in all new private dwellings. 

From the above brief resume of housing poli~ it is clear 
that the current major concerns are with new hous~g output 
and, apart from the provision of public, rented.!lOusing, with 
encouraging and assisting house ownership as a desirableiorm 
of tenure. ' , 

, 
Housing subsidies in Ireland 
The studies by NESC and AFF referred to earlier discuss the 
various types of subsidies currently provided Jor-housing ~d 
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estimate their size. I will hot represent the detail here or 
review 'all their conclusions. I will simply discuss (I) the level 
of, total resoUrces devoted to housing subsidies and their dis· 
'tribution between tenure groups, and (2) the factors which 
'determinl' tbe levels of subsidies to individuals within tenure 
gr~ps. Some comments will be made also on differences 
Iietwe€!n tbe types of subsidies available to the different 
group} 

Although tbe ra,nge '<;>f subsidies covered by the two studies 
was broadly, the same, ,different ' methods were used to esti
mate tQeir values. The NESC estimates were based on current 
expenditures or revenues foregone:they arrived at a total 
value of subsidies in 1975 of £96 million. The AFF study 
estimated the subsidies in terms of capitalised values for each 
year. This approach facilitates comparison with main 
resource aggregates such as t,he public capital programme. 
,Neither study attempted to eStimate directly the subsidy to 
owner-occupiers arising from the non-taxation of imputed 
income from house ownerdhip; instead estimates were made 
of the value of income tax reliefs on mortgage interest and 
rates relief whicb would otherwise be excluded as costs in the 
generation of the impu ted income, 

In 1977 the total value of subsidies to housing equalled 
£150.6 million (see Table I). This is equivalent to 23 per cent 
of the total Public Capital Programme. Over balf of this total 
goes to the private sectot, A useful distinction can be made 
between direct and indirect subsidies. 

The direct subsidies arise from state expenditure on public 
housing, from capital grants to new house purchasers and 
grants for renewal and renovation of older houses. Most of 
the renewal and renovation grants have recently been abo
lished. Direct subsidies are specific either to certain social 
groups or categories of purchaser and/or to a particular 
activity or type of housing. For example, there are set criteria 
governing eligibility for local authority tenancy; new housing 
grants in the private sector are aV,ailable only to first-time 
owner-occupiers while grants for renewal were directed at 
improvement and maintenance of the housing stock. In 1977 
direct subsidies (£78 million) amounted to just over half of 
the total subsidies for that year. This proportion has declined 
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TABLE 1 

Capitalised Value of Housing Subsidies to main tenure groups. Current 
Prices £m 

1964{5 1969{70 1975 1977 

Public Housing 
Direct 5.6 15.3 52.8 68.1 
Indirect 0.2 0.1 1.8 1.8 

Total 5.8 15.4 54.6 69.9 

Private Housing 
Direct 4.8 6.0 13.4 9.7 
Indirect 4.2 10.4 49.3 71.0 

Total 9.0 16.4 62.7 80.7 

Total subsidies 14.8 31.8 117.3 150.6 

Public Capital Programme 97.8 1"73.4 470.3 658.8 
Subsidies % PCP 15.1% 18.3% 24.9% 22.9% 

~ource: See Notc 3 

over the years. In 1977 almost 90 per cent of direct subsidies 
went to the public housing sector, ,a dramatic change from 
earlier years. 

There are three elements in the indirect subsidies - income 
tax relief on mortgage interest, stamp duty exemption 
and rates remission on new houses. In 1977 the income 
tax reliefs were by far the most important~ amounting to 
some £55 million O).lt of the total of £73 million, Incomc. tax 
relief is available to all house purchasers. It is, therefore, a 
general subsidy, unlike the direct subsidies-already discussed 
and unlike the stamp duty and tax remissions whicJt.-apply 
only to new houses. As Table 1 shows indirect subsidieS<.are 
of only marginal importance to the pUblic ,housing sector{ 
being almost wholly concentrated in private housing. --

Direct subsidics are more clearly 'visible' than indir,ct 
subsidies. While indirect subsidies are concealed as one.of 

.--- ---- •• ----------
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mallY implications of the taxation system, direct subsidies 
appear clearly as a drain on the exchequer. The extent of 
state support for private housing (that is for the housing 

.. needs of the relatively well off) is thus often not appreciated. 
'T~is should be borne in mind when the size of the public 
housing programm~ is considered. 

TabJe 2 shows the amount of subsidies which different 
tenure groups receive. The subsidy to the local authority 

. tenant is 'based on the extent to which the net income of 
local autho'rities, i.e. current receipts less current expendi
tures, contributes to the capital costs of a house_ In the 
case of a new tenant (in a new house) the level of subsidy 
is determined primarily in relation to income and family 
circumstances and since it varies inversely with the level of 
income it is progressive . 

TABLE 2 

Comparison of Capitalised Value of Subsidies to Selected Households. 

Average subsidy 
in 1978 

Subsidy as a 
percentage of 
house price 

Change in level of 
subsidy since 
1964/65, r<al terms 

Source: See Note 3 . 

Local 
authority 
resident 
obtaining 

anew house 

£10,450 

95% 

+70% 

Typical- new house purchaser 

With a Building With a Local 
Society Joan Authority loan 

£5,262 £4,330 

32% 40% 

+26% -8% 

• The typical purchaser is taken as one purchasing an average priced 
house and receiving the average agency loan. 

The situation is more complex if we consider all local 
authority tenants in new and old houses. There are difficult 
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problems in evaluating the housing services provided to the 
tenant and in addition the level of rents is not determined 
mainly in relation to income as above. The differential rents, 
which are related to financial and family circumstances, are 
subject to a specified maximum determined mainly in rela· 
tion to the actual construction and related costs of the house, 
but influenced also by administrative and accounting con· 
siderations. Older houses therefore can have maximum rents 
which are considerably lower than rents on more recently 
constructed houses. In addition, a minority of tenants (of 
long standing) are on fixed rents which were effected prior to 
the general application of the differential rents scheme. in 
1967. For these reasons tenants with similar income levels 
may be paying rents which differ significantly. In some, but 
not necessarily all, such cases, the application of subsidies 
may be regressive: tenants with higher incomes receiving 
higher levels of subsidy. 

The determinants of individual subsidy levels in private 
housing are quite different. The direct £1,000 grant is avail· 
able only to first·time owner-occupiers of new houses up to 
125 sq. metres. The relief from stamp duty is available only 
on new houses and, of course, varies directly with the house 
price. There are no income qualifications for either of these. 
The major indirect subsidy, mOIlgage tax relief, is available 
fqr both new and old houses. Its level depends on the 
marginal tax rate, mortgage size and interest rate. Those with 
higher incomes and larger mortgages, who are purchasing 
larger houses, receive the higher subsidy. The bulk of sub· 
sidies to the private housing sector are, therefore, regressive. 
In the example shown in Table 2 the level o{ subsidy to the 
house purchaser with the building society mo~gage is over 
20 per cent more than the subsidy to the locat authority 
mortgagee, although the average income of the former was 
about 77 per cent greater.· If an example were taken of 
individuals purchasing second·hand houses (or whO' ,had 
previously been householders) the regressive n~ture o'f tl\e 
subsidies would be more marked since the flat £1',000 .grant' ., 
would not then apply. ' " 

In summary, the following main features of existing'Sub. 
sidy arrangements may be noted: (I) the overall level Of 
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resources deyoted to housing subsidies is dominated by 
capital expenditure on pulllic housing and mortgage interest 
r~liefs on private housing; t2) there are important differences 

. in the types of .subsidies and the determinants of individual 
.. subsidy levels to different tenure groups. Households with 
s~ilar .incomes apd social circumstances can obtain quite 
differen. t subsidies, depending solely on type of housing 
tenure. this lack df continuity in the impact of subsidies 
through the housing system conflicts with the primarily 
social objeftives of housing subsidy arrangements, and finally 
(Sf we maY ,note that there are 'no state subsidies to indivi
duals who rent. rather than purchase housing services in the 
private housing market. * 

Bases of subsidies policy 
It is clear from the above discussion that major problems are 
associated with existing subsidy arrangements. There i~ a 
possibility that resources ' are (or could be) misallocated, 
either in the total devoted to the area of housing subsidies as 
opposed to other areas of public expenditure or in the dis
tribution within the housing system. These reasons alone pro
vide sufficient grounds for continued evaluation and 
examination of housing subsidies. To them we must add that 
the housing system and housing requirements are. in a process 
of change. which may not be matched by subsidy schem·es 
which inevitably carry' with them a legacy of attitudes and 
priorities developed many years ago. One of the major 
changes which has occurred in the composition of subsidies 
in this country, the growth in the relative importance of 
indirect and non-specific forms of subsidy", is a further reason 
for a comprehensive re-evaluation of our subsidy arrange
ments. 

Recognition of the scale and importance of indirect sub
sidies in the housing system and fe-evaluation of the purpose 
of subsidies in relation to current housing requirements has 
given rise to important developments in housing subsidies in 
other countries. The major development is towards individual 

*The recently announced incentives to stimulate investment in private 
rental accommodation are not considered in this pa,Per. 
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consumer-oriented subsidies in place of the previous emphasis 
on production-oriented schemes_ R. C. Weaver, for example, 
adverts to the connection between the two developments: 
'at the same time that housing allowances were again being 
proposed for lower income households the magnitude of 
hidden subsidies to more affluent homeowners were exposed 
and quantified'! The development towards consumer sub· 
sidies in many countries was also noted by E. Jay Howenstine 
in a review of subsidy policy in European countries. 10 

Howenstine succinctly recorded the basis of these develop
ments: 'instead of being fixed, general, impersonal and 
anonymous, housing subsidies should be flexible, personalized 
and linked directly to the needs of poor families'. A further 
reason given in support of consumer subsidies was that they 
led to an extension of choice arid better utilisation of the 
existing housing stock, whereas production-oriented sub
sidies concentrated on providing additions to the .stock. It is 
not suggested here that we need a wholesale change to 
consumer-oriented subsidy schemes, but they are one of 
many developments which should be discussed in re-evaluat
ing existing schemes. This type of assessment can only pro
ceed where the full scope of these schemes is understood and 
quantified, where their impact and effectiveness is analysed 
and the objectives are clear. 

The arguments for state support and subsidy to the 
housing system are generally grouped into four main cate
gories. 

Macroeconomic objectives 
These relate to policies on economic growth, employment 
and inflation. Given that the construction industry accounts 
for some 15 per cent of the gross national product,(GNP) and 
employs about 7.5 per cent of the total workfo'rce in the 
state, a continued high level of output by this industry is of 
considerable importance in any general policy object~ves. 
Housing alone, including renewal, repairs and mainten"l1ce, 
makes up over 45 per cent of' total construction output:, 

The macroeconomic objectives therefore concentrate on \ 
the employment and output benefits ofhousingconstructioQ. 
In themselves' they do not give rise to the need for housing' 
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subsidies, but they do emphasise the creation of new housing 
as a main .consideration in any subsidy scheme. In part at 
least these have been responsible for the predominance of 

" proquction·oriented subsidy schemes in most European 
. ,~ountries. 

, In this country ·we have a rapidly growing population and 
som~ degree of overcrowding in existing accommodation; as 
a result we need a continuing high level of new additions to 
the housjng stock. Therefore, apart from the macroeconomic 
objectives; the emphasis on new housing will remain of major 
importance - more so perhaps than in other European 
countries. 

It does not follow that housing subsidies should be directly 
tied to new housing. This· is particularly important if the 
primary objective of the subsidy is to assist particular cate
gories of households who may be unnecessarily constrained 
by having their choice limited to new housing. The criteria 
governing two of our existing forms of subsidy which are tied 
to new housing - the exemption from stamp duty and the 
£1,000 grant to first-time owner-occupiers - can be question
ed on these grounds. Both forms of subsidy can be of con
siderable importance to lower income purchasers. Though the 
exemption from stamp duty applies to any person purchasing 
a new house, the benefits would be most important to the 
marginal and therefore ,lower-income house purchaser. The 
£1,000 grant, however, is tied not only to new housing but 
to a particular category of purchaser, i.e. first-time owner 
occupiers. 

Lower-priced new private housebuilding is almost wholly 
concentrated in the outer environs of urban areas, far from 
the main work and services centres. First-time or lower 
income purchasers who need to avail of the £1,000 grant 
therefore or for whom relief from stamp duty is importan t 
face the prospect of heavy transport and commuting costs. 
They face also the problems and some costs associated with 
the creation of infrastructural services needed in new housing 
areas, schools for example. It is arguable that some propor
tion of this category of purchaser would find less expensive 
and generally more suitable housing nearer to the workplace 
in the second-hand market. This is an area where conflict 
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may exist between the emphasis on new housing and the 
objective of satisfying as far as possible the needs of house 
purchasers. 

Microeconomic objectives 
These derive from special features of housing as a commodity 
- its high capital cost relative to incomes and its longevity as 
a physical asset both of which give rise to imperfections in 
the housing market. Jaffee, treating housing separately as a 
consumption good and durable asset, identifies the main 
imperfections which give rise to the need for state interven
tion as (1) the familiar case of social externalities, i.e. where 
there are benefits to society in general, additional to those 
enjoyed by the household which make it desirable to promote 
either particular forms of tenure or the general level of con
sumption of housing services, and (2) that 'the. capital 
markets are not able to cope with the job of providing long 
term financing for housing in as efficient a way as they do for 
non-residential fixed assets .. .'.11 

Social objectives 
The principal objective under this category is to overcome 
inadequate purchasing power arising from unequal income 
distribution or within special grOIj~S in the population. This 
places emphasis on pursuing some 'form of equity in the 
housing system and on meeting at least minimum require
ments for these categories as opposed tp promoting more 
general consumption or specific tenure forms. 

Other objectives 
These generally arise from the application of "{her main 
policy objectives to the housing sector, for example. energy 
conservation. 

'. 
Conclusion " "-
State involvement in the housing system can rqult -from any-
of the above motivations. This involvement, does not nee~ to 
be in the form of subsidies, The macroeconomic, objecti~es~ 
for example, could involve intervention to smoothe cyclical 
fluctuations in house building activity, Public policy in 

'. 
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relation to the microeconomic objectives may be directed 
towards the capital markets to ensure adequate flow and 
disiributio~ . of fmance. Both are important elements of 

" cl,lrrent policies in this country. 
", The problems of social externalities and the commitment 

t",a,s;.ist the less well-off are best met by subsidies. It follows, 
ther~ore, that subsidies should be channelled towards those 
sectors most in need' of them. 

As we have 'seen, the bulk of direct subsidies in this country 
go to the'public housing sector, While these tend to be pro
duction-oriehted, involving the creation of new housing, the 
criteria for determining individual subsidy levels for new 
tenants are very much in line with the objectives suggested 
by Howenstine above for individual subsidies.12 This does 
not apply with equal effect for existing tenants of the public 
housing system because once tenure is obtained it is virtually 
secure and as the income levels of tenants improve, the 
position in regard to subsidies becomes distorted. This feature 
of public housing systemJ is shared by many countries as 
Howenstine notes 'with a considerable part of the social 
housing stock in many countries not being occupied by 
families in greatest need there is widespread feeling that the 
basic objective of subsidies has tended to be diluted under 
the production subsidy system'." This feature of public 
housing, however, has important social benefits, particularly 
in that it avoids rigid segregation of social groups and income 
classes. 

The subsidies to the private housing sector are obviously 
very much at variance with the objectives which would 
emerge under the social objective discussed above. The bulk 
of the subsidies are regressive in nature and are concentrated 
in the area of house ownership. 

The contrast between the factors which determine subsidy 
levels in the pUblic and private housing sectors, and the absence 
of state subsidies to the private rental sector, creates a sharp 
division in the overall application of our subsidy schemes. In 
place of a scheme, or group of schemes, which would apply 
broadly similar criteria related to income and need over the 
whole housing system, we have developed two fairly distinct 
schemes. Households on lower incomes who are on the 
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margin between the public and private sectors fare worst and 
consequently there is a strong inducement for those eligible 
to seek local authority tenancy to do so rather than to seek 
to meet their housing requirements in private rental or house 
purchase. Since the cost of individual subsidies is much 
higher in public housing, there may be scope under alternative 
arrangements for satisfying needs at lower cost. The low-rise 
mortgage scheme introduced in late 1976, whereby repay
ments are subsidised for nine years, is an important example 
of such an alternative which encourages house ownership by 
people who would otherwise seek local authority tenancy. 

The major question arising in regard to private housing 
subsidies, however, is undoubtedly the effects of the mort
gage interest subsidies. It is not necessary to agree in total 
with Kairn Caudle's rather provocative comments that 'the 
aggregative expenditure on housing in Ireland at present is 
excessive. Houses are larger, better constructed, have more 
amenities and are fewer to the acre than the occupants would 
desire if they had a free choice unhampered by taxes and 
subsidies',14 to feel that his comments currently have particu
lar significance for the subsidies affecting private housing. 
The mortgage interest reliefs have become increasingly 
important in recent times with high interest rates and 
inflation moving many more pebple than heretofore into 
higher marginal tax bands and it is arguable that it has a 
significant effect on behaviour in the housing market, 
possibly influencing many decisions to trade up to larger 
houses. Although the marginal rate of tax has been reduced 
recently for many, particularly married cougles, the doubling 
of the interest relief allowance in their case will continue to 
make this form of subsidy important. On a more general note 
we have evidence in An Foras Forbartha studies. that there 
were major changes in the character of the new' housing 
market between 1976 and 1978.15 These in"cluned a marked 

. ' change towards larger and more expensIve houses an.d, the 
market in 1978 and 1979 was characterised by th~se typ'es:Qf 
houses and not the more modest three-bedroom, semi:. 
detached. It is difficult to argue that developments of this :' 
type should be supported by subsidy schemes where resource 
constraints on the overall level of subsidies are pressing. 
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Housing and housing su\>sidies are an extremely complex 
are~ and only a limited number of the relevant considerations 
have been touched on here, albeit the ones of greatest current 

.importance. Apart altogether from the basic objectives of 
'. subsi~y policy there are important questions about the types 
a~ scope of subsi.dy schemes which should apply and the 
prQc~dures for evalua~ng these in terms of the familiar 
critena ;'f efficiency and equity. There is some support in 
the comments by Weaver, however, for the 'type of approach 
adQRted he,e: 'achieyement of equity between lower income 
'families ... i~ not the only or necessarily the most effective 
means of securing greater support for housing subsidies for 
the poor. More effective, and certainly another aspect of 
equity. is identification and articulation of the magnitude of 
long hidden tax subsidies to more affluent home owners'.16 
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Developments in 
Telecommunications 

A.J. LITTON, BE, BSc, FlEE 

A. J. Litton, FlEE, a former Deputy Engineer in Chief in the 
Department of Posts and Telegraphs, is now a Teleco"mmuni
cations Consultant. 

For some years now it has been fashionable to criticise, often 
harshly, the Department of Posts & Telegraphs. The problems 
of the Department are not denied by the government: several 
recent publications* show that the difficulties are being 
taken seriously, even if no spectacular results are obvious as 
yet. In this article I review these publications. The most 
important is the Report of the Post and Telegraphs Review 
Group. The other two are responses to it : The Green Paper 
'Reorganization of Postal and Telecommunications Services' 
presents the government's reactions to the reforms proposed 
by the review group, while the National Board of Science 
and Technology's 'Telecommunications and Industrial 
Development' examines the possibilities for home-based 
industries arising from the projected expansion of the nation's 
telecommunications network . 

Report of Post & Telegraphs Revie~ Group 
The Review Group was appointed in 1978 by Albert Reynolds. 
Its terms of reference were: 

1. To examine and report on the feasibility of giving the 
telecommunications service such form _ of autonomous 
organisation as is likely to be most effective in meeting 
current expansion; and make specific proposals regarding 
the nature, powers and functions of the organ~ation re-
commended_ , 

.1. Report of Posts Be Telegraphs Review Group 1978-1979, (Dublin~'I1!e 
Stationery Office) 196 pages, £3; 2. Reorganisation of Postal and Telecomm~' 
cations Services, May 1980 (Dublin: The Stationery Office) <32 pages, 16pi., 
3. Telecommunications and Industrial Development, March 1980. (Dublin: 
National Board of Science and Techno19gy, 1980) 71 pages, £5. 
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2. To examine and report on the organisational arrange· 
ments necessary to secure the modernisation of the postal 
system so as to promote an efficient delivery system 
nationwide. 

\ These terms imply that the telecommunication organisation 
'shol,lid be outside the civil service, whereas the postal service 
mig~t be made more efficient within the existing framework . 

The members of the Review Group represented finance, 
administration, technical and personnel interests. They were 
assisted Hy, Sir William Ryland, CB, formerly chief executive 
of the BritISh Post Office, and Poul Hansen, director general 
of the Danish administration. 

The Group clearly got down to its task with a welcome 
directness and elan. The Report starts: 'the Irish telecommuni
cations service is not efficient at present', and goes on 'the 
state of the telecommunications service constitutes a crisis 
and a heavy dose of 'realism is now needed. Policies and 
attitudes need to be changed fundamentally and quickly. 
We have striven to bring ' out our report quickly so no time 
may be lost.' In stressing the degree of urgency the Report 
goes on to say that the progress made in overcoming the 
crisis will be proportionate to the degree of autonomy given 
to the management to get on with the job. It would be a 
great pity if this admirable report were put on a shelf to 
gather dust, for it goes further than making mere recom
mendations and contains material which would be useful to 
any future management. 

The Report contains sixteen chapters of which six are 
devoted to general or joint postal and telecommunication 
matters, four to Posts, and six, with three appendixes, to tele
communications. The Review Group is firm in its recommen
dation that the postal and telecommunication services should 
be separated and become state-sponsored bodies and that 
they should be in the form of statutory companies rather 
than corporations, since companies have more freedom. 
Private ownership of the telephone system was ruled out as 
impracticable_ 

(This proposed divorce of postal telecommunication 
services follows a shotgun marriage which has lasted sixty
eight years. The telegraph was invented in the 1830s and 
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commercial development was started in England a decade 
later, haphazardly, by several competing companies. By the 
1850s a number of these companies were in trouble and at 
the same time the postal service began to notice the effect 
of the telegraph on its letter traffic. Fifteen years of argu· 
ment followed, ending with the passing of the Telegraph 
Act of 1868 which gave the Post Office a monopoly and 
enabled it to buyout the various companies. This Act came 
into force in 1870. 

The telephone was introduced from America in 1878 and 
was quickly exploited by several companies. It soon became 
obvious that the telegraph in its turn was now threatened. 
The government claimed that the telephone was a telegraph 
within the meaning of the 1868 Act and, therefore, within 
their monopoly; after fierce contention, the courts upheld 
this claim. The companies then w~re licensed anc;l had to pay 
a royalty of 10 per cent of their revenue to the Post Office. 
Because of the continued in·roads made into telegraph 
revenue, a bill was introduced permitting the Post·Master 
General to buyout the National Telephone Company which 
had in the mean time absorbed the smaller companies . After 
some bitter negotiation an agreement was reached "in 1905 
and the marriage between posts ,and telegraphs finally took 
place on New Year's Day in 1912.) 

The Review Body believes little change is possible in the 
postal service. To support this view the Economic and Social 
Research Institute (ESRI) Paper 80 (1975) by P. Neary' and 
the National Prices Commission Paper 21" (1976)2 are quoted 
at length. No way is seen of avoiding rising costs, or the in
creasing competition from electronic communications, which 
a US commission report has described as carrYing 'disastrous 
consequences for the postal service'.:! New thinIdng is, how
ever, essential if economic operation is to be achieved. 

Because the postal service is labo,;,r in tensive (over ' 75 per 
cent of revenue goes in wages), the only realistic w'ay to 
reduce costs is to curtail emplqyment, but who wilf fa6~ 
this? On the other hand if something is not i:lone; the ever-\. 
increasing cost of postage may well reduce traffic to a point _ 
where wide-spread redundancies are inevitable. I will look at 
just two approaches to the problem. 
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Firstly, the rate of one sub·office to 1,300 people is very 
h,igh qy European standards, even when allowance is made 
for~ Ireland's low population density; it may be compared 

. with one to 2,700 people in Sweden. Since this is an average 
fir:'re, the numbers served by the smaller rural sub·offices 
wil~ be many less, and they must perforce be totally unecon
omic.~Qreover, as postal deliveries become motorised, the 
sub-offices will handle less mail, telegraph business has all 
but vanished and, as ' the 450-odd small manual exchanges 
are gradually made automatic, sqcial welfare payments may 
well bej::ome the main business of the sub-post offices. Yet, 
as was seen recently, if an attempt is made to close such an 
office the whole community is up in arms. Secondly, the 
possibility of introducing mechanisation should be critically 
re·examined. Whenever there is a drop in productivity or an 
increase in wages the economic break-even point comes 
nearer and simplification of equipment to meet Irish con
ditions should be possible. A re-appraisal of the mail routing, 
at the moment tied unnecessarily to the rail system, could 
lead to a concentration of letter handling at a very few nodal 
points. This would justify mechanisation, where it is not now 
economic. As the Review Group's Report says, however: 'It 
will, at best, be a difficu,1t task to maintain the prosperity of 
the postal service, in the face of raising costs, of changing 
public wants and the development in electronic communica
tions. ' 

'Electronic communicatil'ns' and, in particular, the tele· 
phone service are the main concern of the Report (taking up 
nearly three quarters of its length). To quote from chapter 
6: 'the deteriorating condition of the telecommunications 
service and the inability of the present organisational struc
ture to provide an efficient service, in the medium term 
ahead and the consequen,ces of this for the public and the 
economy constitute a crisis.' 

This opinion of the Report is based to some extent on 
direct observation but mainly rests on reports from two 
groups of consultants. Firstly, the Market Research Bureau of 
Ireland Ltd in association with PA Management Consultants 
Ltd carried out a statistical survey on the quality of service, 
and local, trunk, and operator answering time. It is not quite 
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clear why consultants were employed to make these ob· 
servations, when they might have been got from the Depart· 
ment itself. And they would have been of much more use if 
the causes of failures could have been ascribed to, for 
example, defective circuit design, inadequate equipment or 
misdirected maintenance. Two of the observations, however, 
are worth mentioning: (1) the average success rate of dialled 
trunk calls from Dublin was 59.2 per cent and to Dublin 66 
per cent, and (2) only 33.6 per cent of calls to the Dublin 
operator were answered within a minute. (In its monthly 
report No 57 (December 1976) the National Prices Commis· 
sion (NPC) drew attention to the fact that in 1974 there was 
an increase of 16 per cent in the number of operators to meet 
a 5 per cent rise in traffic. 01;1e wonders if the difficulties 
here could be helped by installing trunk dialling coinboxes on 
a wide scale.) * 

The second consultants' report was by eight senior staff 
from the American 'Bell System'. The team arrived in Ireland 
for a two·week stay in January 1979 and their full and de· 
tailed report was presented just seven weeks later - an 
achievement in itself. The report covers all aspects of the 
operation: organisation, management, planning, network 
design, plant extension and equipment maintenance. It won' t 
please everyone, but it is penetrating and trenchant and well 
worth reading. To mention only ,one point from it: it is 
stated that, when discussing personnel, staff shortages were 
continually mentioned, but they found no plan for meeting 
them. As if to underline the lack of staff planning it is 
pointed out that in a Bell System Company covering an area 
a little bigger than Ireland there are nine employees per 
1,000 lines compared with 38 employees in this country. 

The Review Group's report believes -that mana!l,.ement -and 
staff relationships at all levels are the key to the t~ubles of 
the post office; finance is only secondary. The Review Group 
does not think that a solution can be found within the ~on· 
straints of the civil service. _ , 

One of the critical elements in 'the deVelopment of, the tele:... 
communications services is the often mentioned lack .of .... 
·Since: the above was written 8 number of coinboxes from Which long-distance 
calls may be dialled have been installed. ' 
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cal?ital a continuous supply of capital is essential for 
grQwth, since each new line added to the system involves a 
dedicated use of capital. In spite of frequent references to 

.' under·capitalisation the percentage of Irish GDP allocated to 
·' .telephone capital expenditure has been on a par with other 
~ro~ean ~ountries. In 1974 Ireland spent 0.85 per cent, 
Nonx.,ay 0.8 per cent, Spain 1.22 per cent and the UK 1.13 
per cent. In spite of the erosion owing to inflation the capital 
expenditl(re has increased three·fold in real terms since 1968. 
Again in the period-1971·5 expenditure averaged 78 per cent 
of revenue compared to 60 per cent in Britain. Heretofore 
all capital monies have come, one way or another, through 
the exchequer. If capital is to be raised directly as envisaged 
in the Report, it must be capable of earning substantial divi· 
dends and here a telecommunications service is in trouble. 
The ratio of revenue to gross investment can be taken as an 
indication of profitability. In Ireland this is between 0.22 and 
0.23, compared with 0.32 'in the business-oriented American 
Telegraph and Telephone Co. (The Bell) and contrasted with 
as much as 3.0 in the manufacturing industry. Moreover, 
because of the large deficits being incurred in recent years, it 
is difficult to see how finance could be obtained from 
revenue sources or depreciation funds. as has been suggested. 

The weakest part of the Report is undoubtedly the chapter 
dealing with the technology. The facilities offered by, and 
the advantages of, digital systems are well known to those 
concerned with the art, ana they do not need to be converted. 
However, a change cannot be made overnight, for telephone 
exchanges have no built·in obsolescence. An exchange is an 
integral part of a complex system with an economic life of 
between twenty-five and thirty years. The change-over will, 
therefore, be slow; the Bell System, which had 13 per cent of 
their lines connected to digital exchanges in 1975, do not ex
pect to have more than 89 per cent so connected by the year 
2000. A considerable amount of engineering is required to 
amalgamate the new with the old. For instance inter-city 
trunk routes using digital techniques are not yet available, 
because of the greatly increased channel frequency band 
width required_ 

Optical fibre technology is an exciting development, which 
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looks like being the systern of the future. The possible use of 
pulse rnodulated light was first mooted in the Standard Tele
phone laboratories in 1966, but it is only now that short-haul 
experimental systems are being i~stalled. Incidentally these 
laboratories were also the birth place, circa 1937, of pulse 
code modulation and of time division multiplex which are 
the basis of digital switching and transmission systems. 

Green Paper: Reorganisation of Postal and 
Telecommunications 
The official response to the Review Group's Report came in 
the Green Paper which was published in May 1980, just a 
year after the submission of the Review Group's Report;' it 
may, therefore, be taken as the Department's considered re
action. The government decided to accept in principle the 
Review Group's recommendation that both posts and tele
communications should no longer be within the civil service; 
that they should be separated, and that they should become 
state-sponsored bodies - either statutory companies or 
statutory corporations. There are apparently legal implica
tions involved here but the Review Group preferred the com
pany, as it gives more flexibility and freed.om to management . 
The same leadership and enthusiasm that characterised the 
Review Group and which would e~courage the new bodies in • 
th~ tough work facing them, is not to apparent in the Green 
Paper. Duties and responsibilities, constraints and admoni
tions are insisted upon more than the powers and freedoms 
necessary for the bodies to do what is asked of them. The 
cardinal principle of management, that duties imply rights 
and vice versa, is ignored. 

Perhaps the most important area that is considered, is 
finance. The Green Paper states: 'H~wever, as~minimum, 
the body should be required to carry out its functions so as 
to ensure that its revenues are not less than sufficient'to meet , , 
all changes properly chargeable to the revenue accQunt, 
taking one year with another, and make appropriate pro:(i
sions for capital expenditure.' But the decision on' t-h~ annu'~ , 
capital budget is a power reserved to die government and to '. 
the ministers for Posts and Telegraphs and for Finilnce. TQ.is 
IS underlined in the following submission from ' the Depart-. 
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ment of Finance to the Review Group: 'Capital involvement 
in these servjces (post office) is an important element in the 
public capital programme and the Minister of Finance would 

.. not wish to relinquish any measure of control over it. The 
·'~ailable c~ital resources must be allocated between the 
vanous services requiring them.' It must be accepted that 
som~ form of rationing of finite funds is necessary, but as 
money may only be borrowed with the consent of the 
Minister 'of Finance, hopes for a large capital boost are not ., 
encouragmg, 

The Review Group recommends that the new body should 
have the power to issue share capital, in fact, this is one of 
the reasons it opts for company rather than corporation 
structure for the new state-sponsored bodies. The Review 
Group also considers that if the body is required by the 
minister to operate loss-making services it should be com
pensated for them. Every part of the system cannot be 
expected to show a profit.: and the government accepts that 
there are circumstances where a subsidy would be reasonable. 
However, it 'does not propose to make legislative provision 
for a hypothetical situation'. The touch-stone here would be 
the public telegraph services which have shown a substantial 

• loss over very many years. 
The new body is admonished about personnel policy and 

staff relatio.ns. The 'Government would propose to draw the 
attention of the board of the new body, to the need to pro
mote good staff relations', and again 'the board would be 
required to ensure that, in the recruitment of staff, appoint
ments are made on the basis of merit'. If the new body re
quires to be instructed about such obvious things one must 
question their qualifications for appointment. The proposals 
to give compulsory rights of way-leave, to acquire land and to 
require developers to cable industrial and housing estates in 
advance may appear minor but are useful and welcome. 

The whole Green Paper shows a certain aridity, but it 
might have been too much to ask for initiative and an indica
tion of forward-looking policies in such a document. One 
must hope that the White Paper promised for early 1981 
and the subsequent legislation will be more flexible and 
forward looking. 
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NBST: Telecommunications and fudnstrial Development 
The Review Group covers the organisation and operation 
of the telecommunications services; the manufacturing side 
of the industry is studied by the National Board for Science 
and Technology (NBST). Their study was initiated in Novem
ber 1978 in the light of the decision by Department of Posts 
& Telegraphs that future development would use digital 
technology. The study was to assess the possibilities for the 
manufacture of such equipment for use in Ireland and for 
export, and evaluate the resulting economic benefits. It was 
an opportune time for the study because quotations for an 
initial supply of digital equipment had been sought and 
tenders asked to make proposals for manufacture. The 
present size and continued growth of the micro-electronic 
and computer industry indicate that its extension to cover 
telecommunications will lead to, a profitable and stabl~ 
industry. The study aims to appraise the potential develop
ment in the next decade but only switching appears to be 
covered and the omission of any reference to transmission 
systems must be regretted, since one of the major advantages 
of digital systems is that the complete integration of switch
ing, signalling and transmission equipment is possible. 

The study was carried out by ,the staff of the NBST with 
the Economic and Social Researc~ Institute (ESRI) acting as 
e~onomic consultants and Dettberner Associates of Washing
ton, USA as technical consultants. Why an American firm 
should have been employed is not clear; Irish engineers would 
have been more conversant with the local scene, and at (he 
same time could have had access to all relevant information 
and data on the external situation through available sources 
such as the futernational Telecommunications' Union.·NBST 
begins with a review of the Irish position and goes"on to con
sider export opportunities, employment and valu';'added in 
manufacture and technological policies; the report con
cludes with thoughts on the total evaluation of tenders. "-

The viability of a manufacturing industry depends firstly 
on the home demand and then on the possibility o'f develop: '. 
ing an export market. The study, therefore, properly begiris 
with consideration of these factors. It is rightly accepted that 
telephone development is closely related to 'a country's 
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wealth as expressed in the GDP, and by implication to the 
relative cost to the user. 

'the summary of the comparative study concludes that the 
~nnual' connections of new telephones should lie between 
76,0'00 and 123,000; it is not clear if these figures refer to 
new~ines 'Comected to the system or to the net growth in 
exchange lines. If the former, allowance must be made for 
cessatioris and removals which amount to some 25 per cent 
of new connections. A brief reference must also be made to 
the relative cost of a telephone which can be adduced from 
the data in Table 1 in the 'study. IfIreland is 100, the relative 
cash in some other countries are Belgium 67, Denmark 33, 
France 58, GermanY' 100, Spain 53, Sweden 23 and the UK 
96. The lower cost index in Sweden and Denmark is note· 
worthy and in part accounts for the very high density in 
these countries. 

Having established .the undisputed relationship' between 
telephone penetration and GDP the study then relies on ob· 
viously subjective 'experts' opinions' and formulates an 
arbitrary 'target model' for the telephone network in 1990. 
It states ' . . . the telephone penetrations chosen for the Irish 
network in 1990 is roughly the position of the Danish net· 
work in 1977'. The Danish GDP was then just three times the 
Irish - is it reasonable to assume that the Irish GDP will 
increase by a factor of three in thirteen years, equivalent to 
an average annual growth rate of nearly 9 per cent? 

'The study forecasts a market for 1.16 million lines in the 
decade 1979-89, at an overall cost per line of £1,000 to 

. £1,500; it is also claimed the cost is falling in real terms. 
However, in the period 1970-5 the total capital expenditure 
per added line was £1,209 and, with increases since then in 
wages, materials, particularly copper, plastics, and VAT, the 
expenditure per line must have reached nearly £2,000. If it 
has, the total sum required will be over £2,000 million. Will 
a sum of this magnitude be forthcoming? Since the study is 
concerned only with switching equipment, the proportion of 
the total costs attributable to this is manifestly important. 
60 per cent of the expenditure is allotted to switching and 
transmission equipment, 30 per cent to each. This figure of 
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60 per cent differs significantly from the departments' 
commercial accounts (43.1 per cent) and the NPC paper No. 
21 (42.7 per cent). 

Having examined ,home prospects the study turns to 
exports. Exporting switching equipment is difficult. As the 
study stresses, there are close relations and co-operation 
between the administrations and the manufacturers in vir
tually all the advanced countries and, as a result, systems are 
usually developed locally. In the USA and Canada, in particu
lar, the operators and manufacturers are one company. Hence 
tied markets are practically inevitable. The study estimates 
that the open market is at most 10 per cent of the total and 
the Irish share to be viable would have to be about 1.5 p-er 
cent. Even this is thought to be over optimistic, since most of 
the undeveloped areas are already covered by large and well
established manufacturers. There is, in fact, no virgin 
territory. As an indlcati"n of the fierce competition in this 
field British exports of telecommunication equipment fell 
from 23 per cent to 14 per cent of their gross output 
between 1967 and 1975. Much of the exports to the third 
world are paid for by loans or export fmance which this 
country would find difficult to match. 

The central theme of the NBST study is the manufacture 
of digital exchange equipment cbvered in chapter three. It is 
undoubtedly the' weakest link in l the report and, throughout 
the chapter, there is an air of unreality. The existence of 
established telecommunication and 'computer industries is 
ignored completely, as is the integration of digital switching 
and transmission using the same 'techniques, which i~ of 
crucial importance. The analysis appears to De a scaling down 
of an American operation; even though it is pointed out that 
Irish costs could well be higher than those' in the USA. 
Furthermore, exchange units of 10,000 line-subscriber and 
1,000 line-trunk units are postulated, fat reino'v"d from 
average Irish conditions where 92 p"-r cent 01 the exchanges 
have less than 1,000 lines. . 

The American firm, Dettbumer Associates, estimates tll.'at, , 
given a factory producing 100,000 lines per .annum, the total , 
cost of manufacture including installation ;would be 
IR£10.845 million and,. allowing for a 50 per cent 'mark up', 
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the, average price per line to the administration would then be 
.. . IR:£f63. Taking bought-in parts as a third of the cost and 

allowing a furfher 27 per cent to cover software and installa
tion, the added value of local manufacture would amount to 
Ito more than IR£4.41 million. It is also estimated that em
ploym·ent for 183 to 218 persons would be created, at a 

... caPital cost of from IR£ll,OOO to IR£13,OOO per job. 
AnothCi[ 150 highly skilled persons would be engaged on 
developmg, prograp1ming and maintaining the software. A 
proportioll' of these would be needed in any event whether 
or not there \vas local manufacture. 

Since the wJl:ole value of the manufacture is so important 
to the economy and to the nation's telephone system, a more 
critical and detailed appraisal of local Irish conditions is 
clearly warranted. It would certainly be instructive to see 
how valid Dettbumer's estimates of costs and employment 
are and how they compare with those in the existing 
manufacturing facilities. 

The chapter on technology policy is rightly seen to be 
important. It is of considerable interest not only to engineers 
but to all who are concerned with industrial advance. Two 
types of transfer are distinguished. The first, termed 'hori
zontal transfer', sees innovation and design spreading gradu
ally from one country or one sector to another. Jt is markep 
by importing technical know-how and management from 
abroad, the purchase of patents, and the establishment 
of branches of foreign companies. The second, 'vertical 
transfer', generates a technology within the country or 
industry so that initiative and innovation are alw~ys pos
sible!. It is clearly out of the question for so complex an 
industry as telecommunications to rely entirely on a vertical 
transfer. It is, however, necessary for independent growth 
and stability. Purely horizontal transfer may be likened to 
the hot-house plant that will wither and die if not constantly 
watered. With some vertical transfer the plant can put down 
roots into native soil, provided, of course, that the soil is 
receptive; seed sown on the stony ground of apathy or 
antipathy will never bear fruit. One must hope that the 
synergism which the study believes to be necessary will be 
effective. 
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In the last chapter NBST considers the problem of assess
ing rural manufacturers. It is apparently understood that 
'technical and other specifications' will be submitted by the 
tenderers. This is, of course, the reverse of normal procedures 
and makes it difficult to weigh one offer against another. It 
is also assumed that while the post office is examining the 
technical aspects, the Industrial Development Authority 
(IDA) will evaluate the proposals for local manufacture. 
Presumably a joint recommendation will emerge, however 
difficult this may be. It is also stated that 'the possibility 
also exists that certain other considerations of, for example, 
broad science and technology policy concern, which are the 
immediate responsibility of neither the Post Office or the 
IDA may become important'. The import of this rather 
curious statement is 'not clear, but it appears to add an 
entirely new dimension to the adjudication of tenders. 

The real objective of the NBST study is, apparently, to 
determine the values that can be placed on employment, 
value added and the technology transfer, and then to use the 
factors which emerge to adjust tender prices. Trade agree
ments and EEC rules would seem to preclude such prefer
ences, but the IDA could perhaps in a once-and-for-a11 grant 
meet the case. Certainly the value of an industry to the 
national economy deserves recognition. 

In retrospect one wonders to w/1om the study is addressed 
and who will be motivated by it. The post office must surely 
be aware of real demand trends and the possibilities for ex
pansion within the next ten years. The IDA will be well 
aware of the problems, difficulties and economics of setting 
up new industries; and it goes without saying that there 
would be liaison between both bodies. The potential manu· 
facturer if he is competent and serious will not 'be impressed 
with the forecasts and will want to see the actual' €onditions 
for himself. He will want to see what equipment exiSts, what 
the local firms are doing, survey the labour market, anq the 
rest. He will be fully aware of manufacturing organisation 
and costs, and will have explored export markets. . ' . 

, 
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1 P. Neary An Econometric Study of 
the Irish PostoJ Services (Dublin: 
Economic and. Social Research In
stitute (paper 80) 1975). 

2 National Prices Commission De
, partnient of Posts and Telegraphs 

' (Oceasional .... Paper No. 21) (Dub. 
1m: The Stationery Office, 1976). 

S Qu;re{l in the Report of POst and 
Telegraplu Review Group (1978-
1979) p. 75. 

4 There is in... fact a correlation 
factor of O.7~,which is sho~ by 
the 'student "t' test' to be 'highly 
significant'. between these criteria 
and telephone demand. The con· 
clusion is then drawn that Ireland 

.hould have: a density of 23 per 
cent against an actwl figure of 15 
per cent. This it not borne: out, 
however. by an examination of the: 
regression line which indicates a 
sbort fall of only 4.5 per cent. 
There is here an ambiguity in the 
study, in some places the total 
number of telephones, that is ex
change lines pJus branch exchange 
extensions, are mentioned and in 
others line. connected to the 
public exchange are referred to. It 
is the latter number only which is 
pertinent in the present context, 
and the figure of 15 per cent shown 
above should accordingly be 9.9 
per cent. 



Some Thoughts on the Working of 
Democracy in Ireland 

R. C. GEARY 

Dr Geary was Director of the Central Statistics Office from 
1949 to 1957 and of the Economic and Social Research 
Institute from 1960 to 1966. Since 1966 he has been a 
consultant with the Economic and Social Research Institute. 

In a rapidly changing world, institutions and beliefs, even 
those reasonably well·working and well·founded in the past, 
should be systematically examined at intervals of years and 
adapted to the times. The present article is dedicated to this 
principle in its application to the manner we Irish govern 
ourselves. 

The writer is not a political scientist except, in certain 
degree, as regards the statistics of the science of which, how· 
ever, there are none here. He does not worry if his views are 
found naive. Avoidance of complexity and detail is deliberate 
in an effort to attain a clear, basic statement. Most truths are 
truisms. Political science, like other social sciences, may be 
inclined to tackle only the problems it thinks it can solve, 
doing little about the great scourges of society. The form 
adopted here is usually positive assertion without a festooning 
of question marks; these, where absent, will be understood. 
The ma;n object is to raise problems for discussion. 

Irish history from the earliest times has been conducive to 
the development of true democracy; if government by the 
people was realised only in 1921, the aspiration, shared by 
nearly all, was of long duration. Irish emigration resulted in 
notable contributions to radical democracY.in USA, Britain 
and the British Commonwealth. By international standards 
the practice of democracy in Ireland has been go~d (which is 
not to overpraise it). Kevin O'Higgins and Patrick McGilligan 
made notable contributions to the development 'Or free 
institutions, in the Commonwealth, before John Cost,llo's 
government completely severed the British connection~To 
W. T. Cosgrave must go much of the credit for saving demo, 
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cracy in Ireland and to E. de Valera (from 1927) for its 
maintenance. 

In any article proposing reform there must be a tendency 
1:0 mention only the improvable spots, with no reference to 
Those aspects which are well enough, the resuI.t being a biased 
pmt,ure 'of the institution being examined. So, to state once 
for au, democracy in Ireland is good. Our political leaders 
should'n,ever cease to emphasise this truth, to confound those 
small minorities whose actions seem designed to destroy it. 

The aspects of government and its institutions we deal with 
in the context of democracy, are mainly: (1) parliamentary 
party democracy, (2) elections to Dail and Seanad - quality 
of candidates, (3) relations between members of government 
and the civil service, and (4) distribution of power between 
cen tre and regions. 

Parliamentary party democracy which we practise in Ireland 
requires examination in some depth. It was adopted uncriti· 
cally from England in the' earliest years of independence 
(despite our unfriendly historical relations) and its observance 
was faithfully followed by successive Irish governments. The 
division between the two main parties originated in attitudes 
towards the Treaty of 1921. While this is a living reality for 
people of the writer's generation, it must be losing force 
continuously as time goes on. Indeed, this is to be desired in 
the interest of fundamental national unity. One surmises that 
it will take time in Ireland, a country with a long political 
memory which, with its distortions, simplifications ap.d 
prejudices is the main cause of the survival of IRA violence. 
AE said: 'England should remember, Ireland should forget'. 
Ge:uy says: 'After finding out why they are where they are, 
all coun tries should forget and get on with the business of 
making the world a better place to live in'. 

There is no doubt that this English system has worked fairly 
well, as an implementation of the will of the people, in the 
countries that have adopted it. Its faults, indeed its absurdities, 
have long been satirised, by W. S. Gilbert in particular. The 
party system implies that however hardworking, clever and 
public-spirited elected representatives are, they cannot 
individually be expert in the vast multitude of matters to 
which parliament must attend. Expertise must be delegated. 
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So party programmes emerge, to which party members agree, 
as consistent with, or at least not antagonistic to, the broad 
philosophy of the party. This is sensible enough. One of the 
main theses of this article is, however, that what is termed 
'party loyalty' is too faithfully observed in Ireland and should 
be relaxed so that individuals' attitudes towards proposals 
will be more in accordance with their objective merits. So the 
tone of debate will be improved, to the benefit of truth. Of 
course, there will be unanimity on questions of vital party 
interest. These will be few and far between (and the fewer 
and farther the better). 

In the First DiUI (i.e. the Dail of the War of Independence) 
there were a dozen or so people regarded as national leaders 
but there were no parties. While 'there are no ifs in history' 
one cannot help surmising what the DaiI would have looked 
like had there been no civil war. There were no classes in 
Ireland corresponding to those in Britain from which the 
earlier political parties evolved, Whig, Tory, Liberal, etc. How
ever, there would always have been the possibility of groupings 
of large sectors like farming (a farmer's party indeed existed 
for a time) or labour/trade union, whose members would 
have broadly the same outlook and interest. It could be argued 
that in a democracy .no politic.al party should be legalised 
which is designed to promote special, and not national, 
interests. Or there might have been a multitude of small 
parties under prominent leaders. grouping and regrouping to 
form government (or opposition) on agreed programmes. 
Fragmentation is naturally deprecated by managers of larger 
parties under prominent leaders, grouping and regrouping to 
terms resulting in the larger parties being deprived of power 
for more or less lengthy periods. . 

Very significant changes have been taking'Rlace which 
must affect one's attitude to ihe parli~rrientary pahy system. 
There has been a great improvetnent in commun~ations 
between different parts of the country. People "ate, better 
informed and generally more sophisticated, mai!lly, thrdl\gh 
the media, television in particular. ~ 

People are less politically-minded, in the sense of being' 
'loyal' to one party, though they continue in large degree-!q 
vote for the party they usually voted for. The genuine.iy float-
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ing vote is probably increl'Sing, though slowly. People are less 
convinced that any party has the power over any other party 
to improve' the country's condition. Whatever about their 
programmes (and even in these), in action and in attitude to 

", ~ocial p,ro.blems piirties appear to be much the same. 
'" With the increase in professionalism and technology affect
ing" every bFanch o{ activity, government is increasingly 
devdlving responsibility to expert bodies with a large measure 
of independence of action, retaining only general political 
control. 'Examples are the Industrial Development Authority 
(IDA) and the National Manpower Service (NMS) . (No 
politician in government or opposition will vote against 
increased social welfare, though this may be in the national 
interest. Why not transfer the Budget to an independent 
expert authority, with democratic safeguards?) There is far 
more agreement between parties in the matter of legislation, 
even of political (as dis~inct from departmental) origin, than 
might appear from the fropt pages of the press. 

All these points are surmise. They need investigation. 
Some of these tendencies (if correct) are excellent. They may 
require only conscious adoption, encouragement and 
speeding-up. 

Party loyalty has its oddities. Each of the major parties 
holds an annual conference to allow party members from 
everywhere, usually thousands in number, to express their 
views. The adoption of the party programme is the principal 
business. At the back of the platform there is a huge photo
graph of the party leader, implying that the leader has a 
special role in the party. To lead with fresh ideas, to be obeyed, 
to be a symbol for the party, automatically to act as chair
man at party meetings? No doubt some or all of these. The 
last leader possessing, and probably cultivating (this is not 
intended as adverse criticism) the mystique of leadership was 
Eamon de Valera who, like C. S. Parnell, even though admired 
to the point of worship by his adherents had few, if any, real 
intimates, on the sound leadership principle that 'as you rise 
you travel alone'. 

On the contrary, in Ireland most political leaders (and 
members of their families) carry simplicity and absence of 
formality almost to a fault; there is sometimes even an air 
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almost of apology. Does this imply a lack of confidence? 
Clearly, if there have to be parties, there must be leaders, not 
like those of whom Shaw wrote 'who follow the crowd with ' 
loud whoops'. Leaders should firmly and fearlessly lead. To 
function properly, democracy should have its inbuilt leaders 
and subleaders, however difficult these may sometimes be to 
control. 

Are political parties, functioning as they do now in Ireland, 
necessary for the efficient working of democracy? The writer 
takes the view that, with all its faults (mainly its possible 
injustice to minorities), majority rule is the best way for 
people to conduct their public affairs. Democracy, so prac· 
tised, will wisely temper the wind for its minorities. The 
writer has an almost mystical confidence in the working of 
majority rule, having often seen the people, even by narrow 
majorities, insufficiently informed or not fully understanding 
an issue, voting a way that turned out to be right. In Ireland, 
in voting, the people have observed subtle distinctions, as on 
the occasion they voted de Valera .into the Presidency but 
simultaneously turned down the abandonment of PR which 
he strongly supported. 

The party system has great practical advantages. Party 
candidates have the party organisation, funds and members 
to support them at elections. Th~y have people to help them 
in their house-to-house canvassing. They have the endorse
ment of well· known leaders. Their speeches are ready-made 
by informed experts on every conceivable issue. They have a 
pat answer to every question their opponents may throw at 
them. They have to do little thinking for themselves. The 
independent candidate may have none of these advantages 
though he may have superior qualities to repre~ent the people. 

The main objection to the party system is intellectual 
(which doesn't mean 'academic'). How can any 'sane person, 
being an elected representative, accustomed to thhlk out his 
or her attitude on every issue, agree Iieforehand to vQte on 
every issue as the party whip tells him to vote? Is this not an 
abdication of the most fundamental attribute of the hurrtah 
being? It is true that the representative, perhaps with speciaJ.. 
knowledge or interest in a particular issue, or the speCial. 
interest of his constituents, may have had ample opporturu'ty 
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for making his case at private party meetings. But is a party 
majority against him enough for him to act publicly against 
hiS-convictions? 

' ,- G. B. Shaw has Queen Elizabeth say to Shakespeare 'Things 
'ma.y be· true- that may not well be said'; so with large parties 
not ~ishing to offend 9ne another or their voters, but what 
of truti:>? Truth is the whole truth and nothing but the truth. 
Any stat<:.ment falling short of this is a" lie. Clearly, the notion 
of the role'l'f party Joyalty requires consideration. In one of 
his political "ovels Anthony Trollope has the situation in 
which a political party dedicated to church disestablishment 
voted against a bill to this end when it was introduced by the 
opposing party. Harold Wilson's position in his party as 
regards UK membership of the EEC was somewhat similar. 
Clearly, Wilson approved of membership but the majority of 
his party in parliament and in the country did not. His result· 
ing gyrations, while politiFaily ingenious and moderately 
successful, were scarcely edifying. The party held together -
but what of objective truth and the country? Too much 
idiosyncrasy will rightly be deprecated as disruptive, therefore 
harmful to the idea of party. There must be sensible compro· 
mise between automatic whip-subservience and political 
egregiousness. Full discussion, confidential as required, within 
the party before a decision should be encouraged. 

In a recent relevant happening in Ireland the matter was 
not so important but the i~ference therefrom seems irresistible. 
The issue then was the natural gas landed from the Cork sea. 
Go~ernment and Opposition in the Dail both made good, but 
fundamentally different cases for how the gas was to be 
treated. The writer had no opinion as to which side he 
thought was right. But the House divided on exactly party 
lines. It is utterly inconceivable that this could have happened 
just this way if each of the members voting had full knowledge 
and full competence in the affair. It is doubtful if the decision 
was the right one - though the government, presumably with 
the advice of its professional civil servants, won. Here was 
obviously a case for a free vote or, in the longer term, obtain
ing the advice of (if not leaving the final decision to) a well
qualified non.political body. Clearly party loyalty can take 
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precedence over the national interest, if not literally in the 
instance cited. 

One might think that the tone of debate in parliament 
could be improved in the national interest. Before the 
currency change the falling pound and the condition of the 
UK generally gave much cause for concern in Ireland, as well 
as in the UK. (One seeks an example in the UK, where one's 
politics do not colour one's views.) The leader of the opposi. 
tion, Mrs Thatcher, said of the Prime Minister: 'Not only 
have you debauched the currency, you have debased Britain 
.... Our only hope so long as you are there is one of debt and 
decay' - fully reported on the front pages of the newspapers. 
which, no doubt, elicited the cheers of her supporters. Quot. 
able too - note the alliteration of ~debauched, debased, debt, 
decay' - fully reported on the front pages of the newspapers. 
But truth? Had Mrs Thatcher confidence that.she would he 
more effective in changing the economic trend than had Mr 
Callaghan? Was the speech calculated internationally to arrest 
the downward drift of the pound? The curious thing is that 
this kind of speech is highly appreciated in parliament and 
not only by the speech maker's side. By the polite conventions 
of the House, Mr Callaghan himself might feel bound to 
congratulate Mrs Thatcher in the corridors. But does the 
country and the world know this? And what about the notion 
of words used to convey truth? 

Parliamentary opposition, though not mentioned in the 
Irish Constitution, is officially recognised to the extent that 
allowances to Opposition members are voted each year and 
the leader of the Opposition has an official salary. The role of 
the Opposition is basically that of devil's advocate. In promo
ting legislation, ministers and supporters on the government 
side are confronted by their shadows and s"worters in 
opposition. As already indicated, most bills, mainly those of 
formal or regular character, are unopposed or p~opose 
changes are minor. But, given its role, Opposition, ~ust 
welcome opportunities of difference, real or assumed, in the 
party interest. Thereby front page newspaper mentiQn i~ ... 
achieved, reputations are made and sustained, ~Iectoral votes
are assured. The attitude of the national media';. vital to the. 
politician. The more vividly and picturesquely he can make 

--------------------~ . . ~- . - . 
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his speech, however over-simplified and exaggerated, the 
better his chance of recognition by the press, in approval or 
otherwise. 

Devil's advocacy is designed for the discovery of truth, but 
i~ it the best way in the.parliamentary sense? It is scarcely the 
sCi'\lltific attitude, though one has to admit to a satisfaction 
a$ fmding a scientific initiator wrong. This is rare, though 
much }lulllicised when it happens; progress through verifica· 
tion, qualification, improvement, particular application etc, 
are far mor~ common. The point is that the parliamentary 
party system- .tends to exaggerate differences on any given 
issue. Very few measures introduced by government, advised 
by its civil servants, will be wholly foolish or unacceptable. 
The attitude of Opposition should be to improve them. Of 
course, cases of fundamental difference in principle can arise. 
These will be few and must be dealt with in the traditional 
way. What is termed the 'committee stage' should, in the 
interest of the nation; be thF only stage that matters, in the 
vast majority of cases. Truth ,is not easy; Pilate, an experienced 
public servant, questioned its existence. 

Speechmaking in the Dail can be an appalling waste of 
time, the usefulness of which is hard to see. If the object of a 
speech is to make some new point or points in connection 
with a bill or resolution the speech would be justified in the 
absolute. But what of those hundreds of speeches which 
merely repeat points made by previous speakers? One would 
like to know, for instance, the number of amendments 
proposed by Opposition and accepted by Government per 
hundred relevant speeches. In the vast volume of verbiage in 
the Oireachtas what proportion had any effect whatever? It 
would be quite different if every speaker had a new point 
(well argued within a time limit) and ministers had an open 
mind, implying that everyone was concerned to make the 
bills, etc. better instead of scoring political points, as mostly 
at present. As to repetitive speeches by backbenchers, one 
suspects that the main object is reproduction in the local 
press. 

One is so accustomed to it that it is difficult to realise 
what a peculiar system parliamentary party democracy is, as 
universally practised in the West. When committees are set up 
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within the public service or outside it (even for running a 
sports club) there is never anything like a party attitude, 
though indeed there may be curmudgeonly personal attitudes. 
What is really wanted in parliament is a positive attitude : 'all 
measures are good until and unless the contrary is proved', 
instead of the near·opposite which tends to obtain at present. 
Of course, this attitude will diminish the role of party. Western 
democracy is accustomed to Coalition; why not virtually 
coalition of all parties? At any rate in the Oireachtas there 
should be more recourse to all·party committees with a 
technical secretariat, in the evolution of important bills. 

This raises the question of the business of government. 
This is of two broad types: planned and unplanned. Planned 
will include proposals in the party programmes as well as 
regular and other measures originating in the civil service with 
no party aspect. Unplanned business includes those internal 
and external crises with which we have become so familiar, 
the internal ever increasing with the diminishing confidence 
of the public in the efficacy of parliamentary action. It is in 
the unplanned cases that government is truly tested. Situa
tions can be envisaged in which the nation is in danger. In 
such cases those in the different parties and outside parlia
ment, best fitted to govern, should be mobilised. It is mere 
superstition to assume that taleI1t to govern is the preserve 'of 
a particular party. 

The reason why both opposing groups in the Western 
democracies tend to be near equal in numbers is that each is 
seeking to attract the greatest number of votet-supporters.) 
(We have no such extreme in Ireland as the situation of the 
large Communist Party in Italy but one cannot have failed to 
notice how that party seeks to endow itself With an acceptable 
image.) If party A comes up with a popular measure it will be 
instantly adopted by other parties, thereby elimfuating it as a 
prime vote-attractor. One can see what happens With distri
bution of doles, benefits, etc as remarked earlier: 'it i",~imply 
inconceivable that any party would oppose another propqsing 
to increase these, though such an increase might manife~tly 
not be in the best interest of the country. Incidentally, partie's. 
seem to take naive views of what is acceptable by potential 
voters. The public generally is more sophisticated than politi-

--------~ ... 
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cians b.elieve. They are far ",ore ready to accept draconian 
rule in hard times than politicians are wont to assume. The 

\ people will always accept leadership. It will no longer do to 
speak as an Australian older statesman advised a young 
(but afterwards famous) Irish politician 'Address all meet· 
U;:g~. as if th,ey were composed exclusively of fourteen
year -olels'. As dominant party groups tend to be equal in 
numbers, single individuals and small parties become impor
tant. Such persons,.for the very fact that they hold individual 
views, are e~ceptional . To attract their vote the dominant 
party must ac<;ept their views with little change. To this 
extent the party~~ views may have elements of the bizarre, 
the unrepresentative. 

Should the party system be changed? It is clear that party 
loyalty in a democratic system can be in conflict with loyalty 
to the state, the people. Those elected to lead must lead 
honestly according to their conscience, knowledge and 
intelligence, even if such Ipdership is harmful to their 
interests as individuals, or to . their party as a vote-collector. 
Party loyalty is irrelevant; all that should matter is the nation. 

Political parties in Dail and out should avoid trivia, however 
politically effective. Such matters bring politics into 
disrepute, when the people are beset with serious problems 
concerning which politicians seem helpless. 

In these reflections the writer is trying to isolate as clearly 
as he can points for investigation in a study of the manner in 
which the state is governed and what changes, if any, should 
be made in the light of experience and ratiocination. The 
method in these notes has been of positive assertion but what 
is real!y intended is the setting up of hypotheses. 

The party system predominates in government at party 
and local level. The few remaining independents are mainly 
those who have quarrelled with their party. Voting on any 
issue is on strictly party lines, though amicable arrangements 
between parties, especially at local level, are not unknown. 
The Irish at home, and more importantly abroad, have been 
skilled operators of the party political machine and according 
to ample report, especially in the USA, not always in an 
ethical manner. We let this aspect stand with the questions: 
can strict adherence to party discipline ever be ethical for the 

, 
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individual party member? If one party's members are ethical, 
can another party's be ethical, when its collective view is 
different from that of the first? If the answers to these 
questions be negative, should parties not always on every 
question bend their energies to the pursuit of truth and wise 
action in a rapidly changing world? Every elected representa
tive must think for himself; on important issues he cannot 
leave thinking to others. Such an attitude will not necessarily 
conduce to party destruction, for party may be based on 
fundamental basic belief, historical origin etc, none of which 
may be relevant to the question at issue. The point is that 
party loyalty may be inimical to objective wise decision, and 
may artificially exaggerate, instead of reconciling, points of 
difference. -

If the party system is to continue and thrive, and there is 
much to be said for it, if only for its existence and natural 
evolution, all proposals should lie examined in a 'positive' 
,way, i.e. an attitude of expectation to agree rather than to 
. disagree, and an actual encouragement to party individuals to 
vote the way truth leads them, i.e. to cross-vote. Is this Father 
Keegan's 'dream of a madman'? 

At the national level, Ireland practises the bi-cameral 
system, Dail and Seanad. The system of election is propor
tional representation (PR) which most of us Irish enthusias
tically support; not the least reasqn for this is a logical horror 
of the single vote system practised by our UK neighbours 
whereby a party (which most disinterested, thinking people 
are inclined to support) regularly obtains 20 per cent of the 
votes but only 2 per cent of the representation, i.e. one-tenth 
of the number to which the party is entitled. The PR system 
works well in elections to the Dail but (with the best demo
cratic intentions) its application to the Seanad is bizarre. 
Election to the Dail is on a regional basis, to'. the Seanad 
mainly on a national vocational panel basis. The ~lInad also 
provides for nomination by government of a minority of 
members which often consists, for th-e greater part, of rejei't!!d 
Dail candidates. There is a fair representation of meinbers 
independent of party in the Seanad but still party aititud~ " 
predominate, and voting on party lines is customary. Discus
sion is more objective in the Seanad than in the Dail. The ' '. 
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Seanad's function is very limited but the impression prevails 
that it-makes less use of what powers it has (e.g. in initiation 
o'f.legis!ation) than it coulli. Of course, this paragraph does 

.noi purport to give descriptions of the Dail and Seanad, amply 

. dealt- with in several publications. The Seanad has less influence 
t~ It should have; there is al!- air of dilettantism about it. In 
the ~tuliy proposed in this article every aspect of government 
shoutd b~ critically examined. I will expatiate on one aspect 
only in' the following paragraphs, namely the personnel of 
these bodies. 

There is rio reason for thinking that our public representa
tives at national and local level are not as good as anywhere 
else. (Their leaders do not suffer by comparison with what 
we know of the past occupants and recent candidates for the 
greatest civil job on earth, with real personal power, the 
presidency of the United States.) We are sure that candidates 
for public office in Ireland are impelled by patriotism and by 
a conscientious desire to serve their public in constituency 
and at national level and consider themselves capable of 
doing so. No doubt they have their human ambition and other 
personal qualities. Their formal qualifications for office and 
their activity (speeches, questions, etc) are fairly easily obtain
able from public and press record. One would like to know 
more about constituency activity and relationship: one well
known Dail deputy - one is not surprised to know that his is 
the longest membership - is reputed to know the names of 
every man, woman and child in his constituency and their 
principal affairs. 

As a caveat, maya former civil servant ask TDs to refrain 
frQl)1 implying to their constituents that their advocacy of a 
candidature (to minister or department) for a job in the 
central public service 'does any good'. It didn't in the writer's 
time but it falsely lent support to the widely held belief in 
the country that appointment and promotion in the public 
service depended on 'influence', that it was corrupt. It isn't. 

The only question we mention is the following. Are the 
candidates those best fitted for the high and honourable office 
of representing their people? We will want to know very , 
much more about actual and (in some way defined) potential 
candidates than is contained in Who's Who, etc., but there is 
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no reason why valuable information should not be forth
coming from a carefully designed social survey. 

Is there any considerable hitherto unused reserve of possible 
political leaders for whom party discipline would be distaste
ful? We observe at once that people in public life in Ireland 
can do all that is required of them, make reasonably good 
speeches, meet their constituents, ask parliamentary questions 
in literate terms, etc. In fact, there are few complaints about 
their quality and behaviour, except, of course, in the thrust 
and parry of parliamentary debate, which nobody (in this 
respect) takes seriously. We doubt if this question of quality 
of public representatives has ever been seriously studied. There 
has been much satirical reference to the tendency for the 
Oireachtas to become a hereditary ruling class, for children 
and widows of former members to be selected for the succes
sion. One can easily see the attraction of such Dail candidates; 
especially in rural areas, for party managers. They carry well
known names and may be themselves well known. Their 
party loyalty is not in question. They have learnt a great deal 
about the art of politics. There is no solid evidence that they 
have not done as well as the rest in the Dm. Some have, in 
fact, attained ministerial rank, mainly, one assumes, on their 
own merit. 

While the survey suggested may be worth while for general 
information it seems unlikely that it will change the quality 
of representation inDm Eireann. As already indicated, accep
tance of cross-voting, except in cases of basic party principle, 
would make parliamentary service far more attractive than it 
is at present to certain people with the necessary qualifica
tions, whose loyalty to reason and to country transcends 
loyalty to party. 

It is much more likely that the type of people we have in 
mind in the public representation reserve would, be more 
attracted to service in Seanad Eireann which has, always 
contained people of the right type. In this proposed eXaplina
tion of the way we are governed, close attention sholildbe 
given to the desirability of giving the Sean ad greater -powers 
and encouraging it to use better its existing powers. ' '. 

After independence the first Seanad contained almost a ' 
full roster of nationally known non-political person~, distin: 
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guished in the arts, science, business, etc. Nearly the first act 
of the . 1932 government was to abolish it: one recalls C. E. 
Kelly's brilliant cartoon in Dublin Opinion of the ex·senators 
)n Roman togas passing before the imperial rostrum (with 
,Dev as emperor, of course) intoning the classical 'Ave, 
Imjleratol',-..)l1orituri te salutant'. Later it was restored, but 
with a_strong party political aspect. Though partly based on 
natioQal' 'panels for business, university, other education, 
professions, etc. most successful candidates have political 
labels. ' , 

The writer"ecalls a ludicrous aspect of the Seanad election. 
The Royal Irish Academy is the most distinguished body of 
scholars in Ireland. We regularly nominated our best-qualified 
member as a candidate on the Educational Panel for Seanad 
after Seanad, making a rueful joke of the absolute certainty 
that he had no chance of election : sometimes, in fact, he 
never got a single vote, ~ the electoral college. It is no,t 
suggested that intellectual' brilliance should be a necessary 
qualification for a public n;presentative. The point is that it 
should not be a disqualification either. There is not a vestige 
of intellectuality in politics as practised in the West. 

The writer, dining with a distinguished English economist 
many years ago, remarked that there were then four issues of 
political importance on attitudes to which his academic friends 
(of various political persuasions, or none) would all agree. Not 
one of the four attitudes ,would be accepted by any major 
political party. His friend rejoined that it was exactly the 
same in England. Might one tentatively suggest a title for a 
study, 'The disfranchisement of the intellectuals in Western 
delIlocracy'? In the planned economies intellect has some
times been regarded as traitorous. 

The writer's finding years ago, after a close statistical study, 
of the almost-truism 'emigration has been part of the Irish 
system from time immemorial' was used in a speech by a 
prominent politician, resulting in such a row that the politician 
had to apologise ('quotation out of context' etc.), though 
every one of his hearers may have had a relation with a good 
job in England or the USA. Realpolitik is a German, not an 
Irish word, Democracy and scholarship are awkward bed
fellows! How do scholars get their findings, sometimes 
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important, over to the public, who usually pay their salaries 
as taxpayers? As it happens, the press in Ireland is conscien
tious in reporting this type of information. The effect is 
negligible. In public debate there is as yet little reflection of 
the findings from the vast increase in social research in recent 
years. Of course, we researchers may be partly to blame: are 
we tackling the right questions? Are we expert in getting our 
message over? 

Another problem in our democracy is the relationship 
between ministerial chiefs and their civil servants. The tradi
tional English theory is ministerial (as an aspect of cabinet) 
responsibility for everything. The minister knows all the 
answers. This theory is manifestly breaking down in a civilisa
tion in which every activity has its technological aspect, 
always increasing in complexity, with its full array of experts. 
There is a major problem for democracy here. Heaven for
fend that the people should hand themselves over to the 
experts! The experts must always be the servants of the 
people, in fact the servants of the people's elected represen
tatives. 

The first step in the solution of a problem is to recognise 
that the problem exists. The writer recalls Alfred O'Rahilly 
(later Monsignor) telling of his disgust at the secretary of a 
department (distinguished as a scholar and an administrator 
in his own right) standing 'to attention' when called into 
consultation by his minister. Thi~ episode is of very many 
years ago. It symbolises the wrong kind of relationship 
between the political chief and his administration (including 
professionals)_ 

Democracy implies simple majority decision ~y the people. 
In tum, this implies that the people are usually right in their 
collective decision. It does not imply that the people, as 
electors, understand the technicalities of the pr6ble'ln. They 
are usually quite unaware of these. Nor can this be exp<:,cted 
of elected representatives. The best that can be hoped 'fDr~s 
that representatives (and especially their ieaders) -will know . 
that there is usually a technical problem and where to seek 
expert advice for its solution. Ministers will seek advice fro!" 
civil servants. They will not, if they are wise,. adopt bull-
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d'ozer tactics, with strict orders and implicit obedience. Here 
.humility, as a social virtue, has its essential place . 

. Political leadership at every level ideally involves knowledge 
. of a problem. The leader may be confronted by his experts 
''Or by his. own study with many possible expert solutions 
~t.h,?ut- being able to understand fully the line of argument 
whic~ -led to each solution. 3 His quality as a leader in its 
highest degree is now involved. He knows that there are 
factors in. which he must be more expert than his experts, 
in particul'ar what his people can be expected to take. He is 
the expert in, the impact of any proposal on the people. 
His ability to talk to the people is of the first importance. 
He must have the talent of putting complicated technology 
into simple yet vivid language, The British Prime Minister, 
Harold Macmillan, had once to justify his policy of speeding 
up publication of official statistics. He said; 'The country 
cannot travel on last year's Bradshaw'. A great mastery of 
language is not essential in· a public representative but some 
command is useful. . 

But to return to the problem of the relationship between 
the political representative or, more particularly, between 
the minister and his civil servants. The fiction of the 
articulate, . all-wise minister and his mute assemblage of 
experts must go. (Of course, secretaries and other high 
officials have a statutory persona in Ireland but this is not 
enough.) In the writer's time years ago in the Dail there was 
a small gallery for civil servants concerned with clauses of the 
bill under discussion or parliamentary questions and their 
supplementaries, with their ministers on the front bench 
some yards away. The idea was that the civil servant would 
pass hurried notes to his minister on information required 
or, more often, criticisms by the opposition. Often this 
exchange was unseemly and undignified, A civil servant, 
absolutely loyal as always, was often confronted with the 
sight of his minister in a difficulty he could easily get him out 
of, but had to remain silent, while his minister tried to 'field' 
the criticism with what political skill he possessed. How 
much better it would be if the minister could remark 'I will 
ask Mr X (his civil servant) to deal-with that' (as he would if 
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they were both on the committee of a football club) with 
no derogation in dignity. 

Official anonymity in official pronouncements and reports 
must end. There will, of course, be difficulties, including the 
traditional ones 'the civil servant cannot differ in public with 
the government' or 'the civil servant cannot comment 
publicly on political matters'. The writer often had papers 
published while he was a serving civil servant, many touching 
on politics (which anyway now touch on everything) and was 
never called to account, never asked to change a line on pre· 
submission, though the writer was of out·speaking habit. He 
was once mildly rebuked, justly as he had 'been deliberately 
provocative in the public statement 'political attitudes to 
emigration are hypocritical'. Politicians are not oversensi· 
tive.' The muteness of civil servarits, if not of malice, may 
have in it something of pusillanimity and even of laziness. 

Personal attribution of authorship of official reports would 
make his work very much more interesting and attractive, 
especially for the scholarly type of civil servant of which there 
are many. The public reputation for personal expertise will 
open up new careers for him: school·to·retirement security of 
tenure in one job has little appeal for the ambitious and 
intelligent. Of course, the civil servant author will be prudent 
in what he writes: he will not be aggressively political, pro or 
con. He will be objective even if' he differs in opinion from 
his minister, protected by the traditional 'the views expressed 
are the author's alone ..... 

The relationship between elected representatives and 
permanent officials is in marked contrast in central and local 
government. One of the earlier enactments of the first govern· 
ment after Independence (under W. T. Cosgrave as Taoiseach, 
himself a longtime member of Dublin Corporation and 
regarded as expert in local government) was to set tip a county 
managerial system - the county manager being a paid official 
responsible ouly to the minister for local government -
reducing the elected county council to merely an advisory 
body. The main power that Cosgrave wanted to -take fro·m. 
county councils was nepotistic patronage: methods of making ' . 
paid appointments to local jobs were notoriously loose. Also, . 
at an early stage in self-government and ever since, most local 

-------~- ..... . . __ .. . - - - . 
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authori!y jobs were filled byian independent statutory central 
body, the Local Appointments Commission. 

'There is a strong case for a further formal extension of 
.devolution of powers of central government towards commis· 
Sions or individuals with quasi-independent authority, such 
bollies or individuals to remain, of course, under general 
governJIlent control and direction. There should also be 
increased informal involvement of civil servants in fully 
responsibk policy-making and execution. This would entail 
an increased, sharing of power by the elected government 
with expert oodies or individuals. Indeed, within the civil 
service, devolution of power should be exercised to the greatest 
possible extent, in'the interest of efficiency and job-satisfac
tion which, incidentally, are much the same thing. Sa ministers 
will have more time for thinking ou t measures for the greater 

. good of the people, instead of making piddling decision~ on 
individual cases which woulq be far better made by officials 
away down the line. Ministers, the elected representatives of' 
the people, must never become just other civil servants. Their 
essential role is different. 

On the other hand, the general opinion nowadays is that 
centralisation of government, natural enough if for limited 
reasons at the start of the state, is now excessive, and should 
be gradually relaxed. It is true that there is a great deal of 
regional activity usually with local committees. The function 
of these bodies, however, is at the best advisory, any decisions 
of moment being subject to ministerial fiat. They are no 
substitute for elected local governments with large local 
powers including taxation and expenditure. The writer, as a 
democrat, believes in local patriotism, that its involvement is 
necessary for regional development, and that for such involve
ment locally elected bodies, with reasonable powers, are 
necessary. 

What is suggested is that after a half-century of indepen
dence a full examination should be made of every aspect of 
general government of the Irish Republic, with a view to 
detailed recommendation for improvement.5 In the foregoing 
discussion many aspects have been touched on and, to repeat, 
the writer's 'positive' attitude is merely his opinion on 
incomplete information, very much in need of proof. There 
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are aspects he has not dealt with at all, for instance the legal 
system, badly in need of reform in the directions of speeding
Up6 and vast reduction, even elimination of cost in civil ac
tions. 7 In planning such a work it should be easy to section
alise it. Clearly, many researchers should be involved, includ
ing those from the Institute of Public Administration under a 
general comI)littee. There must be a full examination of the 
vast quantity of records but the work must not be historical; 
our interest is the future. In a rapidly changing world what was 
good in the past may not be good in the future; examination 
of past records will be most useful for revelation of error. A 
few broad principles valid (consciously or unconsciously) in 
the past may merit retention. Its methodology will involVe 
much social survey (including what do the people think and 
want) with ample recourse to statistics. 

Questions raised in this article include: 
1. The need of separate political parties in a country in 

which the vast majority think alike; a policy of no party (not 
one party, as dictatorial). 

2. Coalition of all parties in government (see Appendix) . 
3. If parties are retained, greater recourse to cross-voting, 

i.e. independence of attitude, on specific issues. 
4. The problem of attracting bftter candidates for elected 

office, central and local. 
5. With no compromise one hopes on the principle of PR, 

reconsideration of its adoption at Seanad elections. 
6. Endowing the Seanad with real increased powers. 

. 7. Endowing county councils and/or other elected regional 
bodies with real increased powers including financial control. 

8. Government's increased devolution of {ormal powers 
towards quasi-independent expert inOividuals, 't;ommissions, 
authorities, etc. through retaining over-all control,including 
availability of funds, power of suspension, general ,direction 
as to activity, etc. '\, 

9. Relations between members of goyernment and .~vil 
servants; adoption by civil servants of responsioility in their 
own names for public services.' , 
10. Have political parties in modem Ireland become irrele-
vant; can anyone defme the basic differences between thefr ' 
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philosophies?; is their real (pot to be confused with voting 
h~bit) popular support amongst the public diminishing? 
11" 'However ·about party lapelling in Dail Eireann, should it 
npt be eliminated in Seanad Eireann and in every other elected 
b.bay, central an.d regional? 
1~> , More, recourse to all-party~ommittees in the Oireachtas. 
13. "~limination of trivialisation in politics. 
14. R'eduction of delay In decision. 

Each o~ these questions, or combinations of them, could 
be precisely "efined and made a project for study. Collectively 
such study wouJd lead to 5mprovements in the way we Irish 
govern ourselves. In so doing, we may give a lead to the free 
world. 

Appendix: Notes on Government by Coalition of All Parties 

The attitude of most informed, thinking persons is that the 
socio-economic situation in !\Ie Irish Republic at the moment 
is critical. (The writer, a genuinely non-, indeed almost an 
anti-, political party man, an old perfervid pro-Treaty man, 
has no political axe to grind.) It is a situation in which the 
country, to survive, must have the best leadership it can get. 
No party seems to have anything like a convincing policy for 
dealing with security, unemployment and inflation. All we 
have are manifestations of uncontrollable politico-criminality 
and public' ignorance. But people, genuinely alarmed, will 
accept sacrifice if this be evenly distributed. In the circum
stances, the traditional tone and style of Dill debate these 
bad days (as reported in the press) has become not merely an 
absurdity but a national danger. Since no party has a policy 
for redemption, one might ask: what is the point of coalition; 
The answer is: to dramatise the fact of the country's dire 
problems, that universal sacrifice is asked for, with full party 
agreement that niggling critdsm be suspended. 

In support of a policy of total coalition there are natural 
differences in interest between groups in Ireland as everywhere 
else but these differences, except on the part of a negligible 
fraction, are not political. Each group is as likely to contain 
supporters of all parties as any other though not, of course, 
in the same proportions. (The proportions will be more alike 
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in Ireland than almost anywhere else, e.g. employees, largely 
unionised, have only a small proportion voting for the Labour 
Party.) 

So political division is unrelated t9 real·interest divisions of 
the people. This is reflected in Dail Eireann and in government 
itself. As every higher civil servant knows, conflict is perpetual 
between the Department of Finance and other departments, 
i.e. revenue versus expenditure. The town·country conflict is 
reflected in the Department of Agriculture versus the rest; 
agriculture seems to have in it the extraordinary power of 
commanding the uncritical loyalty of every one connected 
with it, including civil servants, normally a cynical lot. Such 
conflicts are natural, necessary for the working of a democracy, 
usually resolved by sensible compromise. They have little to 
do with politics: e.g. one finds in 'the UK and Ireland that a 
minister of labour in government, a member of a political 
labour party, is as likely to be in trouble with the trade unions 
as would a minister of labour from any other party. It is the 
issue and not the party that matters. 

The theory behind all.party coalitions is that the country 
should be governed by people best fitted to govern it, and no 
party is likely to have a monopoly of these. Of course, the 
obvious practical objection will bCl that government between 
members of a single party with common ideals, government 
between friends, will be more efficient. One wonders, having 
regard to the business with which government has to deal. 
For bills originating. in the public service, usually routine in 
character and, of course, for bills originating in the party 
political programmes, single-party government can cope. 

It is when government has to co,ntend with unforeseen 
events, internal and external, that all-party government 
becomes necessary, indeed that good government itself may 
become essential for the nation's survival. It might be argued 
that recourse could be had to all-party' government wb-en 
such a crisis occurs. This would be impossible! in most sue» 
cases, The most government can hope for is all-party-support; " 
which is a very different thing as it does not mvolve partici- ' 
pation of non-government party chiefs. Even in the case of 
war, UK governments, at the start at any rate, did'not become 
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intc{·party g!,vernments. Such is the strength of the political ' 
party idea, as has been said irrelevant to the nation's interest. 

A study of this aspect of government should extend to the 
"xp~rience of the USSR and other planned economies with 
single partie~. Th<; writer hastens to add that he does not like 
one·p~y systems, and a no-party system is an impossible 
ideal. {.n these countries the practice is for party and/or 
governmert to announce an agreed policy or programme. 
What one wQuld very much like to know is the kind of 
debat~ that "oc;,curred .in the evolution of such policy. Perhaps 
such proceedings are secret, the intention being a mono
lithic, infallible party front. Or some countries (Yugoslavia, 
Bulgaria?) may be more forthcoming than others. If such 
accounts are unpublished the researcher can at· least ask for 
them. Switzerland, the most efficient country in the world 
and the most free from party politics (coincidental?), is also 
worthy of study on the same lines. 

NOTES 

1 The North is a perfect example 
of the truth that parliamentary 
party democracy cannot work 
unless there is something like 
equality in numbers voting for 
and against, so that each side 
(with or without coalition) has 
a prospect of governmental 
power. A permanent minority 
must abandon the hustings and 
take to the streets or the barri
cades. There has been a great 
lack of political wisdom on 
both sides in the North in not 
recognising this fact. Sweden 
might seem to be an exception 
to the rulc, with its long tradj... 
tion of socialist government. 
Now the Swedes (since Gusta
vus Adolphu,) are the mo,t 
peaceful people in the world 
and under the socialists they 
have become materially the 
wealthiest. Nevertheless the 

socialists have been driven 
from power by a coalition, the 
members of which must have 
always been able to entertain 
this hope. Hence the proposi~ 
tion announced above holds in 
this illustration. Goings-on in 
the UK parliament sometimes 
should sound the death-knell 
of parliamentary party demo
cracy having near-absolute 
party loyalty. Even W. S. Gil
bert could not have imagined 
the situation in the British 
House of Commons in which 
an important act (applicable to 
the whole UK) was passed on 
the single vote of an Irish 
Republican MP from Northern 
Ireland. Why did he not try to 
exact his price? 

2 Scholarship in Ireland (and 
perhaps elsewhere) may be in 
for a rough time when it dares 
to propound a thesi! (even well 
supported by evidence), con-
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trary to that generally held. 
The counter~argument (within 
the writer's experience) may be 
on the following lines: 'Who 
said that?' ·X.' 'That bloody 
fellow/ or an unspoken raising 
of eyebrows may be enough. 
The sad thing is that even other 
scholars are not above this kind 
of reaction. All are thereby 
saved the agony of thought. 

3 The British prime minister, 
Stanley Baldwin, said that to 
every problem addressed to 
five experts he got six answers, 
including two from Maynard 
Keynes. 

4 Once a civil servant, the car
toonist, C. E. Kelly, was asked 
by a member of a promotion 
board whether his sometimes 
acutely satirical pictorial com-

ment did not get him into 
trouble with members of the 
government. .'No', answered 
Kelly. 'Whatever line I took 
about a minister. when] ignore 
him for a month or two I am 
liable to be asked Uwhy?" by 
his private secretary', 

5 This sentence was written 
before the publication of the 
Report of the Devlin Commis
sion. It may stand because these 
are points in the text not dealt 
with by the Commission. 

6 Delay in decision, in law o r 
otherwise, public and private, 
can be a social evil, hence 
undemocratic. 

7 Cost of civil actionsJ pre
certified by a High Gourt ' 
judge as of public importance, 
should be borne by the State. 

'. , 

- - ---- - -
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The btldget (1) 

The backgr6und to the budget 
The increasing strains on the public finances in the period up 
to 1980'provided a sombre background to the preparation of 
the 1981 budget. 

First, in every year since 1973, current budget revenue had 
fallen well short of current expenditure. From 1974 to 1980 
revenue, on average, covered only 85 per cent of expenditure. 
Thus, there was a continual series of deficits on the current 
budget, which tende~ to widen over time, and which by 1979 
had become very large relative to the output of the economy. 
In 1980 the current deficit was equivalent to 7 per cent of 
national outpu t. This indicates the unusual extent to which 
living standards are being sustained by a current budget 
deficit which is in turn maintained by borrowing. 

Second, in the period 1975-80 45 per cent of exchequer 
borrowing was used to cover the current budget deficit, 
rather than to. finance capital expenditure. The accumulated 
current deficit in this period was £2,100 million. This means 
that no future flow of output becomes available in order to 
finance interest and capital repayments on the debt. In turn 
this means - especially in a period of relatively low growth -
that tax rates must be raised in the future to enable repay
ments to be made. The implications of borrowing on this 
scale are more serious when a significant amount of foreign 
borrowing takes place, as occurred during 1975-80 when 35 
per cent of exchequer borrowing was net foreign borrowing 
(excluding sales of securities to non-residents, the inclusion 
of which would make the proportion higher) . 

Third, in each of the years 1979 and 1980 the immediate 
post-budget estimate of the current deficit was far exceeded 
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in the outcome. In 1979 expenditure was £130 million above 
estimate and revenue (which is almost all tax revenue) was 
£103 million below estimate. In 1980 almost all of the 
'overshoot' on the current budget was due to an excess of 
actual expenditure over the estimate, the excess of expendi
ture which amounted to £179 million. The out-turn in 1980 
was a current budget deficit of £547 million, which was £194 
million higher than the budget estimate of .£353 million. Now 
1980 was a year when output grew at a relatively low rate. In 
such a year, it is possible for tax revenue to be below average 
and for social welfare payments to be above average, swelling 
the deficit. However, this was not the case in 1980, since 
actual tax revenue exceeded the estimate by £38 million and 
social welfare payments exceeded the estimate by only £37 
million. 

The key to the overrun in 1980 lies in the supplementary 
estimates. Taking the estimates for the public services (which 
include noted capital services), the supplementary estimates 
in 1980 amounted to £464 million. A good deal of this addi
tional expenditure was due to pay awards in the public 
sector. In the budget speech of February 1980, the Minister 
for Finance had said 'I shall, if necessary, introduce supple
mentary proposals whether by way of increasing revenue or 
decreasing costs, to cover any excess costs' (over and above 
the £100 million which had been added for further 'special' 
increases leading to additional pay and pensions). In the 
event, the special increases outpaced the £100 million allow
ance. In 1980 public sector pay (for civil servants, teachers, 
Garda!, defence forces, health staff, and the pay element in 
grants to certain non-commercial state-sponsored bodies, 
universities and colleges) increased by 35 per cent, and num
bers employed incFeased by some 3 to 4 per cent. The 
expenditure trends in 1979 and in 1980 raise que~tions about 
the efficacy of controls on the growth of public expenditure. 
They also lead to a query whether the estimates for 19~1 can 
be adhered to. ' 

Fourth, this control over public expenditure is very diffi
cult to achieve unless a determined policy is pursued', not" 
least on pay. This is because a high proportion of public . 
expenditure is required for debt service, a prior, inescapab1e 
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commitment; for income l'Iaintenance payments, which in 
effect are .a prior commitment; and for public sector pay. In 
1980 service .of the public debt amounted to £666 million, 

.expenditure on social welfare (excluding that proportion 

.which is financed by contributions from employers and em
ployees) was £486 million and public sector pay was £1,565 
minion.. These three items, combined, accounted for 73 per 
cent of public expenditure. If any adjustment is to fallon the 
remaining items in -the current budget, that is non-pay 
expendituF\?, the difficulties are manifest. The following 
hypothetical,calculation illustrates this. If a balanced budget 
on current account, last achieved in 1973, were to be 
achieved; and if all the adjustments were to fall on non-pay 
expenditure exclusive of debt service and income mainten
ance payments, non-pay expenditure would have to fall by 
over 50 per cent. This shows that a balanced budget could 
not realistically be achieved within one or even two years; ~t 
also shows that a balanced budget is almost certainly not 
achievable without a mark~d rise in tax revenue. The prob
lems of controlling non-pay expenditure are evident from the 
experience of 1980. The estimate set an increase of 11 per 
cent for non-pay expenditure (less debt service) over the 
1979 outcome. The outcome of 1980 was £101 million 
higher, that is an increase of 19 per cent occurred. 

The excess of expenditure on the public capital programme 
in 1980 over. the budget estimate was £110 million. Thus, the 
exchequer borrowing requirement in 1980 was £1,217 
million compared with the estimate of £896 million. 

The_ outcome of the budget 
The stated objectives of the 1981 budget are similar to those 
of the 1980 budget - to work towards achieving a balance on 
th.e current budget deficit and on the balance of payments, 
WIthout adversely affecting growth. It is not within the 
compass of this note to consider in any detail the economic 
implications of the budget, but the broad trends can be 
summarised. 

The 'opening' budget deficit for 1981, that is, if there were 
no discretionary policy changes, is £524 million. There is an 
allowance for extra increases in public sector pay of £80 
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million; this together with income tax and social welfare 
increases adds £290 million to expenditure. Additional 
indirect tax increases, a bringing forward of corporation tax 
payments, additional PDSt Dffice charges and some ",tber 
SDurces provide additional revenue Df £300 milliDn and leave 
a c1Dsing deficit Df £515 milliDn. In Dne respect, the tax 
measures are a cDntrast to. thDse Df the 1980 budget. In 1980 
incDme splitting was allDwed fDr all married cDuples, and the 
tax thresh DId (Dr incDme abDve which tax began to' be paid) 
was raised cDnsiderably fDr married perSDns; thDse who. had 
gained mDst, in relative terms, were higher incDme co.uples. 
No. such radical change in the tax system occurs in the 1981 
budget. The increase in PA YE emplDyee allo.wance, frDm 
£400 to £600, had been a cDmmitment under the autumn 
Natio.nal Understanding. It is in itself an indicatio.n Df the 
way in which the importance Df the budget has declined 
relative to. that Df centralised bargaining over pay, . sDcial 
welfare and ether issues. With regard to indirect taxes, if 
specific taxes are net raised in line with prices of cDmmodi· 
ties generally, the prices of the taxed cDmmodities wo.uld fall 
in relative terms. Ho.wever, in the budgets Df 1980 and 1981 
the specific taxes en alcDhDl, tobacco. and petrel have been 
such as to. raise their prices relative to. commDdities in general. 
'TDtal current revenue is estima~ed to. increase by 21 per 
cent in 1981. The budget estimate is that current gDvernment 
expenditure in 1981 will be 17 per cent higher than in 1980. 
This wDuld imply a decline in the vDlume Df expenditure Df 
SDme 3 per cent. 

However, fDr a number of reaSDns, the estimated current 
budget deficit fer 1981 is likely to be exceeded. First, further 
increases in public sectDr pay are likely - many in respo.nse 
to the special increases which were.-awarded in 1980 which 
lead to co.nsequent claims in other areas of the pu.blic secto.r, 
on the grounds that custo.mary pay differences had been 
disturbed. In view of the claims which have already b"tilt up, 
the further special increases are likely to. exceed £80 !\IiIlio.n. 
SecDnd, fDr the no.n·capital supply services, the estimates a~e 
fDr an increase of Dnly 3 per cent in nDminal expenditure in , 
1981. This implies a marked vDlume decline Df so.me 9 per '" 
cent, and implies a substantial decline in productivity in the 
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public sector. Given the experience of 1980, such a volume 
d.ecline is unlikely. Third, an allowance of £25 million is 
malle for 'savings from public sector rationalisation', yet no 
specific policy proposals are made to show how these savings 

.: are to be effected. Thus, the volume of current government 
''e<'penditur<; in 1981 is likely to show little change, by com· 
pmson with the 1980 outcome . . 

The: estimate for the public capital programme is £1,733 
million, or an increase of 36 per cent on the out·tum for 
1980. Ass'lming that a capital programme of this magnitude 
would lead' to some bidding up of the prices of inputs to 
investment, this implies a volume increase of some 17 per 
cent. Such an increase is likely to lead to a deterioration in 
the current balance of payments deficit. It is difficult to 
assess the contribution of the public capital programme, since 
the published' programme gives no indication of the extent to 
which any appraisal has been made of the various items of 
the £1,730 million of expenditure. Such an appraisal would 
consist of an estimate of the costs and of the returns which 
each set of projects contributes to the economy. If such an 
appraisal has been made, there seems little reason why it 
should not be published. If it has not been made, there can 
be no presumption that resources are being efficiently alia· 
cated. 

The budget estimates that the exchequer borrowing 
rl'quirement will be £1,296 million in i981. But this leaves 
out of account the £200 million of 'private sector participa' 
tion'. If this consists of public sector projects which are taken 
over by the private sector, they no longer belong in the 
public capital programme. If, on the other hand, they are 
'merely' financed by the private sector, they belong with the 
exchequer borrowing requirement, since all the financing of 
exchequer borrowing from domestic sources comes from the 
private sector in one form or another. Thus, most of the 
'private sector participation' is likely to mean the substitution 
of one form of domestic borrowing by another. Given a 
likely exchequer borrowing requirement of £1,600 million to 
£1,700 million in 1981, this would represent some 16 to 17 
per cent of gross national product. By comparison, the 
highest ratio on record is the 16.2 per cent of 1975. Govern-
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ment foreign borrowing in 1981 is likely to be some £650 
million, compared with £566 million in 1980. Adding the 
foreign borrowing of the state·sponsored bodies, whose 
borrowings abroad amounted to over £400 million in 1980, 
the total official external debt (of government and of state· 
sponsored bodies) is likely to rise from £3,000 million at the 
end of 1980 to some £4,100 million at the end of 1981. By 
then, the net foreign liabilities (official external debt less 
official external reserves) are likely to have reached £2,200 
million. By contrast, at the end of 1978, they had been £13~ 
million. 

Given the likely method of financing the borrowing 
requirement, there is likely to be a sharp increase in the 
current balance of payments deficit in 1981. There is likely 
to be a relatively small increase in the volume aggregate out· 
put owing to the budget, compared to what would otherwise 
be the case. This limited impact is due to the openness of the 
economy, which has a high propensity to import, and due to 
the observed fact that a certain part of the impact of 
increases in aggregate demand is felt in increases in prices and 
wages. 

John Blackwell 

The budget (2) 

Social policy and the 1981 budget 
The Minister for Finance introduced his 1981 budget state· 
ment by saying: 'The Budget must have regard to social as 
well as economic and financial aspirations, and to our 
capacity to pursue these aspirations'. He went on 'the 
government intend that those in need should npt suffer by 
reason of changing economic conditio!!s over w!'ich they 
have little or no influence'. 

The social dimension of this year's budgetary strategy can 
be seen in the allocations for the social services, cnanges in 
social welfare benefits, and income tax poli~. Th~SI' 
measures supplement a basic aim of this year's strategy: to'\ 
increase the numbers at work by an extensive public invest· . 
ment plan. The allocation for the principal social services 'in 
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1980 was substantially incr,ased by supplementary estimates 
il). the course'of the year, and this applied to both capital and 
cuvent expenditure. 

Ji:ducation Tl)e out-tum of current expenditure "for 1980 
. ~n this area was £536.7 million, of which 7 per cent was 

p't,?vided tbrough !iupplementary estimates. Capital expendi
ture On education was £60.8 million, which was an increase 
of 19~ per cent over the amount originally provided in the 
public capitai' programme. For 1981 the estimates show an 
increase of, 24.5 per cent in nominal current expenditure on 
education which represerts an increase in real terms of the 
order of 7.5 per cent when deflated for likely increases in the 
price index for public current expenditure. Capital spending 
is estimated to rise by .a substantial 31.7 per cent, which 
represents an increase of the order of 19 per cent in volume 
terms . 

Health Current spending on health in 1980 emerged at 
£668.2 million of which 19 per cent came from supplement
ary estimates. Capital spending, at £35 million, was 20 per 
cent higher than provided for originally in the public capital 
programme. For 1981 the estimates provide for current 
spending of £691.5 million, an increase of 3.5 per cent in 
nominal terms. In real terms, this indicates a decline of the 
order of 13 per cent, which would be a reversal of the long
standing trend of real increases in health expenditure. On the 
capital side, health expenditure is estimated at £40 million, 
or a nominal' increase of 14.3 per cent. This is likely to repre
sent a small increase in real terms. 

Housing Current expenditure on housing subsidies in 1981 
is estimated at £62.7 million which is almost the same as 
the outtum for 1980 and therefore represents a substantial 
decrease on 1980. Capital expenditure on housing in 1980 
was £201.4 million, 9.4 per cent higher than had been pro
vided in the public capital programme. Provision for 1981 is 
£242.4 million, or an increase of 20.4 per cent in nominal 
terms. This is likely to represent a real increase of the order 
of 7.5 per cent. 

Social Welfare: The outtum of govemment expenditure in 
this area in 1980, at £493.2 million, was 28.3 per cent higher 
than had been originally provided. This represents the impact 
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of unemployment on income maintenance services and also 
includes the cost of paying a 'double-week' to recipients of 
long-term benefits last December, in accordance with the 
terms of the second National Understanding. Expenditure 
on social welfare (other than contributions to the social 
insurance fund by employers and employees) is estimated at 
£587.6 million in 1981. This represents an increase in nominal 
terms of 19.1 per cent. This includes the cost to the 
exchequer of the increases in social welfare payments 
announced in the budget and outlined below. Total current 
spending on the social services in 1981 is estimated to repre
sent 63 per cent of total current government expenditure 
while capital expenditure on these services is estimated fo 
represent 21 per cent of the public capital programme for 
1981. 

Budget increases in social welfare payments 
The principal feature of the budget's provision for those in 
receipt of social welfare payments were the increases in rates 
of payments: 25 per cent for long-term benefits (such as old 
age and widows' pensions) and 20 per cent for short-term 
payments (such as unemployment benefit and assistance). 
These increases apply from April 1981. Child dependant 
allowances in the social welfare system were increased by 
between 40p and 75p per child, depending on the allowance 
- generally representing an increase of the order of 10 per 
cent. 

These increases, particularly in the case of long-term bene
fits, more than compensated for increased living costs in 
1980, and kept pace with increases in average earnings in 
1980. The particular problems of the long-term unemployed, 
however, were not addressed by these increases, since un
employment is regarded as a short-term benefit, irrespective 
of the duration of benefit. 

Children's allowances were increased by £1.50 per mo'hth, 
in respect of the first child in a family, to £6 per mont~:an~ 
the allowance for second and subsequent children was '. 
increased by £2, bringing it to £9 per month. These sub- . 
stantial increases go some way towards compensating for the 
decline in levels of family support in recent years which ' was 
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de.mo(lstrated in NESC Report No 47 , Alternative strategies 
in family income support. 

The budget also provided for a new social insurance mater· 
. nity benefit, payable to insured women who are in employ. 
" ment and eligible for maternity leave. The new benefit, for 
~ich special legislation has been subsequently introduced, 
is pax'able for a period of fourteen weeks and is designed to 
main tain average net earnings for women on maternity leave. 

To m",k the International Year for Disabled Persons, 
special attention was paid to the needs of the disabled in the 
social welfare code. A number of allowances, such as the 
mobility allowance, were substantially up-rated, while VAT 
was removed from aids for the disabled. A number of tax 
allowances available to the disabled, for instance the blind 
person's tax allowance, were also substantially increased. The 
introduction of allowances in respect of dependants in the 
disabled persons mainten,ance allowance scheme (DPMA) 
(which, groups representing the disabled claim, are the most 
urgent need) was stated to be still under review ' and, in 
accordance with the terms of the National Understanding, 
will be introduced later in the year. 

Finally, the weekly fuel voucher available to recipients of 
certain social welfare allowances and others in need during 
the winter months was increased in value by 50 per cent to 
£3 per week_ The total cost of the improvements announced 
was £144 million of which £33 million will be met by social 
insurance contributions from employers and employees. 

Taxation 
Following the substantial changes in income taxation intro
duced in 1980 - principally income-splitting for married 
couples - the 1981 budget contained relatively little change. 
The principal development was the increase in the special 
PA YE allowance from £400 to £600. This was in accordance 
with the terms of the National Understanding. 

The exemption limits, which exclude low income house
holds from the tax net, were increased by an average of 15 
per cent. Married couples with an income of £4,000 per year 
or less are now exempt from taxation; this figure rises to 
£4,600 for couples aged sixty-five years and over. 
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The tax allowance available to one-parent families was 
increased to £650 per annum, and the tax structure was 
altered by increasing the 35 per cent rate band - the 
standard rate band - by £500 for single people and £1,000 
for married couples. 

Impact of the budget 
For a couple with two children with an income level equal to 
average male industrial earnings the effect of the budget at 
April 1981 is shown below. 

Gross weekly income (a) 
Social insurance and health contributions 
Income tax 
Children's allowance (b) 
Net income 

£128.40 
£6.10 

£19.19 
£11.50 

£113.89 

The position of a similar couple in receipt of unemployment 
benefit is as follows: 

Rate of benefit (c) 
Child dependant allowances 
Children's allowance (b) 
Net income 

£40.45 
£13.00 
£11.50 
£64.95 

Notes: (a) Unofficial estimate; assumes second phase of 
National Understanding has been paid, one partner work
ing. (b) This will be increased mJuly 1981. (c) Assumes no 
pay-related benefit is received. 

The income of the family in receipt of unemployment 
benefit represents 57 per cent of the net income of a family 
on average male industrial earnings. Families dependent upon 
unemployment assistance (urban rate) will receive 51 per 
cent of the net earnings figure. 

The budget also affects the circumstances 'of families 
through the indirect taxes paid out of disposable mGome and 
the benefits enjoyed as a result of the public servic'(s pro
vided through the expenditure provided for in the budg"t -
the social wage. The examination of these effects, wo'uld 
require an analysis which is beyond the scope of this .note .. 

Dermot McCarthy 
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A contribution to the energy debate 
In Ireland we import about 80 per cent of our total energy 
requirements, mostly in the form of oil. Another way of 
10Qking at the figures might be to say that, at present, Ireland 

. i~ depenejent on oil for about three-quarters of its primary 
erlC!(gy supply with about one-quarter of this oil going to 
generate electricity. Since world oil prices quadrupled in 
1973 ~onsiderable effort has gone into finding substitutes for 
oil in the ,electricity sector, with coal, natural gas, turf, bio
mass, wind,. }lydro, nuclear and all actively under considera
tion. 

The non-electricity sector, however, which consumes 
three-quarters of our oil has been comparatively neglected. 
Included in this sector are transportation fuels, such as petrol 
and diesel, and domestic 'and industrial fuels, such as paraffin 
and gas oil, all of which come from the 'light' end of the 
crude barrel which is both scarcer and more expensive all' 
world markets. TransportatiQn alone accounts for 30 per cent 
of all our oil consumption and, on current trends with sub
stitutes being utilised in other energy sectors, it can be shown 
that this proportion could rise to as much as 75 per cent 
before the end of the century. It is in this context that the. 
recent publication by the Science Policy Research Centre, 
University College, Dublin, of Methanol: An Alternative 
Transport Fuel is a welcome contribution to a broadening of 
the energy debate in Ireland. 

On 6 March 1981 the first copy of the study, written by 
Paul Glynn, was presented to the Tinai.te and Minister for 
Energy, George Colley. In making the presentation the 
Director of the Science Policy Research Centre, Dr D. J. 
Cogan, drew attention to the fact that the study links two 
issues which are of immense public concern: energy and 
transport. In particular, he said, the government has en
couraged a debate on the most desirable uses of our valuable 
indigenous natural gas resources, and this study, in putting 
forward an option which has not figured previously, makes a 
modest contribution to that debate. 

In arguing for the adoption of methanol first as a supple
ment to and, eventually, perhaps even as a substitute for, oil 
the author raises two questions. First, why do we need an 
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alternative transport fuel? Secondly, why choose methanol? 
The fIrst question is answered by presenting some of the 
curren t figures for oil consumption in the transport sector 
together with projections of demand in this sector up to 
1990. Although projected demand, as set out in the govern· 
ment's Energy Ireland, Discussion Document on Some 
Current Energy Problems and Options published in 1978, 
has been considered to be on the high side a revised growth 
case for 1990 still shows about 75 per cent dependence on 
oil by the non·electricity sector. When the serious doubt 
surrounding the future price and availability of oil to meet 
this demand are considered the need to seek an alternative 
transport fuel becomes obvious. 

However, given this need, why choose methanol when 
there are at least ten known synthetic fuels which could, at 
current levels of technology, act as an alternative for, or 
supplement to, oil in the transport sector? To answer this 
question the author developed a range of criteria, such as 
resource availability, energy efficiency, environmental effects, 
etc., by which to assess the competing fuels. On the basis of 
these criteria methanol emerged as the alternative fuel best 
placed to supplement and ultimately to substitute for oil as a 
transportation fuel. 

Methanol itself is one of the most important raw materials 
in the world chemical industry today but its chemical uses 
are now mature and growth of demand in this sector is likely 
to be modest in the future. Its use as a motor fuel is not new, 
as blends of methanol and petrol were widely used as a motor 
fuel in Europe in the 1930s. At present, blends are used in 
HoUand and Poland while vehicle operation on a 15 per cent 
methanol/petrol blend has been extensively studied by 
Volkswagenwerk AG under the 'Alternative Fuel Promotion 
Program' of the German Federal Ministry for R~earch and 
Technology. Volvo in Sweden have also investigated the use 
of methanol in diesel.engined vehicles and it is claimed that 
between 35 per cent and 55 per cent diesel substitudon is 
possible depending on conversion design. , 

Having established the need for an alternative transp'!rt' '
fuel and methanol's superiority over its competitors in this 
respect the study goes on to examine the potential sources of 
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the ftiel in Ireland. Methanol could be produced from natural 
gas, heavy fuel oil, coal, urban refuse or from bio·mass. 
Natural gas is the preferred raw material for a number of 
'reasons, not least because of its availability. Supplies can be 
''obtained from the Kinsale Head field for which the govern-
me1:'t is anxiou~ at present to find a more energy efficient use 
than ~he generation of electricity. 

While, natural gas supplies seem assured in the short to 
medium term, especially if any further commercially viable 
gas fields arc .discovered off our coast, the diversity of sources 
of methanol m~ans that no long-term supply cpnstraint need 
apply. Ireland is quite well suited to the cultivation of bio
mass which can also be used for methanol manufacture. 

From this analysis, it is not surprising that the author 
concludes that methanol must have a vital role to play in the 
future evolution of our national energy and transport policy, 
and that its substitution for oil, especially in the transport 
sector, can substantially reduce Ireland's excessive dependence 
on oil. Factors like the pres~nt high price of oil coupled with 
uncertainty of supply on wol'ld markets, the availability of an 
indigenous supply of high quality natural gas, the current 
concern about our import dependence and balance of pay
ments deficit mean that the present time is particularly 
appropriate for its introduction. To this end the study ends 
with a set of recommendations for action to be undertaken. 
as soon as pos~ible. These recommendations are that: 

1. Methanol should be recognised as the preferred applica
tion for available supplies of Kinsale Head gas. 

2. A state body under the Minister for Energy should be 
appointed to oversee the introduction of methanol fuel into 
the energy economy. 

3. The appointed body should draw up a national 'Methanol 
Fuel Programme' to oversee the building of a methanol plant 
and the adjustment of motor vehicles to take a fuel blend of 
15 per cent methanol in petrol. 

In accepting a copy of the study, George Colley stressed 
that priority for the Kinsale Head gas at present was the 
building of a national gas grid to transport the gas at least as 
far as Dublin and hence to save on any losses in energy 
efficiency involved in converting the gas into some other 
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energy form. Nevertheless he welcomed this widening of the 
energy debate and hoped that more academic and research 
agencies could be encouraged. to make similar inputs to dis
cussions of national importance. Whatever the particular 
effect of this study on government policy. the Science 
Policy Research Centre is to be congratulated for its con
tribution. 

John H. Kelly 

, 
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THE UNCOMMON MARKET. Stuart Holland, Macmillan, London, 
1980, 183 pages, Stg. £2.95 

Reviewed by ] aho H. Kelly. 

John H. Kelly is lecturer in Economics at the School of Public Adminis
tration 

[n October 1977 Roy Jenkins, in his role as President of the Commis
sion, devoted his first Jean Monnet lecture to the case for monetary 
union within the European Community. In the lecture he stressed that 
the most important weakness of the Community at that time was its 
'central economic mechanism' and argued that this could be signifi· 
cantly strengthened by monetary union which would favour "a more 
efficient and developed rationalisation of industry and commerce than 
is possible under a customs union alone'. Support for this argument was 
found in statements by European businessmen to the effect that it is 
difficult, if nol impossible, in the face of exchange rate risks and infla
tion uncertainties between member states, to plan a rational European 
dimension to their enterprises. The absence of such a dimension, in 
Jenkins's opinion, meant that the potential benefits of the Community 
as a-common market, rather than a customs union, were far from fully 
achieved. 

Initiatives like monetary union, the basic aim of which is to remove 
Wlcertainties and impediments in the working of the free market at the 
Community leveJ, are very much in keeping with the Jiberal capitalist 
ideology which underlies the founding Treaties. This ideology, in the 
opinion of Stuart Holland, has greatly influenced the form of inter
vention in economic affairs practised within the EEC; intervention 
which he classifies as 'negative' in its concern with preventing abuses of 
competition and the free working of the market mechanism rather than 
with providing a framework for joint intervention by member-state 
governments to achieve what the market itself cannot do. In The Un
common Market the Labour MP for Lambeth Vauxhall and former 
lecturer in the School of European Studies at the University of Sussex 
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questions the relevance of a predominantly free-market approach to the 
problems of the European Community today and analyses in detail, in 
the many cases where they arise, the contradictions between Community 
aims and achievements, design and deeds . 

. The assumption that economic agents, each pursuing essentially 
selfish goals, in a free market will be directed by an 'invisible hand' 
towards results which are in the best public as well as private interests 
dates back to the publication in 1776 of Adam Smith's The Wealth of 
Nations. Later support for this theory is found in the writings of Milton 
Friedman and the Chicago school of economists as well as in those 
bastions of orthodox neo-classkal economics - the Bank of England, 
the Bundesbank and the International Monetary Fund. Thus it was 
hardly surprising that Roy Jenkins's initiative met with influential 
support and that by March 1979 eight of the nine member states had 
taken the first step towards monetary union by joining the EMS. 

But not all economists are convinced of the power of the market to 
bring about an equitable solution to economic problems. Thus Gunner 
Myrdal, whose Economic Theory and Underdeveloped Regions was 
published in 1957, the same year as the Rome Treaty was signed , argues 
convincingly that a liberalisation of trade, capital and labour move· 
ments can all too often lead to the impoverishment of weaker regions 
while even the Speak Report and the Illst report of the Medium-Term 
Economic Po licy Committee (the Community's experiment at econ
omic planning)"which categorically notes that 'the free working of the 
market is not in a position to assure a reduction of differences in re
gional prosperity', stress the need for a more interventionist approach 
to ensure equality in the distribution of benefits within the Community. 
Stuart Holland shares such scepticism of the ability of the free market 
to achieve the most desirable outcome at the Community level and 
charges that the Commission: 'by seeking to give substance to every 
letter of every sub<lause in the Treaty [of Rome], as if nothing had 
really changed since Adam Smith, showed itself insensitive to real needs 
in basic industry, regional development and - thereby - the distribu
tion of income and employment'. 

As the title suggests the main emphasis of this book is on the tun· 
common' rather than the 'common' characteristics of the EEC member 
countries and institutions. A central theme is that, although on the sur· 
face economic issues in European integration have be~n dominated by 
political factors, the philosophy behind the Community 1l:eaties, and in 
particular the Treaty of Rome, is that of liberal capitalism>The author 
argues that such a liberal capitalist ideology is a hindrance nther than a 
help in decreasing inequality in the distribution of wealth Bf\.~een 
central and peripheral regions. Counter-argument is ~ effectively s~e'd 
by the statement that supporters of this ideology might be .able to in:ate 
a more plausible case for working through present Commun1ty institu~. 
tions if more had been achieved over the thirty years since the foundin&
of the Coal and Steel Community. Nevertheless Stuart Holland has not 
written a specifically 'anti·market' text; the emphasis is' on analysis and 
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the references are most comprehensive, leaving one with an overall 
feeling of regret' that much which the author points to as 'positive' 
intervention has not to date been attempted. 

The book is divided into five sections starting with an outline of the 
C~mmunity institutions and instruments, their stated aims and claims 
and the-.compromises forced upon them, and ending with an analysis of 
the ' ~temational role of the Community anq. the issues raised by the 
proposed"enlargement to admit Greece. Spain and Portugal. In between 
the effects of integration on capital, class and statc power within the 
member countries are examined. As one might expect such an examina
tion touches 'on most of the issues of major discussion within the EEe 
in recent years;'\the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), the failure to 
achieve a commoll industrial"policy, the role and effects of multi· 
nationals, harmonisation directives, regional and social policy and the 
issues involved in attaining the stated long·term objective of economic 
and monetary union. 

The prominence of the Common Agricultural Policy in EEC dis
cussions arises from two main factonj it is, after a period of over two 
decades. still the only genuine" common policy which the EEC has 
succeeded in implementing and. as such. it accounts for roughly three
quarters of the annual Community Budget (72 per cent in 1980). From 
IreJand's point of view the CAP has in the past represented the major 
source of benefit from Community membership mainly through its 
system of price support for our agricultural produce. Therefore, 
although some minor alterations might be welcomed here, the general 
system of price support has been unquestionably to our advantage. 
However in The Uncommon Market both the CAP in general and the 
price support system in particular come in for severe criticism. The CAP 
is described as 'both economically inefficient and socially unjust'. The 
economic inefficiency is evidenced by the periodic accumulation of the 
now infamous 'wine lakes' and 'butter mountains' which must later be 
disposed of outside the Community at considerable loss. while the 
social injustice is to be found in the provision of a unifonn support 
price to all Community producers which enables the large-scale :capital
ist farmers of the more developed areas to make massive profits while 
peasant farmers. who in the mid-1960s accounted for some three· 
quarters of the worKing population in agriculture in the Six, get a mere 
subdstence living. In achieving this, the author argues, the system 
imposes excessive costs on both the Community consumer and tax
payer and acts as a disincentive rather than an aid to structural refonn 
in farming through its failure to distinguish relatively rich from 
relatively poor producers. Thus he concludes that the most basic short· 
coming of the CAP must be its 'attempt to impose a common policy on 
highly uncommon agriCUltural structures in member states'. 

Reform is possible but to be effective would require most careful 
planning; planning not so much in the sense of creating a more unifonn 
single market but also to provide more integrated structural, social 
and spatial policies, relating change in agriculture to the distribution of 
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employment between agriculture and other sectors of the economy and 
providing some mechanism for income redistribution between different 
social classes in agriculture, especially between small-scale tenant 
farmers and large-scale capitalist . agricultural enterprises. However, 
having proposed such a structure faT reform the author moves quickly 
on to point out that in the past planning on such a comprehensive scale 
has been alien to Community institutions. Although an attempt at 
economic planning was made in the 1960s with the establishment of 
the Medium-Term Economic Policy Committee (MTEPC) this was 
strictly of the 'indicative' variety and was eventually thrown into 
disarray in the mid-1970s by commodity and oil price rises and the 
consequent deflationary policies of member governments as they 
scrambled for purely national advantage in a very uncommon manner 
indeed! 

If planning could help agriculture it could also have useful applica
tions in the industrial sphere where the author describes present policy 
as ·schizophrenic'. This schizophrenia, he argues, arises from the basic 
contradiction between the ideology of competitive national capital 
operating in a Community framework and the fact of monopolistic, 
multinational capital operating on a global scale. In ,the absence of a 
common industrial policy this multinational capital, from America and 
Japan as well as Europe, has helped disintegrate sectors of European 
industry by integrating its own operations world-wide. Nor is this the 
only problem posed by multinationals within the ComrnWlity, for there 
is evidence that a trend towards greater monopoly in the industrial 
sector may be associated with the high price increases experienced in 
Europe during the 'stagflation' of the past decade. Attention was drawn 
to this association in the Commission's Report of the Study Group on 
Problems of Inflation (known more generally as the Maldague Report) 
where it was stressed that under 'conditions of monopoly power, 

' businesses are able to compensate for foregone sales during recession 
by raising prices to offset lost cash-flow. The existence of such struc
tural factors in inflation are of course of crucial importance for macro
economic poHey because to combat them reflationary policies. leading 
to lower unit costs, would be necessary rather than the deflationary 
policies, aiming to put downward pressure on prices through creating 
spare capacity, which were in fact implemented by member govern
ments. Further evidence of the association between multinational 
capital and price increase is provided in the Fifth Report on Competi
tion Policy where in the introduction to the English vclsJon the Com
mission admits that 'inflation is particularly rife-in concentrated indus
tries in Member States', However instead of undertaking positive inter
vention to control the power of multinationals the author points out 
that the Commissjon has strangely underplayed both the mongpoly 
trend and its implications for the price le,,!el; the Maldague Report"~as 
virtually suppressed save for a 'gelded short .version· supplic;:d .to 
members of the European Parliament. while in the German version "'of 
the Report on Competition Policy the sentence associating inflation '. 
with industrial concentration is simply omittedl 
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In the section on capital and il1tegration attention is also drawn to 
the fact that a few dozen giant companies now account for about onc 
third of output in the Community and as a result can dominate macro· 
eConbmic activity. As most of these companies are multinationals 
opera:ti..t!g. both inside- and outside the EEe, one of the greatest effects is 
to~ndermine regional policy. Because of their importance to national 
econo.mies these multin;ttionals can~ refuse to go multi-regional, es
pecialiY in labour intensive industry. In effect these multinationals 
sometlmts cannot afford to accept national or Community incentives 
to locate in problem regions.. as these incentives are so much lower than 
the gains from lower wage costs, less than a quarter of those in the 
Community, wh~ch they can obtain by locating in South-East Asia. 
Irish experience would suggest ~that an attractive incentives package, as 
presented by the IDA, can still attract multinational enterprise to a 
particular country, but this is a further example of 'uncommon' action 
and increasingly monies disbursed by the Regional Fund go to infra
structural projects rather than to the attraction of mobile industry to a 
particular problem region. The result is of course that the Regional 
Fund has not managed to prevent a widening of the disparities between 
rich and poor regions of Western Europe. But then, to Stuart Holland, 
as to Gunner Myrdal, such a division into wealthy 'centre' and poor 
'periphery' regions was inevitable s9 long as a liberal capitalist ideology 
prevailed within the m~or institutions of the EEC. 

Other aspects of the Community which came in for critical evalua
tion are social policy, transport policy and the drive towards the 'har
monisation' of various features of national administrations. The Social 
Fund is described as a means of retraining 'some unemployed for the 
prospect of further unemployment' while transport policy is adjudged 
to have achieved little 'save for attempts to maintain that national 
governments may not restrict the destruction of their roads and 
environment by giant lorries', Further the author sceptically comments, 
'it might well be said that the Commission's transport policy has been 
so concerned with harmonising rear-view mirrors that it could not see 
where it was going' . On the subject of harmonisation itself RaIf Dahren
dod is quoted: ~boever regards harmonisation as of value in itself very 
rapidly- loses the ability to distinguish between important and un
important, necessary and superfluous matters'. 

The theory of economic integration largely neglects issues of class 
but in line with the interdisciplinary approach which he has taken the 
author a.ddresses these issues in the section on class and integration. In 
drawing atteri.tion to the many contradictions which exist within the 
Community he points to the limitation of some of the pluralist
functionalist schools of integration analysis to deal with class factors in 
an elite pressure-group framework . Hence these schools may ignore 
contradictions between the dominant form of production and 
dominant ideology and the stimulus given to monopoly trends by tariff 
reduction, which was intended to increase pluralistic competition 
between fmns in the integrated area. 
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In Jooking at the politics of integration the role of the European 
Parliament perhaps should be central. It is arguable that a democrati
cally and directly elected Community assembly should be able to 
reverse decisions of the Council of Ministers or directives of the Com
mission but such of course is not the casco In the event of disagreement 
the only course open to the Parliament is to pass a censure motion on 
the Commission, which requires a two-thirds majority and would result 
in the 'sacking' of the whole Commission. Not surprisingly this power is 
of little practicaJ. value and with the system biased so heavily against it 
the author concludes that the Assembly has '50 far served morc as a 
fig-leaf of democracy rather than a democratic institution proper'. Is 
the answer then to increase the powers of the Parliament? Not neces
sarily, from the point of view of a Labour MP. Even a formal change in 
the powers of the Eur,opean Assembly according to Holland would not 
be likely to change the fundamentally capitalist character of the BEC. 
Any major advance for socialist policies will, he concludes, depend on a 
transfonnation of the present role for political parties and trades 
unions, or the role of politics and labour relative to capital and state 
power. This line of argument however begs the question - is political 
advance to be equated with the advantt of more socialist policies? 
Clearly here it is, and in general where politics is discussed the author's 
more objective stance taken elsewhere is overshadowed by the sub
jective view that political advance and the advance of socialist policies 
within'the Community are synonymous I 

The enlargement of the Community to include Greece, Spain and 
Portugal is the subject of the final section of this book which also looks 
at the issues of world politics raised by the association treaties of 
Yaounde and Lome signed between the EEC and a number of African, 
Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) countries~ For Roy Jenkins enlargement is 
-politically ' unavoidable although he :admits it would cost a lot; for 
Stuart Holland the strains imposed by enlargement and the major 
structural problems of adjustment which would be entailed, both for 
applicants and community policies, could lead to the diSintegration of 
the Community as we at present know it. Central to the whole issue is 
the question of integration under the CAP. The present structural 
disparities between the nine, where Britain has 3 per cent of the 
working population in agriculture while Ireland has over 20 per cent, 
can only be seriously aggravated by t4e admission.. of three more 
countries with an average of 30 per cent of the labour fQ.rce employed 
(or underemployed) in agriculture ., Further ,the demand pull of labour 
from agriculture to other sectors whi~h helped preserttmember 
countries to adjust can hardly be expecte~ to operate in Europ~ today, 
threatened as it is with the spectre of technological unemploym~nt not 
only in industry but also in services where the microelectronic;tevg!.u
tion is thought by some to present the most serioJ,ls threat to existing 
jobs. Why risk what could be intolerable strains .~en when a . clear' 
option exists for the applicant countries? - association along the lines
of the Lome countries rather than full membership, which under 
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present structures could amount ,to, at best, dependent development! 
'l'he ..case for association is so convincingly argued here that it is diffi
cult to disagree with it. 

bxe(,aJl thi:l is 'a most entertaining and enlightening book. In the pre
face the author states his intention to be analytical rather than pre
~pfive so he should not be faulted for raising more questions than he 
pro~9-es aI\swers for. The aim is to provoke on.going thought as a basis 
for actioll. to change community structures and institutions. Even to 
those w'l\o would not agree wiSh the author about the direction which 
such change should take a constructive questioning of present arrange
m~nts must s\lrely be of value. , 
THE EUROPEAN MONETARY SYSTEM: ITS PROMISE AND PROS
PECTS. Philip H. Trezise (cd.). Washington: The Brookings Institute, 
1979.96 pp • .£Stg 2.50. 

Review by Patrick Honohan. 

This slim volume contains the proceedings of a Brookings Conference 
held in April 1979 which allows one to compare one year's experience 
of EMS with the expectations~ of the participants. All but one of the 
presenters of papers at the Conference occupy official posts in EMS 
countries : Jacques van Ypersele of Belgium, Henry Baquiast of !\rance, 
Christopher McMahon of the United Kingdom and Michael Emerson of 
the EEC Commission. The exception is Robert Triffin, doyen of com
mentators on international monetary affairs. Each of the main papers 
is followed by the remarks of an American academic discussant. 

Many of the participants felt it desirable to explain why the EMS 
was a good thing. Various reasons are given. some of them rather trivial 
in comparison with the degree of public attention which has been given 
to1:he system. For instance, is the 'first major characteristic of the EMS' 
really that, unlike the 'snake', it is deeply embedded in a whole range of 
Community institutions? That is the view expressed by Emerson, who 
also seems to attach importance to the favourable effects of exchange
rate stability of the 'snake'. Thus, van Ypersele points out that, while 
countries with appreciating currencies (such as Germany in 1977-78) 
have experienced depressed rates of growth owing to a reduction in 
export profitability, the inflationary pressures in other countries result
ing from excessive depreciation have also hindered growth as govern
ments acted to counter the inflation. So it seems that a zone of 
monetary stability is seen almost as an end in itself, a stance character
ised by RaJph Bryant as the 'minimum variance position', as opposed to 
the ~ntramme1ed market position'. The fonner position has attracted 
more adherents recently, as it has become evident, both from real world 
experiences and from theoretical advances, that flo""ting exchange rates 
do not fully insulate an economy from external shocks. However J the 
American discussants doubt the ability of the new system to deliver all 
the hoped-for benefits. 

, 
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Reading between the lines. onc SU5pj:cts that Robert Solomon doubts 
that the system will in fact promote growth and he also questions the 
direction of causality implied by those who see a reduction in exchange
rate movements as a necessary and sufficient condition for the conver
gence of inflation ratcs. More overtly, Benjamin Cohen complains that 
some proponents of the EMS confuse its structure with that of a 
common currency area; the two parity realignments of autumn 1979 
confirm that the fIXed exchange rates characterising such an area of the 
system are, however, well captured by McMahon who observes that its 
goals are "to establish more exchange rate order; to prevent temporary 
and speculative pressure from having undue influence; and morc im
portant, to use the exchange rate to some degree as a policy level'. That 
brings us back to the issue of whether inflation rates throughout 
Europe will be brought down to German levels. A dear transatlantic 
divide is apparent on this issue, with the American commentators 
openly sceptical that the political commitment to achieve this objective 
exist.!. 

From another perspective, the EMS ,can be seen as a regional attempt 
to push forward some of the ideas for reform of the international 
monetary system which were much discussed in the earlier 1970s. The 
falling dollar of recent years certainly had an influence on the forma· 
tionof the EMS. On the one hand, as William Fellner pointa out, the 
participant countries have had a long and fruitful experience of close 
cooperation; on the other hand, the regional character of the arrange
ment means that it excludes the US authorities. If the disease is a dollar 
problem, then the EMS is not a remedy for it. 

The question for the rest of the world is whether the EMS poses a 
threat to reform internationally. The speakers were undecided on this 
point, a pragmatic note being struck by McMahon who denies that 
there is a 'true alternative world waiting to be born, whose emergence 
will be frustrated by the EMS'. 

The technical innovation of the EMS - the divergence indicator -
obviously fascinated several of the speakers. Triffin calls it 'an unprece
dented breaktluough in international monetary arrangements'; but 
Solomon wonden whether the indicator will in practice have binding 
effects. 

The reader will search in vain for any particular ~nlightenment on 
the prospects ior Ireland in the new system. The enc\ of the sterling 
link, arguably the moat noteworthy event about the atat, of the EMS, 
is not commented on, and the new exchange control regulations are 
dismissed by Emerson as 4minimal adjustments iIi the Jrish·British 
exchange control frontier. , 

After a year of operation, few of the questions raised abati:t the 
system are nearer em answer. This applies both to its ~truc.ture (will~e 
ECU become a genuine reserve asset? - a possible development whic", 
McMahon sees as being 'of the first importance' but which Sol'omon 
questions whether it was really necessary) and to its likely~ perfo~an~e . 
(will it lead to convergence of real economic performance in Europe, 

\' • 
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as Emerson envisages, or will it fail to become a 'serious issue ' with 
particfpani govethmcnts, as Cohen suspects?). At worst, we may concur 
witft~Robert Solomon's view that 'we are left without much to fear and 

". even with increased optimism about Europe's future economic per· 
fo~ance" 

". , 
THE Ce~MON AGRICULTURAL POUCY OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNI:rV. R. Fennell London: Granada Publishing Ltd. 1979. 
£UK 6.95 ne", 

Review by Alan M~atthews 

Awn Matthews is lecrurer in Economict in Trinity College. 

Many readers might be surprised to learn that there exists no satis
factory modem introduction in English to the EEe's Common Agri
cultural Policy, but as a teacher who has to introduce students to its 
mysteries I have been conscious of this problem for a number of ye~. 
The explanatory leaflets available ' from the Commission are brief and 
limited in scope, while at the o~er extreme, the dozens of tracts, 
monographs and articles of spediilist interest generally assume some 
relevant background knowledge. It is this gap in the literature on the 
Common Agricultural Policy which Rosemary Fennell set's out to fill in 
her recent hook. The hook's subtitle, 'Its institutional and administra
tive organisation', clearly delineates its contents. What we find is a 
fonnal account of the development of the CAP and its operation which 
sticks closely . to the legal texts. The hook contains an analysis of the 
principles of the CAP. the mechanics of how the policy is administered, 
the fmancing of the annual budget and the complicated topic of 'green 
money', an analysis of the organisation of the market and price system 
and a description of the social and structural elements of the CAP with 
careful references throughout to the relevant EEC legislation. Never
theless, I confess to some disappointment that the author did not 
complement her careful exposition of the policy with an evaluation of 
the structure she so clearly describes. Who benefits from the CAP? Who 
foots the bill? Are its objectives reasonable? Are they reached? Only in 
the discussion of green money are we treated to an examination of its 
implications. One looks in vain, for example. for any hint of the con
troversies which surround the financing of the Community (and by 
implication the CAP which is the largest single item of expenditure), or 
for a discussion of proposed reforms to the policy which have been 
made by the Commission and groups outside. This is a work of refer
ence rather than narrative, and rarely docs the author allow issues of 
judgement to intrude. 

It is not meant as a criticism of the book's content to suggest that 
the need still exists for a comprehensive overview of the performance of 
the CAP. An ovetview would be particularly appropriate now, when it 
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appears that the fundamental philosophy of the CAP is in danger of 
being ditched less because of the criticisms made by academics and con~ 
sumers than because of the reluctance of recession-hit Governments to 
continue to foot the bill for fann price support. The issues can be 
briefly touched on here. How effective is the CAP in meeting its ob
jectives? How valid are these objectives anyway? What costs are asso
ciated with the Policy? And what should be the Irish attitude towards 
proposals for refonn? 

The CAP did not emerge as a new policy thrust by the nascent 
European Community. Agricultural price support policies were already 
in force in all the member states, and the CAP represented the attempt 
to harmonise and consolidate these. The objectives of the policy, set 
out in the well-kpown phrases of Article 39 of the Rome Treaty, call 
for increased agricultural productivity, a fair standard of living for the 
agricultural community, stable markets, and secure supplies -to 
consumers at reasonable. prices. The motives for the Policy rested on 
recognition of a persistent tendency for agricultural incomes to lag 
behind non-agricultural earnings, a recognition of the problems of rural 
poverty among small peasant farmers on 'fragmented and tiny holdings, 
a desire to move towards greater self-sufficiency in food production and 
the political clout of the fanning population. In the egalitarian atmos
phere of the 1960s and 19705. the income distribution effects of the 
CAP were emphasised at the same time, paradoxically, as its main bene
ficiaries became the large commercial fanners .who were able to take 
advantage of the technological revolution which swept through agri
culture in the post-war period. 

Herein lies a serious problem in trying to initiate a rational discussion 
of the CAP, that the real interests selVed by the policy have little' to do 
with its ostensible objectives. There wob..ld be few who would quarrel 
with a policy of income support for poorer farmers. But approximately 
70 per cent of the benefits under the CAP accrue to the wealthiest 
quarter of EEC farmers. There is no mystery as tp why this occurs. A 
policy which links income support to production must inevitably give 
most help to those who need it least. In fact, given that the major share 
of the costs o( the CAP is borne by a tax on food (in that food is more 
expensive than it would be if the CAP did not extst), the income 
distribution consequences of the CAP are thoroughly. ~egressive in that 
they shift spending power from relatively low income rural and urban 
households to relatively high income fanners. l'he irony of th,e policy is 
that in the long run not even these farmers benefit from the pQJicy. As 
Professor Josling has written: l 

" . .. low earnings in agriculture are the consequence of low alterqa-
tive earnings arising from disparitiesin education'levels in rural areaS~ 
But in these circumstances any price policy based' on some concept ". 
of giving to farm resources the ability to achieve parity incomeswith 
the non-fann population is doomed to failure. Higher prices '~e 
largely translated into the purchase of more inputs .f{orri the non'-" 
farm sector (fertilisers and machinery) and into the vahie of assets' 
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the supply of which are IlXcd (mainly land). Input suppliers and 
landlords gain, hut the new entrants get no benefit . .. Agriculture 
adjusts in size to the level of support it is given; price support 
policies have 'never influenced long·run resourCe returns appreciably. 

G\Vcn 'this evidence, defenders of the CAP fall back on its alleged ad· 
vantagc:.' in tenns ' of market stabilitY' and security of supplies. These 
arc im~brt~t objectives in themselves. but alone they cannot justify 
the waY'the CAP has developed. There has been no explicit considera
tion of the ' level of (pod production desired for security reasons, nor of 
the most seh¥ble combination of stocks ana current production in con
tributing to food security, nor of the implications for food security of 
the high dependence of European agriculture on imported energy and 
protein supplies. The' objective of market stability does not justify EEC 
farm prices at leVels as high above world prices as they are now, while 
tbe EEC method of securing stability for domestic markets adds con
siderably to the instability of world markets and shifts the burden of 
instability to other countries. 

The objectives of the . CAP cannot be properly evaluated without 
giving consideration to the costs involved. The mOst recent estimate of 
the cost of the Common Agrky.ltural Policy to the countries of the 
European Community has been 'made by C. N. MorrU at the. Institute 
for Fiscal Studies in London.2 MOlTis has estimated that the CAP 
raised the income derived from European agriculture in 1978 by about 
,£15.9 billion, or approximately .£19QO per person employed in agri
culture. It did so at a total cost (exclusive of central administrative' 
costs) of £20.4 billion, or £78 per head of population. Thus the net 
cost of the policy as a whole to the EEC amounted to £4.6 billion in 
that year. This represents the cost of keeping resources tied up in 
low.productivity agriculture rather than using them to produce goods 
that third country agricultural exporters who would otherwise supply 
the EEC market might actually want. It represents the additional 
income which would accrue to the EEe if it were to follow a policy of 
agricultural trade Iiberalisation. 

A problem arises, of course, when account is taken of Ireland's 
particular interests in the CAP. Because of the principle of common 
financing of the agricultural policy, Ireland is a substantial beneficiary 
as a net exporter of agricultural products. Attwood h'u estimated that 
the Irish Gross Domestic Product is up to 10 per cent higher as 'a result 
of the operation of the CAP than it would otherwise be.3 Nearly all 
Irish interest groups have therefore maintained a united front in 
opposing any moves to reduce the reaJ level of price support under the 
CAP. Arguments about the role and usefulness of the CAP are 
ultimately irrelevant in the Irish situation, patt of the ideologicaJ 
weaponry to be used in its defence. The fundamental point about the 
policy from the Irish viewpoint is that it is the only effective Com~ 
munity regional policy; it is the only Community policy which transfers 
resources from the richer Community states to this country. The fact 
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that the bulk of these transfers go initially to farmers has no real econ
omic significance, though it undoubtedly haa a substantial political 
impact. 

Agricultural trade libcralisation should therefore be an attractive 
policy for the EEe as a whole. However, the dilemma for Ireland is 
that the gains from trade liberalisation are unlikely to outweigh the 
existing and expected resource transfers from the operation of the pro
tectionist CAP. Elsewhere, I have suggested that official policy should 
be prepared to entertain moves towards agricultural trade liberalisation 
in return for guarantees that the existing resource transfer would be 
maintained through alternative channels.4 Whether the Community 
would ever devise a mechanism to transfer funds from rich to poor 
regions as effectively as the CAP transfers resources from consumers 
and taxpayers to farmc;rs is a debatable point. At least three arguments 
can be made agairu~ it. 

In the rust place, sceptics can point to the tiny. size of other funds 
intended to redistribute resources between the member states, and 
particularly the Regional Fund. A second point is that the CAP is the 
only fund under which payments are made automatically and are fully 
financed by the Community. In all other cases, payment depends on 
submitting and getting approval for a list of specific projects, and the 
Community will meet only part of the cost of these. A third point is 
that the benefits of CAP are paid for not only by the Europ~an tax· 
payer but by the European consumer in the form of higher food prices. 
To get the same amount of benefit through the budget alone might 
requife a much larger EEC budget than member states now appear 
willing to accept. These are real difficulties, but they could be oxer
come. At the least, the Irish Government could try the temperature of 
the water by expressing a willingness to contemplate agricul tural trade 
libcralisation if compensating resource transfers through alternative 
chanIlds were provided. 

This is just one example of how member states can have very 
different interests vis-a.-vis the CAP. The future .evolution of the CAP 
is essentially an issue of political economy, involving as it does dis· 
tributional issues not only between fanners and consumers, but 
between one member state and another. Or. Fennell's book does not 
venture on to this kind of terrain, but she must b, complimented on 
having produced a solid work of referen,e which will remain on the 
shelves for many years to come. . , 
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DEVEWPMENT ADMINISTRATION: CONCEPTS, GOALS, 
METHODS. George F. Gant. University of Wisconsin Prcs" Madison 
and London. 343 pp. 

-\ 

.Review by T. J. Barrington 
\, 

T. F: Barrington is a former Director of the Institute of Public Adminjs
trati;'"\ 

I began this book prejudiced against it. 'Development administration' 
seems to m'e a tautology, as if development were not the essential 
purpose of a~istration. and that there could be administration that 
was not developf(lcntal. This prejudice was heightened when I learned 
from the author that he was one of the inventors of the term. One can 
see how the tautology arose in newly-independent countries where the 
needs of development' required that administration be developed to 
match the new challenges. to such an extent that a new understanding 
of administration Wa! required. For example, 'the focus of develop
ment administration is the execution of defined programs and specified 
projects planned to achieve iqentified targets of social and economio 
development' (p. 32). But, as I rFad on, while my view of this matter, 
did not change, my respect for tQe author rose fast. This is a very good i 
book indeed. 

Mr Gant spent nearly half his working life with the Tennessee Valley 
Authority, and a similar period as a senior officer of the Ford Founda
tion in Asia. This book is based on lectures given at the University of 
Wisconsin drawing on his very wide experience of the development 
process in many countries, and the demands that process makes on 
administrative systems. He has a clear, easy style. His method is to state 
dearly a problem, or the stages of a problem, list possible solutions and, 
calmly, come to a conclusion. 

The focus here is on developing countries, but the issues discussed 
are, almost all of them, common to all administrative systems. The 
Irish administrator has only to substitute 'CAP' for 'Green Revolu
tion' in the following: 'The Green Revolution ... underlined and 
increased inequalities of (farm) income between regions and classes. 
a1though it did not create them' (p. 40). The discussion of autonomy 
ahd accountability in the pub)ic enterprise sector covers ground now 
being opened up here. Four chapters deal with what we have learned 
to call the four 'Devlin' staff functions of planning, organisation, 
finance and personnel. Where should the central planning function be 
lodged? What relationship should it have with the fmance function? 
Here again, there is a cool listing of problems and possible solutions, 
with clear recommendations. It makes the agonising that has gone on 
here on these issues seem a device to avoid the even more excruciating 
task of clear-cut decision. There is a very sensible chapter on institu
tions for training and research, with a long section on the role of 
institutes of public administration. Finally there are two chapters on 
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international bodies, with the chilling thought that, just as on the 
national level, so also on the internationallevcl, the largely uncontroll
able proliferation of agencies is the order of the day: 'As the new inter
national order gradually comes into being, along with international 
arrangements to protect the environment and to develop the resources 
of land and sea, it is easy to see that the global bureaucracy will at least 
double in size' (p. 332). 

This book is about problems of administration in the developmental 
process whether in a 'developing' or a 'developed' country. It seems to 
me to be a wholly admirable addition to the small number of books 
that give real insights into the study of public administration. 

PROGRAM EVALUATION AT HEW: RESEARCH VERSUS 
REALITY. Part 1. Health. Jame. G. Abert (ed.) New York and Basel: 
Marcel Dekker, 1979. viii + 411 pp. 

Review by Tim O 'SuUivan 

Tim O'Sullivan works r'n the Health Services Unit at the Institute of 
Public Administratt"on. 

The growth of programme evaluation in the last decade or so in Europe, 
America and elsewhere has both stood in remarkable contrast to, and 
been the result of. a general trend towards retrenchment and cut-back 
in public expenditure in these countries. Management consultancy Hnns, 
universities and other organisations have eagerly grasped thOe opportuni
ties and the contracts offered by government at national and regional 
level t9 examine critically its admini~trative structures and operations. 
The large sums of money involved notwithstanding, public bodies in 
Ireland and other countries have at' times been somewhat less than 
rigorous in defining their own evaluation' ,aims and objectives and in 
assessing the capacity of contract recipients to meet their requirements. 

This three-part series on programme evaluation at the American 
Deparbnent of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) is of considerable 
interest, therefore , for the light which it throws on evaluation issues 
and problems. The volume under review looks at ' health programmes. 
(Volume 2 looks at education programhtes and vofume 3 at welfare 
programmes.) All three volumes have introductory cl.~ters on the 
administration of evaluation and on some related problems and issues 
as wen as a number of detailed case studtes. Part I also includes an 
important general chapter from Editor Abert, which desciibes and 
discusses the growth of evaluation at HEW. 

Programme evaluation is defined by the editbr in this.Jirst challter, 
'Evaluating Eva1uation'. as the measurement of ' the overall effectiv~
ness of an administrative programme, 'finding out what is working and' 
why', Dr Abert's choice of sub-title, 'Research venus ReaJ.ity', anCl ,h~ 
use of the terms '[research] backwater' and the 'real world' are, doubt-

'I 
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less , meant to he provocative. ThCfY have the value, however, of high
lighting a cruciaUssue in evaluation: should it seek to arrive at judge
ments about the success or failure of a programme or should it have a 

" more ""esearch-ori~nted programme improvement emphasis? Dr Abert 
retognises the difficulties of the fonner approach, including that of 
'gi-a:fting' evaluation to a suspicious Of hostile bureaucracy. but argues 
stro~ngly that such an approach is necessary if evaluation is to become 
an important part of the policy-making process. 

The ecijtor-examines with refreshing candour many of the problems 
and limitations of cvalqation. These include the frequent changes in the 
US administraJion and therefore in \he policy which it adopts; the 
often conflictin~ objectives or priorities of any particular programme; 
definition and measurement problems; qureaucratic in-fighting about 
roles and functions;" the question of whether outside contractors are 
sufficiently familiar With the organisation and problems to be investi
gated; the pressures on such 'outsiders' to accept governmental terms of 
reference or proposals whicp may seem unsound and to produce reports 
which will not disqualify them from future contracts; and , of course, 
budgetary constraints. 

Another problem which Dr Abert highlights is that evaluation may 
seem to imply a lack of trust or ~onfidence in the management and 
employees of a programme. The editor does not offer any easy solu
tions to this difficulty nor would there appear to be any . Jndeed, as far 
as the health field is concerned, it is possible that those academics who 
stress the necessity of outside evaluation of the medical profession 
might themselves be inclined to regard any evaluation of their own out
put as a serious infringement of academic freedomsl 

Evaluation, then, is an 'emotional' topic. It is also, of course, at a 
relatively early stage of development and some of the case studies, as / 
the editor admits, provide lessons mostly on how not to do it. Dr /, 
Abert suggests that the most useful result of evaluation up to the 

. present has been that it has led to. an increased understanding of each 
programme among its management. He concludes, however, that it has 
yet to be established whether or not the information developed by a 
'mature' evaluation programme would justify its costs. 

Dr Abert's second introductory chapter, 'Health Evaluation', reports 
in some detail on the US agencies involved in the evaluation of health 
programmes and for that reason is of limited interest to the foreign 
reader. It is also somewhat unsatisfactory for a number of reasons. The 
fIrst is its failure to consider or refer to any relevant data from other 
countries. Secondly and more importantly, although the case study on 
blood banking demonstrates how relatively minor Ulan or misuse of 
specialiSed tenninology can discredit a report in the eyes of the special
ists, the problem of lack of credibility attaching to evaluation carried 
out in the health field by non-medically qualified pc:rSOIUlel is only 
briefly alluded to by Dr Abert. This question assuredly merited much 
greater consideration by the editor. Finally, and most surprisingly, Dr 
Abert does not discuss in any depth the serious difficulties involved in 
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arriving at acceptable clinical indices of the quality of medical care, 
particularly in the primary care field. These difficulties can hardly be 
ignored, however, by anyone interested in the evaluation of health care 
programmes. It may be suggested, in summary I that although Dr Abert 
devotes a chapter to 'Health Evaluation', he does not examine the 
question of whether, or how, such evaluation differs from evaluation in 
other areas. 

The above reservations notwithstanding, this is an important book, 
particularly for Dr Abert's thoughtful discussion of the principles and 
problems of evaluation. Those who have yet to acquire a taste for 
American administrative jargon will be encouraged to hear that Dr 
Abert and, to a lesser extent, his colleagues are conunendably restrained 
in this respect. The book is very well laid out and is designed for 
selective reading. All seven case studies, which include evaluations of 
drug abuse treatment and neighbourhood health centre programmes, 
are succinctly summarised in the opening chapter and the reader is 
thus free to concentrate on those which are of most interest to him or 
her. 

APPLIED PROGRAM EVALUATION IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT. 
Theodore H. Poister, Jame.! C. McDavid, &" Ann H. Magoun. Lexington, 
M .... : D.C. Heath &: Co. xvi + 213pp. 

Review by Desmond Roche. 

Desmond Roche is a former editor of Administration. 

Program evaluation - fonnal assessmei,lt of the effectiveness of a public 
service, central or local - is not a common operation in Ireland. Infor· 
mal assessment, usually impressionistic, 'intuitive and subjective, is a 
normal part of the management of a business or a public agency J and 
does well enough for the ordinary demanas of keeping the 'show' 
running. When something more fundamenta1 is required, the usual 
recourse is to a commission or committee, or to call in consultants, and 
hope for the best. 

Perhaps the nearest thing to an evaluation exercise':~n American lines 
is to be found in the Report of the Posts anG{ Telegrapl1.~eVieW Group, 
1978·1979, particularly in Appendix 3 containing tli Bell·System 
Study Report on the telephones service. Andther example i ,the Report 
of the Transport Consultative Commission (March, 1980), Appendix U 
of which on 'Effects of Bus Priority Measures and Modal Shift Strategy .. , ~ ).. 

on ICE', bears some resemblance to the second case dealt with..,m the 
book under review - an evaluation of a transit.unprovemenJ program~ 
the city of Williamsport, Pennsylvania. " 

There were, of course, earlier evaluation studies carried out:in 
Ireland, notable among them two organised by An Forns ForJ?artha ~ 
Transportation in Dublin (1972) and A Road NeedS Study: The Nati,!n.af 

" .- - -.. --- - --" 
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Primary Routes (1974) . Tfierc were also an IPA research report on The 
Placement and Guidance Service (1968) by John Bristow and others, 
and a number of ESRI reports by Professor P. R. Kaim-Caudle on eer- l 

.tain health services - dental, pharmaceutical and ophthalmic. A promi
nent place in this group must be assigned to Seamus 6 Cinneide's A 
Law for the Poor, A" Study of Home Assistance in Ireland published by 
the IPf\. in 1970. But the approach in these studies has been from a 
~ctt. er~r policy lev~l, tomewhat removed from the operational detail 
forming the staple of the exercises described in the present book. 
T~ ,local governmen t cases analysed in the book are products of a 

distinc~ely American system, and the circumstances which gave rise to 
them do~ot obtain in Ireland. The first two - a housing rehabilitation 
scheme and"a plan for improving a municipal bus service - were under
taken with the aid of federal grants. In both cases Congress stipulated 
that the results of their funding should be evaluated independendy, 
since the legislature has no means of direct intervention in the execu
tion of their decisions. Evaluation affords some opportunity of seeing 
and commenting on what has happened to the federal taxpayer's 
money. In consequence. with the growth in scale and variety of federal 
grants, program evaluation has become big business in the USA. It is 
essential that the evaluators should be seen to be both objective and 
competent, and universitie~_ and other expert agencies have filled the 
bill to mutual advantage. In the third case dealt with, the York Crime 
Prevention Program, the grant came from Pennsylvania State, the source 
being the Governor's Justice Commission. But the general effect was 
the same 80 far as evaluation went. 

I suppose the question which will be asked most frequently on this 
side of the Atlantic is: apart from reassuring the federal and state 
governments that funds voted by legislatures have been spent to some 
effect, how useful were these evaluations? The answer appears to be 
that wher~ the data resea,;.ched are quantifiable, the results are fairly 
useful. Where a more qualit~tive approach is needed the methodology is 
often too blunt to achieve the required penetration. 

One of the questions dealt with in this book provides a good illustra· 
_ tion of the virtues and limitations of the techniques employed by the 
research team. The city of Harrisburg (the capital city of Pennsylvania), 
faced with a declining population. decided to take steps to arrest and if 
possjbJe reverse the process of inner city decay which had made serious 
inroads into the urban fabric, material and social. A federal grant was 
secured under the Housing and Community Development Act, 1974, 
which encourages a comprehensive approach to improving the living 
environment with emphasis on the problems of inner-city areas. The 
plan worked out by the city authorities had four components: (1) a 
survey of substandard properties. (2) financial assistance for repairs and 
improvements, (3) improvement of street lighting, footpaths. recreation 
areas and street planning, and (4) better management of city-owncd 
properties. These remedial measures were to be applied not on a city
wide basis but to two 'target' areas. 
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The evaluation, undertaken after the program had been in operation 
for about two years, was cOIumed to the first and second of the com-

· ponents listed above, for which quantifiable data would be readily 
available. But the researchers sought evidence also on a number of 
hypotheses which would, they felt, test the effectiveness or otherwise 
of the program. The following effects of 'imPjlCts' should result: a 
decrease in tax delinqhency; an increase in property values; a positive 
change in citizen attitudes abouf'their city and government; improved 
residents' attitudes to their neighbourhoods. 

The first of these hypothesised effects was easily measured - the 
· city government supplied the necessary figures on tax (mainly property 
· taxes, or rates) and defaulters for the period hefore and during the 
· improvement plan. The surprising thing which emerged from the tables 
~ was that the incidence of non-payment increased dramatically in the 
· program years 1975 to 1977. Much the same thing happened in a no-
· program area which was selected for comparision or control purposes. 
i There WaSl no doubt, an explanation for this odd occurrence, but the 
· evaluation team makes no attempt to eludicate it - thereby, one 
, supposes, establishing their role as detached reporters of fact, without 
; subjectivity or bias. But how much more ' useful, how much more 
· relevant to future decisions it would be to abandon for a moment the 
, objective stance, and essay a few value judgements. 

The Williamsport Transit Improvement case was relatively simple. 
The aim of the improvement plan was to arrest the decline in bus 

r passenger numbersl and achieve a~ten per cent increase within a year, 
without incurring higher costs "beyond the normal toll of inflation". 

· Evaluation was a fairly easy task so far as the main objective was con
o cemed, but the research e"ffort did not cpnfme itself ~o the central 
· question but undertook ,surveys and tasks ~or the purpose of assessing 
: the effectiveness of the measures adopted by, the City Transportation 
~ Deparbnent. The exercise was no doubt useful, but to the reader its 
, underlying simplicity was all but buried in a top dressing of intimid-

ating jargan. Here is a sample: "In general, tIlen, in the post implement
ation series differ from trends in the pre-implentation series in the 
directions predicted by the program logic, it is concluded that the 

" improvement program did have the desired kind of effect". 
, The Williamsport plan for the rescue of itS,. rundown bus system is 
· an illustration of the problems encountered by public enterprise wqen. 

as in Williamsport, it taken over an ailing private 'enterprise undctrtaking 
: in danger of imminent collapse: Injection o.f pu~li~ money folloWed the 

takeover, much of its supplied by the federal Urban ~Man ~Transport
ation Administration and the state of Department,of Transporta~6n.,. 
Both these agencies put pressure on the city admiI!jstration to raise 
the efficiency of the system, and the city's response was the~subject ..:-. ... 
of the evaluation. Two points may be noted -- the city's ability .... to 
act in the civic interest, in spite of its smallness and its limited re
sources; and the value of federal and state intervention in tfiis kind bf .... 

I circumstances. The strength and flexibility of American local govern-

, , 

\ 
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ment must, despite declining ~sources and financial crises, inspire 
rea,c;lers in this CQuntry with a degree of admiration. ¥ass transportation. 
tQ:go no further, is a topic about which most Dublin citizens have come 
~ feel passion.f1tely in recent years, whether as users, abusers, or simply 
~pn::.users, hut these emotions cannot be translated into civic action 
except in a p~ripheral way: The recent report of the Dublin Transport 
Co'rts."ultative Comtnission proposed the establishment- of a Dublin 
Transpoftation Authority, ,with hegemony in matters of transport 
plannin~) , investment and traffic management in the Dublin region. It 
would have -to work closely with ~e various agencies now concerned 
with ttaffic ' 4!ld transport - ' eIE, Gardai and local authorties. As a 
preliminary m~aJure the ~govfmment decided to es~ablish a task force 
made up ,of rep~entativesbf central departments including Finance, 
Transport and En~onment. Dublin Corporation were not represented 
on the Consultative ~ommission, although they, in common with 
Dublin, Kildare, Louth~ and Meath County Councils, gave evidence. 
They have however a worJpng representative on the Task Force. 

A few yean: ago a newly elected councillor (Ruairi Quinn) moved a 
resolution in the City Council caJling for the establlshment of a Dublin 
Transportation Authority. Tha..,t was in 1974. The resolution was passed 
without dissent, then a special transportation committee was set up and 
a detailed submission prepared ahd sent to the Department of Trans
port and Power, as it was then titled. Nothing resulted and the coun
cillor, reflecting in 1976 on his experiences in this and other civic 
affairs, reached the depressing conclusion 'that the City Council is 
fundamentally incapable of creating the real radical changes' needed in 
Dublin because the real powers of decisions lie elsewhere - in the 
Custom House, or some oth~ Department, or in Leinster House. The 
councillor took the logical step, and became a TD. 

But parliament too has its shortcomings. Power eludes the pursuer, 
ana in our system of d.isper~ejd, one could almost say-disorganised, 
centralism it is becoming more \md more difficult to locate the real 
springs of decisions and action. Nothing can disguise the clear fact, 
however, that the power to govern in local affairs has long departed 
fro~ local govemmenL 

PUBLIC SPENDING DECISIONS - GROWTH AND RESTRAINTS IN 
THE 1970 •. Maurice Wright (cd.). London: George Allen & Unwin, 
1980. x + 168 pp. £Stg 12.00. 

Review by C. A. Collins. 

C. A. Collins I'S a lecturer in polittOcs at the University of LiverpooL 

This book is a collection of papers originally written for the Public 
Administration Committee Annual Conference in September 1977. In 
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addition an introductory and a co~cluding chapter have been written 
by the editor. 

Five of the eight authors come from the Institute of Local Govern
ment Studies at the University of Birmingham so that. together with 
careful editing by Maurice Wright. the book is rather more coherent 
than collections of conference papers often are. The process of 
budgetary restraint and public spending cuts appears so inexorable in 
Britain that this book will have guaranteed topicality far some tjpte 
to come. It will ·be very useful to students and practitioners alike who 
seek a greater theoretical understanding of the budgetary process in 
general and of recent changes in the UK in particular. Nevertheless the 
institutional arrangements for the control of local government expendi
ture will soon be significantly different from those referred to by 
Wright and his colleagues. 

Much is made in the book of the assumption among administrators, 
politicians and the electorate of continuing growth in the public sector. 
Why this assumption should persist in the 19705, despite the difficulties 
experienced in the 1960s in dealing with an economy experiencing 
accelerating inflation, and rising unempl6yment, is not clear.]. M. Lee, 
in his chapter on central government, sh,?wS how doubt~ grew among 
economists as to the efficacy of Keynesian techniques. 'The basic dis
agreement amongst professional economists revolves around the role of 
public expenditure. Some thought that public spending 'was necessary 
in order to support a weak private sector: dthers that it was frustrating 
genuine private enterprise.' (p 73). It is quite clear how that argument 
has been resolved for the moment, in Britain at least. 

Royston Greenwood, in his chapter on incremental budgeting and 
the assumption of growth, takes Wil4avsky's theSis, most recently 
elaborated in Budgeting (Boston, 1975); as a .tarting point. Central to 
thiS thesis .is the assertion that the proc~ss of budgeting is constrained 
by ,the need to adopt mechanisms for' simplifying the choices that 
administrators and politicians face. The most important aid to the 
process of budgeting is the incremental method by which agencies avoid 
the need to e.xamine their existing programmes in their entirety by con
centrating on the points qf growth or cutback on the previous year's 
provisions. Greenwood's analysis will fmd a great deal of support 
among administrators for it seems to define what they do as rational 
and what politicians do as Inon-rational'. 

A lot of the ~ook is concerned with the response oflo,cal govern
ment organisations to expenditure cuts. For the Irisp. reader\much of 
this will be of litde interest. The authors trace the changes in the ideol
ogy of corporate management which came into vogue in ~ritam to 
counteract the specialist/professional basis upon which local goyern-

. , " ment there has developed. The Irish -managerial system does no~ de-, 
mand a similar stress on institutions for policy c:.o~rdination. , '\ 

It is disappointing that none of the authors looks at bu~geting from. 
the perspective of an individual local authority service. Each chapter is_ 
an overview from a different angle. It would have been interesting to 
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he~ of _the 'problems at the 'sh~-end' of the process. Similarly, the 
-{'ole. 9£ pQliticfans Is. tI:eated rathct briefly . 

.: '\ .In. his chapter Professor John Stewart examines the effects, largely 
\ . up0Q. l?cal goveri!ment, of twenty-five years of continuous growth. 

'\. If ...is likely not mer~ly that expectations were created in the 
" periOCl, ~t th~ around pas! experience and future expectations 

'\,grE..w"'up a pattern, of working' that reflected experience andwere 
re~' forced b. y expectations. If those working within local au~
on . cs and central government had come to see as normality 
the ituation ii1 which expenditure grew in real terms year by \ 
year, tl!'\.t percep~n 'of normality would begin to influence their j 
b~haviour..and througl( their behaviour the procedures and struc-
tures of th'eir organisations. It would in effect have become one 
of the assumptions underlying the functioning of the organisation. 
(p 11). 

Stewart suggests a framework for the analysis of a period of standstill 
- Irish readers may find this useful, It is clear, however, that even with 
CUlTent constraints upon them English local authorities have a greater 
autonomy than their Irish counteh>arts. This might explain why morale' 
in, the English local government sFrvice see~s to remain relatively high I 
despit$ the ' rmandal difficulties\' It is only developments since the 
preparation of this book that have led English local government officers 
to share the concern of their Irish colleague. with th,e whole future of 
municipalities as quasi-independent agencies. 

Wright says of PESC and the other fonns of budgeting mentioned in 
the book: . 

None of these is a novel prescription for better decision making, 
still less a_panacea for its\problems. If the lesson of the 1970's 
has taught us anything about public spending decisions it is that 
there are no panaceas. (p. 163) , 

Yet, despite the lIDcertainty about methods ofpqbUc spending decision
making, government in both England and Ireland is moving towards 
great unifonnity and central control. 

CREATIVITY AND INNOVATION. Hany Nyllrom. New York: 
Wiley. 1979. 

Professor Nystrom is one' of a lively group of organisation theorists in 
Sweden. It would seem that Swedish business firms have a practical 
interest in problems of growth and innovation since this has proved the 
strongest theme in the work of researchers like Eric Rehnman and 
Richard Nonnann in recent years. Nystrom's book concentrates quite 
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narrowly on the question of innovation by business companies in spite 
of the apparent generality of the title. He seeks to draw together the 
various elements of company innovation and ·to suggest some points of 
importance in developing a framework for studying both efficiency and 
development aspect. of company development and to indicate some 
lines along which we might usefully proceed' (p. 7) . This objective gives 
fair warning that nothing very ambitious is being attempted.. Creativity 
and innovation are examined by a series of essays on relevant issues 
rather than an account of organisational innovation as a process. 

The book is organised round the familiar distinction between stable 
and unstable organisations, here relabelled as 'innovative' and 'position
al' companies. Successive chapters then discuss management structure, 
problem solving, marketing strategy, research and deveIopmmtstrategy, 
and policy making by reference to this distinction. In each case, the 
tactics and method. of the positional company is contrasted with those 
of the innovative company. The most interesting aspect of this exercise 
is to bring the substantive issues of marketing and research and develop
ment (R & D) under the same umbrella as the psychological processes 
of creativity and decision-making. The actual treatment of each section 
is sketchy and somewhat laboured, and is not a reliable guide to the 
best ideas generated by earlier work. The.overall theme - linking the 
various chapters to positional and innovative companies - frequently 
drifts towards tautology: innovative companies tend to use more in
novative decision making, innovative research and development and so 
forth. The crucial queJtion of how and why non-innovative organisa
tions become innovative is not satisfactorily dealt with. 

The book must be judged disappointing. It sets a useful agenda for 
the study of organisational innovation but does not manage to fulfill 
its promise. It is surprising that Profes~or Nystrom does not pay more 
attention to the work of his fellow Swede, Richard Nonnann, Whose 
Management of Growth was published two years earlier in the same 
Wiley series (Normann is referred to only once and his name is spelt 
wrongly). ·Normann gets to grips with many of the issues that Nystrom 
sidesteps and could help him to formulate his ideas on innovation more 
clearly. 

G. MacK. 
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treatment is to number consecutively and list them at the end of the 
article, although it is accepted that in some cases it will be simpler for 
the reader if they are given at the foot of the relevant page . 
6. References should be restricted to those necessary to sustain state
ments in the text or likely to be of value to general readers. They 
should give the author's name with initials or rll'st name, title, publisher 
or journal, date of publication and volume and page reference in the 
case of ajournal article, as in the following examples: 
B,pnan Fanning The irish Department of Finance 1922-58 (Dublin: 

IPA, 1978) pp. 30-35 
M. O'Donoghue 'Monetary policy' in J. A. Bristow & A. A. Tait (eds.) 

Economic Policy in Ireland (Dublin: IPA, 1968) pp. 86-101 
Denis G'{eene 'Legal aspects of non-accidental injury to children' 

Administration 27,4 (1979) 460-474 
7. If illustrations such as line-graphs are included in an article they 
should be submitted in finished form. 
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